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ROCKEFELLER’S TAX

A Statemenf Which Answers
Richest Man Pnys the Gov
Who
Are
About
To
Take
Part
In
Their
First
Municipal
Many Questions As To the
ernment the Nifty Sum of
Election On the Seventh Day of March,
Public Health Nurse.
$15,000,000.

Subscription $3 06 per year payable lu ad
vance, alugle copies three cent*
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
Splendid work has been accomplishvery reasonable.
I by Miss Lenora Chaplin, Knox
Communication! uj»on topica or general InterHit are solicited.
Entered at the postoffice in Rockland for cir county’s public health nurse In the
culation at second-class postal rate!
short time that she has been in this
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, from 46J Main Street, Rock field. Cont^tg as a perfect stranger
land, Maine.
he has already made a place for her

One man in the United States re
ported a personal income of at least
$32,371,821 for the tax year 1918 and
count of themselves in the State and National elections,
paid taxes on a net income of at least
$29,456,524 after general deductions
together with many still unregistered, will have their first
had been made. Tlie tax on this per
opportunity tonight to help decide the makeup of a City
sonal income probably amounted to
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
self in the life of the people and real
The Rockland Gazette was established In constructive public health work has
between $13,000,090 and $14,000,000.
1846. lu 1874 the Courier was established,
Government. Heretofore they have gone to the polls to
There was but one man listed as
ind consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. been done in many of the towns of the
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
’’single’’ who reported a personal in
vote directly for the election of officials. Tonight they
in 1891 changed its name lo the Tribune. hunty. Though working quietly and
come of more than $4,000,000. There
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
unobtrusively she lias gone about her
Grows three chicks where one grew
were but three such incomes, one re
will
participate
in
a
new
form
of
civic
affairs,
when
they
The best made. Cotpe in and let us
duties with the directness and effect
••• «♦■••••••••••••••.
•••
«•> >•<
ported Jointly by husband and wife,
before. Coal' burning, self feeding and
•••
one by a “single” man not listed as
iveness that is the result of her spe
show you
a Buckeye operates.
self regulating. Two sizes, 500 and
go into the seven Republican ward caucuses to nominate
It is right to be contented with what —•
the "head of a family," and one by a
cial training and fitness for the work.
1000 chicks.
••• we have, but never with what we are. •••
"single” woman.
the candidates who will be voted for at the city election,
Upon her arrival in the field last Au
••• —Sir James Mackintosh.
•••
John D. Rockefeller is a widower
•••
gust she at once visited all the larger
and therefore would be listed as “sin
Monday, March 7.
towns and interviewed prominent cit
gle." While the internal revenue de
izens. both men and women seeking
partment refuses to give any informa
REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES to enlist their interest and cooperation
They will learn what they have perhaps already sur
tion as to the Identity of the person
in various lines of public health work,
paying the taxes on these great in
mised that the caucus is in many respects more important
for, as she says, “I had to introduce
WARD CAUCUSES
comes. it is obvious that Mr. Rock
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby noti myself as weU as the idea of the Coun
efeller Is the only “single” man In tho
than election, particularly with the majority party, for
fied to meet in caucus In their several ward ty Public Health Association and the
United Stales who would pay taxes on
rooms TUESDAY. FEB. 15. 1921, at 7.30 p. m. program of work which such an or
the nominations thus made are generally equivalent to
for the purpose of nominating In each ward a
an income of more than $5,000,000.
full ticket of ward officers; to elect for each ganization is supposed to carry out; I
In reports by the internal revenue
ward a member of the city committee for the am doing real pioneer service and
an election. Hence it is up to the voters to select the best
on statistics of incomes, incomes of
ensuing year; and to transact such other busi though at first it seemed a hit dis
ness as may legally come before said caucuses
$4,000,000 and over are grouped to
possible timber in the party caucuses.
couraging, 1 feel that more and more
MAYORALTY CAUCUS
conceal net incomes and identity of
interest
is
being
shown
by
the
citizens
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby noti
the tax-payers.
fied to meet In caucus at City Council room. in my district and better knowledge
The women have already indicated their desire to
In the report for 1918 incomes there
Spring street, WEDNESDAY. FEB. 16. 1921, of the ends sought brings daily better
are two listed of from $4,000,000 to
at 7.30 p. m., for the purpose of nominating a cooperation.”
be
represented
in
the
ward
tickets,
against
which
policy
candidate for Mayor for the ensuing year; and
$5,000,000, and one of $5,000,000 or
Until bad weather and worse travel
to transact such business as may legally come
more. These three incomes, before re
few dissenting voices have been raised. The women,
before said caucus.
ing conditions made it impossible to
at
ductions are made, aggregated $42,Per order,
reach ail parts of the field without
REPUBLICAN CITY COMMITTEE
while not asking for more than councilman and a ward
371,821. The two incomes listed at
great expense Miss Chaplin followed a
.1 A. Richan, Chairman,
between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000 could
J C. Wiley, Secretary:
regular schedule of visitation that in
clerk
in
each
ward,
will
have
an
important
say
in
making
not have presented a total of more
Dated at Rockland Feb 4, 1921.
eluded all the towns and villages of
than $10,000,000. The single income
up the complete ticket, and their-attendance at tonight’s
the county, but during most of the
over $5,000,000, therefore, must have
HAYING IN FEBRUARY
winter has confined her activities to
been at least $2,371,821, a
result
ward caucuses will go a long way toward furnishing a
the places readily reached by trolley
Gigantic
Mammoth
reached by subtracting the $10,000,000
Actual haymaking in February was or to short trips into the country.
list of candidates which will appeal to the voters at large
employed to represent the two incomes
among the most unusual sights of the
The schools have received most
of from $1,000,000 to $5,000,000 from
BETTER THAN EVER—-MORE EXHIBITS—
mild winter in Bath last week.
Al careful attention. In Rockland she
on
March
7th.
$42,371,821, the total of the three in
bert Johnson happened to need some has inspected
the
several
school
MORE GIFTS—MORE MUSIC—MORE FUN
comes of more than $4,000,000 report
hay with which to cover his ice and buildings and examined every -child
Tonight’s caucuses are for the purpose of nomi
ed.
found none in the market, so he went in the McLain and in some others,
MONDAY EVENING
General reductions from the total hf
to the owner of a North Bath meadow giving the tests in 'weighing, meas
nating in each ward one Republican candidate for aider$42,371,821 were $1 1,915,297, leaving a
and traded for the standing hay. The uring and the throat, eye and ear ex
The first 100 ladies to enter the fair will receive premiums as follows:
net income for the three persons pos
meadow ‘owner agreed to let Johnson aminations. She believes thaf there
man, three candidates for common councilmen, one can
50 beautiful gift boxes of "Lady I.ove” Perfumes and Toilet Prepa
sessing incomes of more than $4,have all he needed for $1 a ton pro s no question of the need of a dental
rations, and 50 other premiums.
000.000 of $30,456,524. Again, if $10,vided that the other should cut the clinic for- the school children of this
didate for warden and one for ward clerk. A ward com
250 boxes of Sparrow’s Chocolates.'
000,000 were used as representing the
hay. Mr. Johnson Tuesday appeared city and has taken first steps to make
Music by Marston’s Orchestra.
mittee and one member of the city committee will also be
total of the two incomes reported of
with a mowing machine on the mead such a thing possible, viz. obtained
TUESDAY—AFTERNOON
between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000— al
ow and proceeded to cut all he needed
the cooperation of all the dentists
chosen in each wal'd. These caucuses will be held at the
though It is obvious that the total of
Washington’s Birthday
in this manner, the hay being dry and who have said they would gladly give
these two net incomes must be some
dead
on
the
land.
Such
hay-making
same
places
where
the
men
and
women
voted
last
fall,
100 quarter pound packages of Ryzon Baking Powder, to the first
their time to such a clinic if the prop
what less than that—the net income
extraordinary' would probably not oc
100 ladies to enter the fair.
er equipment could be secured. This
of the person who paid taxes on an
with
the
exception
that
the
Ward
4
caucus
will
probably
cur in February in this climate more
Income of more titan $5,000,000 would
TUESDAY—EVENING
than once in 1000 years.—Bath Times statement should certainly give our
citizens pause, and pet them to work
adjourn from the Central Fire Station to the City Gov I lie $20,456,524. This sum, $20,45«,524,
100 busts of Washington and 50 other premiums to he given to the
to provide the necesdary funds where
represents tlie minimum of which
PLACE FOR BIG TOE
first 150 ladies to enter the fair.
ernment rooms.
with to materialize a school dental
some one paid taxes. It Is probable
250 boxes of Sparrow’s Chocolates.
that the actual net income on whiclt
Every stocking should be shaped clinic and avail themselves of the
Philharmonic Society and Chorus of 50 voices.
Wednesday night the Republicans have their caucus
one Individual paid taxes was at least
like a mitten, with a place for the big splendid offer of the doctors..
Music by Marston's Orchestra, afternoon and evening.
$2,000,000 In excess of that amount.
• • * •
toe, to prevent deformities of the feet,
in the City Government rooms to nominate a candidate
WEDNESDAY—AFTERNOON
Tlte average rate of tax whiclt the
was the advice given to the Girls’ City
Miss Chaplin has also visited the
thre persons who made returns of
Warren and Thomaston Day
Club by Dr. Kendrick Smith, an os schools of Camden. Thomaston, War
for mayor. Rumors have indicated the possibility of a
more titan $4,900,000 paid on incomes
teopath of Boston. '‘Stockings made ren, South Thomaston, Owl’s Head
100 Electro Silver Polish for the first 100 ladies to enter the fair.
was 64.57 per cent a\t that rate the
contest. Up to the time of this paper going to press there
in the modern way, like bags, are the Friendship and Hope. In Rockport
Dog Show—All the pedigreed dogs.
tax paid on a net income of $20,456,524
sources of many' woes,” he said.
she assisted the doctors in taking
is one announced candidate in the field, with several other
would be approximately $13,185,000.
cultures of the pupils’ throats at th
WEDNESDAY—EVENING
Tlie net income of more than $32,Telephone
that
Item
of
news
to
The
time
of
the
diphtheria
scare.
Grocers
strong names under discussion, which ought to insure a
000,000. on which Mr. Rockefeller paid
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
Investigation of tuberculosis cases
taxes for 1918, does not include income
Mystery—guess what is coming. 100 assorted premiums including
readers will see it.
has claimed part of her time and she
satisfactory nomination and a repetition of last fall’s bril
front such investments as tax free
10 Chubby Kids, to the first 100 ladies to enter the fair.
has been able so far to arrange for
Liberty bonds or other bonds which
liant victories.
and send to state sanatoriums nearly
THURSDAY—AFTERNOON
may be exempt from federal taxes.
dozen
patients
who
would
other

Camden and Rockport Day
Mr. Rockefeller’s holdings in such
The caucuses begin at 7.30 sharp, and it behooves
wise not be receiving the proper care
bonds have not been made known. It
150 assorted premiums and in addition 20 Poodle Dogs will be
and attention. This work alone is
also has been reported In some periods
the
voters
to
be
on
hand
seasonably.
It
’
s
a
Republican
given to the first 170 ladies to enter the fair.
most valuable since the disease is so
during the war Mr. Rockefeller made
contagious that only the special pro
THURSDAY—EVENING
charitable gifts which may have to
year, and Republicans should have the say in making up
tection of such cases safeguards the
talled or exceeded his income for that
100 quarter pound packages of Ryzon Baking Powder and 10
health of the public. Every assist
the ticket.
period. Many of these were never
FEBRUARY 21-26
Chubby Kids to the first 110 ladies to enter the fair.
ance should be rendered our public
publicly announced.
Exemption is
250 boxes ot Sparrow’s Chocolates."
health nurse to make her work along
granted by the revenue law on such
Philharmonic Society—Chorus of 50 voices.
this line effective.
THE COUNTRY STORE
grance that was extremely fascinating gifts up tn 15 per cent .of the total in
Music by Marston’s Orchestra afternoon and evening.
Miss Chaplin lias spoken at clubs,
come.
to my youthful olfactory nerves.
directed two baby clinics, visited in Place It Filled In ’Knox County Life
FRIDAY—AFTERNOON
There lias been considerable specu
As I grew older I used to attend
ANYTIME WHEN HUNGRY
homes
to
give
instruction
to
mothers
Bean Day
dances and other entertainments in lation as to tlie "single” woman who
Half a Century Ago.
and
pre-natal
care:
also
information
DAY OR NIGHT
the hall above the store. I remember paid taxes on an Income in excess of
Dog Shew—All the pedigreed dogs in Ihe county competing for
as to care and feeding of children.
visiting the Good Templars Lodge $4,000,000.
cash prizes.
282 Main Street
From this direct contact with the Editor hf The Courier-Gazette: —
100 full size cans of Heinz Oven Baked Beans to the first 100 ladies
Reading in your paper a few weeks which met there. After the meeting
homes
the
great
need
for
a
municipal
THE BOWDOIN WEEKEND
Next to Boston Shoe Store
there was a spelling-match. Finally,
to enter the fair.
or bedside nurse is evident, in fact, ago of the deatft of .George A. Miller, all were spelled down except myself
.Make
this
Restaurant
your
Head

Rockland
alone
needs
two
such
nurs

FRIDAY—EVENING
of West Rockport, recalled my earliest and a young woman by the name of
Bowdoin College is introducing- a
quarters Fair Week
4’
es to attend to case/ that are coming
childhood, even as far back as the last Bowley on the other side. After they new custom this year In Inviting tho
Charlie Chaplin Contest—$5.00 in gold, 1st prize; $2.50 in gold, 2d
to
the
attention
of
the
public
health
Best Restaurant in the City
prize; for best impersonation of Charlie Chaplin.
days of the Civil War.
Mr. Miller threw a few more words at us, I went principals of tlie leading schools In
nurse every day.
down on the word "balance"—put too
Best Fair and both on the Square
100 full size cans of Heinz Oven Baked Beans, and 24 assorted toilet
Massachusetts
and
New
In Camden such a nurse has been kept a large general store where you many l’s into it. Somebody said I did Maine,
preparations to the first 124 ladies to enter the fair.
20-22
provided and there is a movement on could buy anything, from a needle to it on purpose because there was a girl Hampshire, together with such stu
250 boxes of Sparrow's Chocolates.
foot to have one in Thomaston and an anchor. There was a large hall on the other side, but that is a mis dents as are interested in the college,
Music by Marston's Orchestra, afternoon and evening.
this city should not’ be behind the above the store, used for dances and take. I was not so chivalrous as all to' visit Brunswick on Feb. 18 and 19.
SATURDAY—AFTERNOON
smaller towns of the county. It would entertainments. My father used to that. Them was the good old times.
Hitherto High School visitors have
seem that this is a matter in which trade there, and usually took me along
Children's Day
M. M. Brown.
seen the college only on the occasion
the Red Cross and the Public Health with him. It was my delight to go in
Camden. Feb. 11.
of some interscholastic competition,
Paper hats for the hoys and girls; samples for the ladies.
Association might co-operate with to that big store and look around. I
track or tennis and the like. The
can
see
now.
in
my
mind's
eye,
the
Ihe interested citizens to bring ti>
SATURDAY—EVENING
IN SUNNY FLORIDA
new plan will let the guests see all
long
shelves
at
one
side,
piled
with
drythose who stand in such dire need. the.
Rockland
the aspects of the college tn their
Grand closing carnival—High School Chorus.
help and
healing that a trained goods, shelv/S on the other side carry Rockland Boy Sends Some Chatty usual appearance. The classes will
. Dancing after 9.30.
worker could render. There would ing hardware, tobacco and pop beer,
Notes From Orange Land.
be run as usual, athletics and other
Music by Marston’s Orchestra.
not be any duplication in this work of with washboards, lanterns, etc., hang
activities will be going on. Besides
ADDITIONAL PRIZES—
that which the Red Cross is already ing from the ceiling. Along in the Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
these everyday activities special en
DOLLARS EARNING
doing through its social service de center stood a barrel full of brooms. In
500 packages of Elbow Macaroni—C. F. Mueller Co., Jersey City,
Kindly mail my papers to Moore tertainment- will be provided In the
another place was a case of carriage
partment,
but
would
merely
supple

INTEREST
WORK
N. J.
form of athletic exhibitions, musicaj
ment it.
It is the understanding whips, in the rear a row of molasses Haven instead of West Palm Beach, numbers by the clubs and band, and
100 packages of Kitchen Bouquet—The Palisade Manufacturing Co.,
hogsheads. Every time I went there
throughout
the
state
that
the
Public
24
HOURS
A
DAY
It
is
beautiful
weather,
just
like
June
New York.
z
fraternity skits. While only a few
Health Association and Red Cross will I had to go around and look at every in the dear’old Pine Tree State. Gar schools have been heard from thus
400 packages Arm &■ Hammer Soda—Church & Dwight Co., New
not duplcate work but in every pos thing. Mr. Miller would always slip
York.
far the indications are for a big at
sible way seek the most complete co me a stick of striped candy, or a hand dens are growing finely. Tons of cab tendance at this first Bowdoin Week
300 Life Buoy Soap—Lever Bros.
_
ful of raisins. I guess everybody liked bages and tomatoes, watermelon, can
operation.
<
150 packages Old Dutch Cleanser.
him. He had considerable trade with taloupes,' and cucumbers will soon end. Deering plans to bring up 30
• ♦ • •
200 cakes of Goblin Soap—Cudahy Co.
It is time to take inven
teamsters on their way to Rockland be ready for market. Plenty of big men and Hebron promises a good
There will be no confusion at the entrance. Envelopes will be
delegation.
The full program is
Miss Chaplin is often asked what a from up country.
•
tory of your stock. If you
fish in the waters—bass, mullet, trout highly attractive.
given at the door containing instructions where to obtain prizes.
public health nurse is and her reply
They used to have “rides" from up and brim.
to the question is this: “A public Appleton way. to Rockland. 1 have
have saved, remember
I was working in the woods nine
In one Rockland household there are
health nurse is one w’ho is doing any seen as many as *a dozen couples, in
SEASON TICKETS, $1.50 FLAT
that during this period in
form of social work in which the teams, stop at the store, when the fel miles from town awhile ago and we already assembled nearly 2000 mystery
killed
five
snakes,
cotton-mouth
moc

boxes, destined for sale at the Masonic
terest is compounded. If
health of the public is concerned and lows would bring out glasses of pop
Afternoons, I 5c and war tax; Evenings, 25c and war tax
in which her training as a nurse comes to the girls in the carriages. I heard casins, five and six feet long and big Food Fair. It is planned to have not
you have not saved, it is
round
as
your
wrist.
It
surely
makes
less than 4500 in readiness on the
into play or is recognzed as a val Mr. Miller tell my father an anecdote
TICKETS ON SALE AT
uable part of her equipment.” For of .one of those "rides." A young man your blood run cold to come upon one opening night. The mystery box de
time to begin.
of
those
fellows
unexpectedly.
partment was one of the big hits of
this kind of service Miss Chaplin is whose father was well off, and an
J. F. Gregory & Son Orel E. Davies • The Wight Co.
The pastor of one of the churches last year’s fair.
well fitted by education and training other one who was poorer, each took
here
came
from
Waldoboro.
A graduate of Central Maine General a girl. They went to Rockland, where
Hospital in l.ewiston, she has had the rich fellow bought two oranges, , Peanuts are plentiful, selling as YOUR FAVORITE POEM
eight years of private nursing and one for himself and one for his girl, cheap as three cents a pound. Today
The Savings Habit is a good Habit.
nt the call to the colors she entered while the other bought a single orange I have been digging sweet potatoes,
Whatever jour occupation may So and how
This Bank will help you cultivate it.
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
the service being stationed at Camp which was for his girl. After window- growing thickly and of good size.
It
is
a
good
treat
when
The
Courierfall to secure at least a few mlnutas every day
shopping
all
the
afternoon
they
drove
Upton and later nt Camp Mills. Lat
for refreshment of your Inner life with n bit
—BRANCHES AT—
er still she was in the office of the home. Next day, the fellows meeting, Gazette arrives, a pleasure to read of poetry.
—Oharlee Illot Norton.
DAY PHONE 450.
NIGHT PHONE 781-W.
what
is
going
on
in
Rockland
the
rich
one
asked:
surgeon general at Washington. She
Three
noted
men
are
Just
now
vis

“
How
much
money
did
you,
spend,
Vinalhaven, Warren, Union also had. two years of industrial nurs
HYMN OF WINTER
iting in this vcinity—Judge Alton B.
AMBULANCE CALLS
Ing in connection with the Lunn and Joe?"
Tis winter now: the fallen snow
Parker,
William
J.
Bryan
and
Presi

Has
left
the
heavens all coldly clear;
“
I
spent
five
cents,"
answered
Joe;
Sweet (Co. of Auburn.
dent-elect Harding. There has been Through leafless boughs the sharp winds blow
AUGUSTA TALBOT
Knox county is to be congratulated “how much did you spend?"
And
all
the
earth
lies dead and drear.
"Well." Bill says, “I spent ten—but started a new syrup mill whose ex
With careful and experienced men in
that it is one of the two counties in
Violinist and Teacher
cellent
syrup
I
have
sampled.
They
And
yet
God
’
s
love
is
not withdvawn:
then,
what
is
monejmade
for,
but
to
charge, gives prompt attention. We
the state having a Public Health or
His life within the keen air breathes.
talk about California oranges,—I can
Pupil of Lillian Shattuck
•
use the utmost care and good Judg
ganization which is co-operating with spend ?”
His beauty paints the crimson dawn.
1 am sorry that I had not seen Mr. show them Florida oranges that have
Tel. 136
ment in handling all eases.
And clothes the boughs with glittering
16 Central St
that of the state; that it has a nurse
wreaths.
148-tf
Camden
on the field who has accomplished so Miller for a great many years. 1 had the Californias beaten a mile. Also
our
pawpaws
and
kumquarts
are
very
been
away
for
a
long
time,
but
I
had
much in so short a time and that its
And though abroad the sharp winds blow.
And skies are chill and frosts are keen,
citizens have shown themselves to be heard of him now and then through superior. Last Sunday I had for din
TEACHER OF PIANO
BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
closer draws her circle now
awake to the need and the possibill the columns of this paper and I also ner chicken and fresh strawberries Horae
And warmer glows the light within.
and
cream.
Strawberries
are
50
cents
read
the
articles
he
contributed
to
it.
UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT
MRS. RUTH E. SANBORN tics for good in the modern health
God! who gtv'W Ihe winter’s cold
crusade. "All for Health for AU” is But I cannot forget that store and its a quart. My regards to the Rockland 0 As
Pupil of Elizabeth S. Burger
ROCKLAND, MAINE
welt as summer's joyous rays.
indeed a slogan that appeals to the wonderful sights and smells. Freshly- folks, wishing you all a prosperous Us warmly In Thy love enfold.
Northwestern University
Alton E. Young.
cut cheese, rubber boots, kerosene and year.
And keep us through life's wintry days
highest
Intelligence
and
public
spirit
13 Myrtle Street.
Tel. 582-M
—Samuel Longfellow.
Moore Haven, Fla., Feb. 8.
molasses made a combination fra
of its loyal citizenry
14-25
j.
_____ „

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
Mammoth Masonic Food Fair
the Arcade

February 21-26, 1921
Colossal

A BATE TO REMEMBER

MASONIC FOOD FAIR

Colonial Restaurant

SECURITY TRUST CO.

JI

The women of Rockland, who gave such a good ac
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Rockland, Maine, February 15,1921.
Personally appeared Frank S Lyodie, who
on oath declares that he is pressman in the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that
of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Feb. 12,
1921, there was printed a total of 6,132 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES

Tonight's

caucuses in

seven

the

wards of the city should make appeal
to the civic patriotism of every man

and woman voter who

has

hitherto

been allied or purposes to ally with the
In

Republican party.

our

country

government is by party, a wholesome
thing, for it definitely lodges responsi

bility and enables the voters to call

We

for an accounting.
those who place

believe

that

their faith in the

Republican party should through the

machinery of the

caucuses place in

nomination candidates of such recog
nised worth as that their support on

election day will become a matter of

natural enthusiasm.

Tomorrow night

comes the choice of a mayoralty candi

date. It is a piece of civic responsi
bility for the men and women to at
tend and take part in both of these

occasions, to the end that the tickets

put In nomination shall command an

undivided party support.

a year ago could easily

The election

have

shown

full Republican success had there been
organisation and concerted movement
such as made the party an irresist
ible power last September.

The first

step to victory will be recorded in this

week’s caucuses.
MR. STEVENS A CANDIDATE

James E. Stevens, who was the
mayoralty candidate last year on the
Republican ticket, desires The Cou
rier-Gazette to state that he will
be a candidate for nomination in the
Republican caucus tomorrow evening,
on the strength of his experience in
city affairs and the good showing that
he made in the former election. Mr.
Stevens, who is a member of the State
Board of Hospital Trustees, left yes
terday on official visits to Augusta and
Bangor, and wishes this announcement
made as he will be unable on that ac
count to be present at the caucus.

FOR HOOVER’S CHILDREN

The Courier-Gazette’s suggestion,
that any sums of money for the Eu
ropean Children’s Fund sent to this
office would be turned over to the
local official committee in charge of
the fund, has met with quick re
sponse. From the town of Friendship
L. C. Morton writes:
.
"I note that you will pass on to
the committee of the European
Relief Fund any sums sent in your
care, and so am enclosing my
check for $5.00."
Robert Law, Jr., writes from New
York under date of Feb. 10:
“I hasten to advise The CourierGazette that you may put me
down for the little children for
$150. Enclosed herewith please
find my check—and let me know
how the good work is coming on.”
Officially the period of canvassing
closes today, but Knox county is still
some hundreds of dollars short of the
allotted sum which is its privilege to
contribute to this great work of hu
manity and the polls will not close
until all who mean to take part in it
have had opportunity to register their
checks. If readers at points near or re
mote, who have not yet done the thing
they all along have purposed in their
hearts to do, care to entrust their con
tributions to The Courier-Gazette,
such offerings will be promptly ac
knowledged and turned into the proper
channels.
Ten dollars will keep alive and in
some reasonable degree of comfort,
until next harvest time, one of these
little children left desolate and starv
ing in the backwash of the Great
War. Ten dollars!
THE FUND IN ROCKLAND

Rockland suberiptions up to noon
Monday totaled $2279.24.
“Toda^,"
says Chairman Orne, "is the last day
and this should be brought up to $2500
at least.” Former residents have aid
ed materially in making up Rock
land's total, checks having been re
ceived from parties in Massachusetts
and New York. The following organi
zations
have made contribution:
Woman's Educational Club, Ladies
Aid of the Free Baptist church, Ladies
Sewing Club, St. Peter’s Episcopal
church. Garland Class of M. E. Sunday
school, while the First Baptist church
made a collection for this purpose—
which they sent to their State head
quarters and which also is credited to
Rockland's quota.

COL. FRANK C. KNIGHT

LEWISTON SUN EDITOR

Col. Knight desires The CourierGazette to express his opinion, namely
that whoever is the nominee for
mayor by the Republicans will receive
an overwhelming majority at the
hands of the voters. He regards the
office as an honorable one to fill and
if the caucus should care to make
him its nominee he will highly value
that honor. Col. Knight was mayor
In 1893-94.

Is a Wise Guy Who Knows
the Real Value of Dickens

ARTHUR L. ORNE

Mr. Orne, who was the Republican
lomlnee for mayor three years ago, deires The Courier-Gazette to state that
le appreciates the many requests
nade of him that he should seek the
lomination this year.
He is not a
candidate, he says, insofar as that he
eeks the nomination, but should the
caucus select him as its choice he
vould naturaliy be highly appreciative
if that mark of favor.
“THE PRODIGAL VILLAGE”

With this issue is printed the final
istalment of the serial story that The
ourier-Gazette has been serving to a
elighted group of readers. With the
hurzday issue we are to present the
pen Ing chapters of another highiass serial, “The Prodigal Village,” by
•ving Bacheller, author of Eben
olden and other notable successes,
tr. Bacheller shows how an Ameritn community—the one he selects is
rpical of thousands in the country—
tter gorging on the fatted calf of war
rosperity found it somewhat difficult
> return to common fare, in his talited, artistic way, with a fine regution of lights and shadows, and the
npioyment of his delicately quaint
umor and gentle irony, he depicts as
a a canvas the battle betwen the new,
jrroding, materialistic aims and the
Id, sturdy American ideals.
It is a
;ory we know our readers will enjoy.
SEEK VACANT OFFICE

It would be curious to know how
much the feelings of the modern world
are stirred by the thought that Febru
ary seventh is the anniversary of the
birth of Charles Dickens, writes the
Editor of the Lewiston Daily Sun.
Perhaps they think more of the day
in London where signs over old door
ways in obscure streets announce that
here Dickens lived as a boy or that
from these portals issued the great
Mieawber, going forth to conquer the
world while Mrs. Mieawber looked
genteelly over the blind. But there is
ground for suspicion that hosts of
Americans, especially youngsters, are
missing all the joy of a real friendship
with Dickens. Perhaps it is because
the modern youngster is generally not
so much of a reader as the youngster
of an older day who had fewer books
and used them more. Or perhaps it is
because they are not encouraged by
public opinion to regard Dickens' work
as very well worth while.
Modern
critics have triumphantly pointed out
a multitude of faults in the style of
the great fictionists and this has
helped to breed a too-hasty contempt
for his work. It would be about as
sensible to have a contempt /or the
ocean because of its untidy ways of
throwing wreckage about, tearing the
edge of a continent here and there and
tumbling the debris on the clean
shore. The ocean works on a large
scale and is careless of fine finish. But
the fact that it might not be agree
able in your drawing or on your lawn,
is not sufficient reason for abolishing
it.
Luckily, nobody can abolish Dick
ens. What does some roughness and
crudity, or a bit too much sentimen
tality, matter when there are also
pages and pages of splendid fire and
beauty, pages bright with the sun
shine of sympathy and fun? Once let
a reader feel the spell of these things
and he doesn't mind the neighbor who
scoffs at him for chuckling over those
old-fashioned books He knows he is
luckier than that neighbor who has a
five-foot or ten foot shelf.

IN LEGISLATURE
Senatqr Thompson has presented a

Five Candidates Who Will Be in Field bill amending Section 17 of Chapter
12, relative to the registry of deeds.
For County Commissioner.

When the proper time arrives nu
merous candidates will begin a vigor
ous canvass for the vacant position
on the board of county commissioners.
The following have informed their
frjends that they shall be in the field:
George E. Allen of Camden, insur
ance and real estate broker, treasurer
of the Camden Village Corporation,
and former treasurer and selectman
of the town of St. George.
Charles M. Harrington of Rockland,
former mayor and alderman, and for
many years agent of the American
Railway Express.
Dr. J. A. Richan of Rockland, den
tist, former member of the city gov.
ernment, and present chairman of the
Republican city committee.
Wilbur P. Strong of Thomaston,
jeweler, and close competitor for the
Republican nomination in the June
primaries.

Dr. Allyne W. Peabody of Thomas
ton, veterinary surgeon, and long
time member of the Republican town
committee.
The appointment will he
Gov. Baxter.

made by

Fred W. Wight attended the annual
banquet of the Lincoln Club in Port
land Saturday night. U. S. Senator
Kellogg of Minnesota was ihe princi
pal speaker.

HOMEWARD BOUND

RENO

Sheriff Thurston Started Last Night, With Fred E. Arnold
In His Custody.
“Reno, Nevada, Feb. 14,
were expected and possibly failure to
Leaving with man tonight. Notify land the prisoner.
County Attorney Dwinal and E. K.
Sheriff Thurston appeared in person
Gould.
R. E. Thurston.”
hrfore the governor of Nevada, and
made a concise statement of the ease.
The aboVe telegram received at the His Excellency signed the necessary
Court House late yesterday afternoon, papers, but in anticipation of this ac
by Deputy Sheriff Heckbert, told of tion Arnold's counsel had petitioned
the successful fulfiilnjent of the mis. to the Supreme Court ef Nevada for
sion which took Knox county’s sheriff a writ of habeas corpus compelling
on a hasty Journey across the contin his release. This wrif was denied af
ter Sheriff Thurston had presented his
ent.
The man to whom he refers is Fred statement and the documentary evi
E. Arnold, formerly of Camden and dence in the case. And yesterday
later of Matinicus, who was indicted came the message lhat the sheriff
by the January grand jury for the was returning, with his errand ful
non-support of his wife and two filled.
minor children. Upon his arrival
Some surprise, has been expressed
here Mr. Arnold will he jailed unti* because the authorities should go to
the April term of Knox county Su such pnins to obtain its man, and
preme Court unless able to furnish there has also been criticism because
sureties for his appearance at that “the new county officials were putting
the county to such heavy expense.”
time.
In reply it is only necessary to call
The public is already familiar with
the domestic troubles which led tn the attention to three points—
First, that partisan politics did not
separation of the Arnolds, .and the
alienation suit which furnished Knox enter into the matter, f.r the reason
county’s cause celebre in two mem the proceedings were begun under a
orable terms of court. Arrangement Democratic administration, nnd un
wis made whereby Mr. Arnold was to der the ordinary course of events a
pay $10 a week toward the support of Democratic official would have been
his wife and two little daughters. sent to Reno,
Second, that it was no junketing
The payments are alleged to hav.
ceased last March. Mr. Arnold was trip, for the reason that the sheriff
known t<T have gone to Massachusetts, went by order of the court.
Third, that the expense is borne
where he had worked at intervals but
in June disappeared utterly so far as wholly by the State.
In his efforts to obtain extradition
the knowledge of his family was con
cerned, and payments were never re papers Attorney Gould found a strong
sympathizer in
Attorney
General
sumed.
E. K. Gould, counsel for Mrs. Arn Shaw, who frankly expressed the
wholesome examples
old. secured in September a police opinion that
court warrant for Arnold's arrest, and should be made in non-support eases,
with Sheriff Hobbs and County At which are becoming more numerous,
torney Withee lending their prompt and highly expensive to the State in
and efficient co-operation, arrange such instances where the dependants
ments were made to send for Arnold become entitled to mothers’ pensions.
last fall. The matter was halted for Attorney Gould at the present time
the time being by Gov. Billiken’s re has four such cases pending and it is
fusal to grant extradition merely on estimated that the cost to the State
a police court warrant. He not only will be about $5,000 a year in the
declined to issue extradition papers event the father is not apprehended.
in that manner, but said that he In one case tiie man is receiving more
should not ask any other government than $200 a month, but is not contrib
uting to the support of wife and chil
to grant thfm.
’
As there was no further term of su dren.
Expense through extradition pro
preme court until January the matter
went forward to the new administra ceedings is no new matter, however,
tion. An indictment for non-support as Knox county has already seen in
was promptly returned by the grand the ease of the State vs. the Stone
jury, and out in Reno Fred E. Arnold ham, Mass., cnttlehuyer. whose checks
was placed under arrest pending the were found to be worthless, at the
time.
Four vain
attempts were
result of extradition proceedings.
The errand which Sheriff Thurston made by the county authorities to get
was now called upon to perform, by the respondent here under extradition
order of the court, was in some re proceedings, and the man finally came
spects the most important that has of his own will under arrangement by
ever heen assigned to a Knpx county the counsel whereby a satisfactory
sheriff—certainly the longest. Delays adjustment of the cases was made.

WHEREIN

MR.

BUSHEA SETTLES

John Bushea's account with Knox
county was balanced yesterday, when
defaulted bail in the sum of $1500
was paid into the clerk of court’s otfice by his bondsmen.
Bushea, who has long been a source
of annoyance to the authorities and
law abiding citizens, was convicted in
Judge Miler’s court in December 1919
of selling jakey to three boys. He
was fined $500 and costs, and sen
tenced to six months in jail, with an
additional six months upon failure to
pay the fine. From this sentence he
appealed, and the case went to Su
preme Court. Meantime the grand
Jury found an indictment against him

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE

/

Ordered, the House concurring, that the
limit for the reception of petitions and bills
for private and special legislation be extend
ed one week so that the same shall be limited
to Thursday, February 17, 1921, at four o’clock
P M , and that such petitions and bills pre
sented after that date be referred to the next
Legislature; that the secretary of the Senate
cause copies of this order to be published in
all dally and weekly papers of the State until
and including February 16, 1921.
In Senate Chamber
February 7, 1921.
Rend and passed.
Sent down for concurrence.
L. ERNEST THORNTON, Sec
In House of Representatives
February 8, 1921.
Read and passed in concurrence.
CLYDE R CHAPMAN, Clerk.
18-20
JUDICIARY

The Committee on Judiciary wili give a pub
lic hearing In its rooms at the 8tatc House, In
Augusta, on WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16,
1921, at 2 30 p m on the following:
H No. 35. An Act to amend the Trustee
Process
Au Act to prevent the manufacture and ex
hibition of motion picture films depicting or
involving cruelty to or suffering of animals
An Act to amend Paragraph 6 of Section
55 of .Chapter 91 of the Revised Statutes, re
lating to costs in Trustee Process.
H. No 28. An Act to ameud Section 35
it Chapter 126 of the Revised Statutes, re
lating to prohibiting business and recreation
on Sunday.
An Act to amend an Act granting a charter
to the Alumni Association of Bates College.
An Act to amend Section 2 and Section 8 of
Chapter 55 of the Private and Special Laws
of 1903, entitled, “An Act to Incorporate the
Squirrel Island Village Corporation.”
18-20
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
lic hearing in its rooms at the State House, in
Augusta, on THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1921,
at 2.30 p. m on the following:
H No. 51. BMl an Act to amend Chapter 116
of the Private and Special Laws of 1915, re
lating to Court House in Town of Rumford.
H No 46. An Act to repeal the Law
authorizing a Divorce from the Bonds of Mat-,
rimony.
An Act to authorize the Town of Rangeley
to acquire the wharves in Rangeley Lake of
the Rangeley Lake Steamboat Company
S. No. 26. An Act to amend Section 3 of
Chapter 29 of the Revised Statutes, relative to
Loss of Pauper Settlement.
S. No 27. An Art to provide for the re
moval of property from lands intended to be
flowed and the assessment of damages causes
thereby.
An Act relative to the marking, sale and
installation of Range Boilers.
An Act to amend Section 9, Chapter 117 of
the Revised Statutes relative to salary of Re
porter of Decisions.
An Act to amend Section 77 of Chapter 82
of the Revised Statutes, relative to clerk hire
for Reporter of Decisions.
An Act to prohibit the free transportation to
State officials over public conveyances.
S. No. 36. An Act relating to the transcrib
ing of deeds nnd other instruments conveying
real estate in Knox County, the records where
of are in other counties.
An Ait to enforce care of burial lots sup
ported by Trust Fund
S. No 37. Resolve, proposing an amend
ment to Article 9 of the Constitution to permit
the regulation and restriction by law of ad
vertising signs and devices within the public
view.
S No. 33. An Act to amend Section 17 of
Chapter 12 of the Revised Statutes as amended
by Chapter 299 of the Public Laws of 1917, re
lating to the recording of deeds.
19-20

As amended, the section will read:
“Every register shall at the time of
receiving any deed or instrument for
record, certify thereon the day, hour
and minute when it was received and
filed, and every such paper shall be
considered as recorded at the time
when it was received and such time
shall be entered on the record thereof;
within one hour after its delivery to
him the register shall enter the time,
the names of the grantor and grantee,
and their places of residence, the na
ture of the instrument, the amount of
consideration named therein and the
name of the town, city or unincorpor
ated place as shown by the instnr
ment, in which the property conveyed
is located in ab ook kept for that pur
pose. and open for inspection during
business hours, which hours shall be
from 8 o’clock a. m. to 5 o’clock p. m.—
continuously—of each secular day ex
cepting legal holidays. The records
may be attested by the volume, and it
shall be deemed sufficient attestation
of such records when each volume
bears the attest with the written sig
nature of the register or other person
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub
authorized to attest such records."
lic hearing in its rooms at the State House,

Knott Perry came down out of
Dodges Mountain Saturday with a 22
pound coon, which the dogs had treed
while he was looking for other game.
Fish, feather or fur, it all comes to the
game bag of lucky Knott.
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FRED L. WATERMAN

Chairman of County Commis
sioners Succumbs After
Two Surgical Operations.
Fred I.. Waterman, chairman of
the board of county commissioners,
died in this city at 3 o’clock Sunday
morning following a second operation
for abscess of the brain. Funeral
services will be held in the Methodist
Church, Camden, WednAday after
noon at 1 o’clock.
Curtains were
drawn in the county commissioners'
office at the. Court House yesterday,
and County Commissioner A. il. Pat
terson who learned the sad news upon
his arrival from Vinalhaven, took
upon himself the responsibility of de
claring that today’s meeting of the
board would b« adjourned out of re
spect for the deceased member. “He
was one oi the best mwi ever worked
with in any capacity,” said Coininismissioner Packard, whose sentiment
was shared by all of the other Court
House officials yesterday.
Mr. Waterman was born in Au
burn Aug. 12, 1884. At tiie time of his
election as county commissioner four
years ago he was a resident of North
Appleton, where for 10 years he was
proprietor of a general store. He had
also devoted considerable time to
farming and for a while was em
ployed as traveling salesman. During
his residence in Appleton he had
served as postmaster at North Appleton, had been a member of the board
of selectmen for three years and hud
served on the school hoard. He was
one of the leading workers for the
Democratic party, and was a member
of the town committee many years.
He had also been active in fraternity
circles through his connection with
Georges Valley Grange and Appleton
Lodge of Odd Fellows.
Two years ago he moved to Cam(den, where at the time of his death he
was proprietor of Waterman’s Garage,
and held to be one of the town’s most
successful young business men. He
was very fond of athletic sports, and
as recently as last summer
liad
played with the baseball team which
was so creditably representing the
town. He was universally liked, and
the news of his untimely end will be
sadly received throughout the county.
Mr. Waterman is survived by his
wife, whose maiden name was Ger
trude
Sherman,
three daughters,
Alice, Helen ar.4
Kathleen; two
sisters, 'Miss Mehitable Waterman
and Mrs. Sarah Herrick of Boston;
and his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Waterman.

BURN

Otto Coke
$16 a Ton

M.B.&C.0. Perry
1I

TELEPHONE 487
PARK THEATRE
James Kirkwood heads a notable
east which includes Helen Jerome
Eddy, King Baggot, today In a striking
photoplay called
“The
Forbidden
Thing.” The scenes of the story are
laid in the Cape Cod fishing district,
and all the human joys and sorrows of
a happy or unhappy people run with
astounding interest from the first reel
to the last. The work of Mr. Kirkwood,
Miss Eddy, Miss Manon and Mr. Baggott is especially effective. The cen
tral
theme of the story revolves
around the eternal contest of the phy
sical woman against the spiritual wo
man for the possession of a man’s soul.
It is a remarkable production.
Fannie Hurst’s most appealing story,
i “Humoresque,” has been transferred to
the screen and will be the feature at-

Seventy divorces were granted in
Knox county at the three terms of Su
preme Court in 1920. In 50 of the
cases the wife sought separation.

traction for Wednesday and Thursday.
The story centers around Leon Kantor, a boy of the Ghetto who shows an
Intense love for music. His mother
who has always wanted a musicianson, is delighted and on his seventh
birthday buys him a violin. Leon’s
playmate is pretty Gina Ginsberg.
Fifteen years later, Leon is a recogniz
ed genius. On the night of his triumph
at a big concert given for his people of
the Ghetto, he enlists. Leon returns
from France with a shattered shoulder
and it is said that he will never he
able to play the violin again. Leon's
music is his all. He becomes morose
and discouraged. Before the war he
had become engaged to Gina. Now he
wishes ro release her from marrying
him.—a cripple. But in a very wonder
ful way he is restored to full strength
and, to the joy of his mother and Gina
turns towtfrd new conquests in the
realm of music. Alma Rubens is the
featured player in “Humoresque,” and
Gaston Glass and Vera Gordon are al
so included in the cast.—Adv.

WBB11

Have the Courage

The mid.-week service of the Con
gregational church will be postponed
this week frpm Tuesday urftil Thurs
day night.

to save persistently, and deposit regularly

on the charge of being a common
seller.
The cases drifted along on the Su
preme Court docket until the incom
ing of a new administration, when
they were called by County Attorney
Dwinai.
Bushea
had disappeared
from the city with the approach ol
the court term, pnd a default was or
dered against -Ms bondsmen. The
bonds In case of common seller were
$1,000 and in the case of single sale
$500.
It is understood that Bushea has
located in Massachusetts and much
credit is being given to Judge Miller
and County Attorney Dwinal. who
convinced him that a change would
be beneficial

prohibiting the treatment of Army and Navy
with the Rockland National Bank—it will
Veterans as Paupers.
An Act to repeal the act authorizing a draft
eliminate worry and care, and put you on a
for the National Guard in Maine in times of
Peace.
sound financial basis.
Resolve to provide for a service button for
certain members of the National Guard
New accounts, including yours, are invited.
An Act to amend Chapter 239 of the Public
Laws of 1919 relative to the Use of Armories
built by Municipalities with State Aid for
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
Public Purposes.
An Act to amend Section 2 and 3 of Chap
ter 264 of the Public Laws of 1919, extending
he provisions for applicants for the Soldiers'
Bonus.
An Act lo amend Section 2 of Chapter 264
ockland
aine
of Public Laws of the Special Session, Novem
ber, 1919, relating to the payment of a bonus
to Maine World War Veterans.
IliijlLi MEMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM :i!ii;l||
Ail Act to provide for the acceptance of the
benefits of an act by the Senate and House of
Representatives of Congress Assembled entitled
“An Act to provide for the promotion of voca
tional rehabilitation of persons disabled in in
dustry and otherwise and their return to civil
employment;” and to provide for the admini gFTjli
stration of the same
Formation of Corporations having stock with
ALBERT A WF.THERBEE, Sec.
out Par Value.
19- 20
H. No. 73 An Act to re-enact Section 24
of Chapter 69 of the Revised Statutes relating
WAYS AND BRIDGES
too when no Succession tax shall be assessed
on the Stock, Bonds and Evidences of Debt
The Committee on Ways and Bridges will
of Maine Corporations.
give a public hearing in its rooms at the State
H No. 74 An Act to amend Section 41 of House, in Augusta, on THURSDAY, FEBRU
Chapter 51 of the Revised Statutes so as to ARY 17, 1921, at 2.36 p. m. on the following:
provide for the amendment of Corporate Pur
49. Resolve to aid the town of Dresden in
poses.
repairing three draw bridges across tiie East
H No. 72 ' An Act to amend the Revised ern River.
Statutes, Chapter 11, Section 28, relating to
66. An Act to Incorporate the Kennebec
the Collection of Taxes by SuR.
River Bridge Company.
An Act to amend Section 18 of Chapter 130
ROBERT
69. Resolve in Favor of the Town of Som
“RUTH OF
of the Revised Statutes in relation to the dis erville.
posal of fines imposed thereunder and per
76. Resolve in Favor of the Town of Rich
sonal property used for prizes in lotteries or mond to Build a Road from Richmond te
WARWICK
THE ROCKIES”
devices of chance, and the procedure of pun Richmond Corner.
ishment
IRVING W. CASE. Sec
Resolve, authorizing F. Burton Haggett and
—AND—
—IN—
20- lt
Lawrence B. Haggett to bring suit at law
against the tSate of Maine
“MERELY A MAID’
SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
S. No. 43 An Act to provide for the fill
‘THE 14TH MAN’
ing of vacancies in the office of the United
The Committee on Sea and Shore Fisheries
States Senator by appointment, and to amend will give a public hearing in its room No 7 at
Section 42 of Chapter 7 of the Revised Sta he State House, in Augusta, on WEDNESDAY,
tutes relating thereto.
FEBRUARY 16, 1921, at 2 p. m. on the follow
ing:
20-lt
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
H. No 13. An Act to repeal Chapter 91 of e
19-26
WILLIAM T. GARDINER, Sec.
*
‘.he Private and Special Laws of 1919 relating a
to the use of trawls and nets within certain
' DOROTHY GISH in “LITTLE MISS REBELLION”
waters.
.
LEGAL AFFAIRS
H. No. 16. An Act to authorize the con
The Joint Committees—Legal Affairs and La struction of a Fish Weir In the tide waters
Fate made her a grand-duchess, and palace rules and flunkeys,
bor—will give a public hearing in the House of what was formerly Mussel Ridge Planta
of
Representatives,
Augusta,
TUESDAY, tion, Dix Island.
made her sick. So she declared herself a human being and set out to
MARCH 1. 1921, at 2 p. m. on the following:
ELLIS F. BAKER, Sec
wreck traditions. Aided and abetted by t gand of baseball Yankeeal
An Act to amend Chapter 350 of the Public
19-20
Then bang! went a revolution, and blew her straight into love and a
Laws of 1915 relative to the hours of employ
ment of women and •minors.
0| job in a New York beanery!
19-24
TOWNS
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
The Committee on Towns will give a public
public hearing in Its rooms at the State House, hearing in it* rooniz at the State House, in
in Augusta, on WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16. Augusta, on FEBRUARY 17, 1921, at 2 p. ra
[3 The new serial: “Fantomas” | “A Looney Honeymoon”
1921, at 2 p m on the following:
ou the following:
An Act to amend Section 36 of Chapter 120
An Act to divide the town of South Thom
of the Revised Statutes relating to admission aston.
to ball.
ERNEST H EMERY, Secretary.
H. No. 56. An Act amending Chapter 120 of
14-19
the Revised Statutes and an Act changing the
age of consent from fourteen to sixteen years.
An Act relating to annual meetings of Pro
testant Episcopal churches for the Diocese of
Maine.
H No 55 Resolve» proposing an amendment
to the Constitution of the State of Maine so
as to allow towns and cities to adopt or amend
their charters.
An Act to amend Sections 1, 2, 3, 7, and 8
of Chapter 262 of the Public Laws of 1917
relative to the licensing of steam engineers and
firemen
An Act to legalize the granting of certain fish
Cosmopolitan Productions
weir licenses in tide waters of what was forineri.v Mussel Ridge Plantation.
S. No. 33. An Act additional to and amend
atory of Revised Statutes. Chapter 12. Section
14, relating to drafting of certain legal in
struments by county officials
S No 34 An Act to amend Section 29 of
Chapter 68 of the Revised Statutes, relating to
the appointment of Public Administrators.
S. No. 30. An Act to amend Section 98 of
Chapter 62 of the Revised Statutes, relating
A photoplay, featuring
to the exchange of Justices of Superior Courts.
An Act amendatory of Section 7, Chapter
117 of the Revised Statutes relating to com
pensation of Judges upon retirement.
An Act to amend subdivision VII of Section
64, Chapter 86 of the Revised Statutes relating
to property exempt from attachment and exe
cution.
A SUPER FILM
A FAMOUS STORY’
An Act to amend Section 1 of Chapter 62 of
the Revised Statutes, relating to the cor
The night before he had been the great musician, playing to rapturous thousands.
porate powers of secret fraternities as respect
ing the Improved Order of Red Men.
Now he was just a plain old mother’s “baby,” playing to her and the girl he loved. Per
An Act to amend Section 8 of Chapter 5 of
haps not see them again. So he played “Humoresque”—that laugh on life, with, a tear
the Revised Statutes relating to« powers of
behind it—and was gone . . . .Where? .... Why? A story that blends the slum and the
Board of Registration.
STETSON H HUSSEY. Sec.
avenue, the din and the music, the sorrow and smiles of life in a happy melody, silently
19-26
played on tho acreen.___________________________________________

The Rockland National Bank
R

I
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Pork Theatre

“HUMORESQUE”
ALMA RUBENS

Sennett Comedy—“MY GOODNESS and WEEKLY REVIEW

MILITARY AFFAIRS
The Committee on Military Affairs will give
a public hearing in the Council Chamber, at
the State House, in Augusta, on .WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 16. 1921, at 2 p ra on the fol
lowing :
Resolve, to authorize and Instruct the Gov
ernor and Council to ereat a statue in memory
of the sons of Maine who served in the World
War
S. No. 2 An Act to amend Section 19 of
Chapter 128 of the Revised Statutes relating
to the unauthorized use of insignia of wgr vet

in Augusta, on FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18tb,
1921, at 2 00 p m. on the following:
An Act to Increase the limit of real and per
sonal estate of the Worumbo Manufacturing
Company from one million to five million dol
erans.
lars.
S. No. 3. An Act to amend Section 9 of
H No. 70 An Act to amend Chapter 51 of
the Revised Statutes as amended by Chapter Chapter 29 of tiie Revised Statutes as amended
144 of the Public Laws of 1917 relating to the by Chapter 262 of the Public. Laws of 1917,

Afternoons I 5c and 20c, plus tax; Evenings 25c and 35c plus tax.

TODAY. ONLY
9 *

JAMES KIRKWOOD in “THE FORBIDDEN THING”
The story of a faith that would not .die.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS |

“A HOMESPUN HERO”
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Every-Other-Day

OOMINB NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!

The i>OKtponed meeting of the W. C.
T. U. will be held with Mrs. Maurice
McKusick, 76 Mechanic street, Friday
at 2.30 p. m.
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A record of changing
conditions and the new
leaven that is working
at the soul of humanity.

By Irving Bacheller
In all gentleness and kind
liness, in all beauty and
sincerity, in the real spirit of
the true America, “The
Prodigal Village” shows us
the happy pathway to the
delectable mountains and
makes us long for the old
days, the brave days, the days
that are no more but can
come again—if we but will it.

The man who successfully
told the story of Lincoln’s
life and career in the form of
a novel,gives us a new and in
spiring tale of American life.

Now for a drive on boys’
clothing.
It’s a race to clean up our
Winter stock before the
Spring merchandise comes
in.
Now the boys are to have
their turn.

This week we shall sell $ 1 5
and $16.50 suits for $10.
$16.50 mackinaws for $10.
50c leather palm Gloves, 3
pairs for $ 1.00.

J.F.GREGORYSONSCO.

At the annual r,oil-call meeting of
Rockland Lodge of Elks last night 68
of the Lodge’s 233 members answered,
either- in person or by letter.
The
bowling alleys at the Home have re
cently been overhauled and put into
shape for a series of matches, the first
of which will be to accept the chal
lenge of Walt Elliott and his "sharks”
from the Camden Business Men's As
sociation. Each club will be represent
ed by two teams, five men to a team.
The dates for this tournament as ar
ranged last night are: March 2, pool
tournament to be played in Camden at
the Association rooms; March 9, bow
ling at the Elks Home.
The losing
teams are to furnish supper for the
winners. The date for the supper will
be arranged later. The members of
both organizations are looking for a
great deal of enjoyment and sociability
in these meetings.

Watch for It!

HERE IT IS !

Osteopathic Physician

as school Street
rockland. maine
[With ipo!eg:»i to Wilt Jfasos]
Hoars 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
YZe now have our whole stock, lr.
Evsitinu by Appaletm.Rt
Til„hon» 323!
1-tl
the Singhi Block. Come IS and see us
if nothing more—only two doors beVOU CAN ALWAYS
!0w our other store. We shall have
everything, from a razor strop to a
BUY FRUIT
diamond ring; cut glass and silver
Right at thp
galore—a larger stock than ever be
fore. a. W. Palmer & Son, Cor.-Main PARK THEATRE FRUIT STAND
und winter streets, Rockland—advt.
Fr.eh Candy. Full Lina of Ci^ara,

The American Legion howling team,
which has been toppling over all its
opponents like it does the pins, will be
up against the real thing tomorrow
night, when it tackles the All-stars
at the Princess alleys.
The races between Nebes and Ham
ilton, which were to have taken place
at the Skating Rink the first three
nights of this week were cancelled on
account of the death of Mr. Nebes'
mother. The rink has been closed
until March 1st, and the floor will be
rebuilt meantime.

R. L. Harstone is on a Western trip
for the East Coast Fisheries Company.

Movie fans will, have an exceptional
treat at Park Theatre Wednesday and
Thursday, when “Humoresque” ts pre
sented as the feature with Alma Ru
bens starring.
“Humoresque” is a
Fannie Hurst story, written with all
of her deep knowledge of human be
ings of the ordinary mould. The novel
has been transformed with rare sym
pathy and understanding to the
screen. Starting with the boyhood of
a youngster in New York’s Ghetto,
born with two masterful passions in
his breast—love for his mother and
love for musip—the photoplay shows
the child later as a youthful genius of
the violin entertaining royalty and
giving a huge concert in New York
for his own people. Then comes the
great sorrow that seems to forbid him
ever playing a violin again. But in a
wonderful manner the clouds are
rolled by. and he and his faithful
mother are made happy.

Our Top Notch Boots are the
lightest in weight, hut longest in
wear, finished in natural color,
because practically Pure Rubber.
Pull on a pair—see how snug
and comfortable they are. Wear
them long and often—watch
how they stand up under the
hardest service.

The young people of tiie Methodist
church are invited to a valentine party
and box social at the Methodist par
sonage, 41 Beech street, Wednesday
evening, commencing at 7.30.

At the suggestion of the Maine Baby
Saving Society, co-operating with the
National Congress of Mothers and
Parent-Teacher Associations, a num
ber of the women’s clubs of the State
Soon to start serially in this
are going to observe Child Welfare
Judge Miller held court at the State
publication.
Day, Feb. 17, judging by the demand
for data and suggestions for timely Prison last Friday, and upon recom
mendation of Dr. J. C. Hili and Dr. C.
programs.
E. Buchanan committed to the insane
In Municipal Court westerday Jas department of the Augusta State Hos
per Lunt of Frenchboro was acquitted pital a convict named Ralph Davanzo'.
on the charge of larceny of log and The prisoner was sentenced to not
barometer from the schooner George less than four nor more than six
W. Collins, the evidence absolutely years. He was convicted of assault
Begins
in
The Courier-Gazette failing to support such a warrant. with intent to kill.
Thursday, Feb. 17.
Judge Pike was counsel for the re
FOOD FAIR EXHIBITORS
spondent.

I. L. Snow & Co. received a telegram
from Capt. Anderson Saturday saying
that the Schooner Lavinia M. Snow
The, Republican ward caucuses will
had just arrived at Georgetown, S. C., be hol'd in the various ward rooms to
from Port Banes, Cuba and will load
night. The caucus which is to nomi
dry boards for New York.
nate the Republican candidate for
Sergeant Wood who has lately been mayor will be held in the City Govern-,
detailed for special duty in Rockland, ment rooms Wednesday night.
Re
Thomaston and Camden, in connec
member
the
hour,
7.30,
and
remember
tion with the three companies of Coast
,
Artillery is delighted with the fine to be there.
showing which all of these organiza
The Davis Store has a few of those
tions fire making. In Thomaston Cap
tain Moody frequently drills his men $10.98 all wool serge dresses left. No
in the open, the winter conditions trouble to shew goods. You can al
thus far having been such that the ways do better at Davis’ Store, Cor.
work is both feasible and profitable. Elm and Main streets.—adv.
The arrival of the new uniforms has
The East Coast Benefit Association
stimulated interest, and the companies
from now on will present a decicfedly will hold a business meeting Wednes
improved appearance. Sergeant Wood day evening in K. P. hall at 8 o'clock.
is confident of a very favorable report Oyster stew will be served. Dues are
when Col. Hearn, Coast Defense Com payable to E. E. Coombs, secretary, br
mander, comes here Feb. 24 on a tour G. A. Nash, treasurer.
of inspection.
Maynard Havener's ice cream par
Notice has been received at Rock lors in Rankin block will open for the
land Post Office that substantial prog season next Saturday. This is a bit
ress has been made in reducing the earlier than the original intention, but
arrears in tilling requisition for print as Mr. Havener is to furnish ice cream
ed special-request envelopes: and for the Masonic Food Fair on the fol
that there will not be more than It) lowing week he concluded to get under
days’ delay in delivery of the regular way at this time. The parlors have
been renovated during the winter va
solid-face envelopes.
cation, and Maynard has been prac
Here is what the Weather Bureau ticing fancy stunts with the new de
offers the North Atlantic State* this livery car which he is to use in dis
week: "Unsettled; occasional snows tributing the frozen comfort the com
or rains; temperature near or above ing season.
normal.” Let 'er come!
Winter’s
The Central Maine Power Co. has
most over.
contributed to the Masonic Food Fair
a $50 vacuum cleaner, which is to be
W, have received a copy of the given to some patron of the fair dur
prospectus for Camp Navajo—a salt ing the week.
water camp for boys at Northport, the
director of which is that energetic
Local dancers are figuring on Thurs
Belfast promoter Orrin J. Dickey. It day night when the telephone girls
is not quite clear how Mr. Dickey give their valentine ball in Temple
manages to be in so many places at hall. Marston’s music has been en
one time filling them all so well. Camp gaged for the occasion, and there will
Navajo is but one of his many suc be all of the pep that goes with a val
cesses.
entine affair. Dancers will want to
get in their best licks this week as the
The box brought into The Courier- Food Fair holds sway all of the fol
Gazette office yesterday morning by lowing week)
Mrs. Sewell W. Hewett of the,. High
lands contained two dozen of the lar
The Relief Corps meets Thursday
gest and handsomest pullet eggs im evening, and the feature will be the
aginable. Mrs. Hewett has 23 pul annual roll call. Members unable to
lets hatched last May. laid the first attend are asked to send greetings.
egg Dec. 27 and have steadily in
creased. Saturday they turned out 13
The Scottish Rite Masons are plan
eggs and Sunday 17. “I give my ning to hold a great gathering at their
hens plenty of feed and good care— Temple Friday at 1 o'clock in the af
that Is the whole secret of egg rais ternoon. The Seventh Grade, that of
ing," says Mrs. Hewett. Provost and Judge and the Fourteenth
Grade, that of Grand Elect Mason will
The Salvation Army gave away 170 be conferred—the other grades from
quarts of vegetable soup, during the the fourth to the fourteenth other
week ending last Saturday, and even than the above will be communfcated.
then was not quite able to meet the The Temple Scottish Rite Quartet of
demand. • Yesterday the program was Rockland will sing the beautiful
varied, fish chowder being issued in music that goes with these degrees.
stead of vegetable soup. This wan This’is the schedule: 3 p. m., seventh
made possible through the generosity degree, Provost and Judge; 4 p. m.,
of Phil Thomas, The Brook fish deal 14th degree, Grand Elect Mason; 6.30
p. m„ banquet by the Eastern Star;
er, who donated 25 pounds of fish.
7.30 p. m. degree of the Knight'of the
Tiie Salvation Army activities for East or Sword. At the March meet
the week are along this schedule: To ing the Lodge and Council expect to
day, soldiers’ meeting, for soldiers and have the honor of entertaining Wil
converts only; Wednesday, farewell liam C. Mason. 33 degree. Deputy for
meeting of Envoy Colburn; Thursday, Maine; Frederick C. Thayer, 33 de
Friday and Saturday, public meetings gree, active member; Harry R. Virgin,
at 7.30 p. nr; Sunday, services at the 33 degree. Commander in Chief of
Maine: Ralph H. Crockett, 33 degree,
usual hours.
Past Commander in Chief of Maine;
Alderman John M. Richardson has Wilmer J. Dorman. 33 degree, Belfast.
caused to be hung in the police sta
Universalist cooked food sale at W.
tion a framed portrait of Capt. Wil
liam P. Cook, the so called "stone O. Hewett Co.'s Saturday. Feb. 19 at
20-21
cutter police.’’ Capt. Cook served un- 2 o’clock.—Adv.
jjer City Marshals Carver, Bramhall
and Brackley. There were seven on
tlte force at that time—seven stal
warts, Brown, Brewster, Brackley,
Cook, Magee, Armstrong and Witham,
Watts Hall, Thomaston
and when they hit tiie scales the
record said 1498 pounds.
There was
FRIDAY EV’NG, FEB. 18
something doing all the time in those
“AARON SLICK FROM
days, for the lid was not clamped
down, and the husky stonecutters
PUNKIN CRICK”
came across from Dix Island with one
A comedy with a kick
thought uppermost—to get r!.l of their
rolls in the shortest possible time
DANCE AFTERWARD
Capt. Cook is spending the winter in
Tickets 25c and 35c
Melrose Heights, Mass., with his son,
20-21
William P. Cook. Jr., who is treasurer
of the Sears-Cook Corporation, manu
facturers of builders’ finish. "I am
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
well and all the family," writes Capt.
Cook to Alderman Richardson.

The Best Boots
Money Can Buy

Kora Temple is planning a grand '
’eremonial for "ladies night,” which
will be observed in Lewiston next
Monday night, Feb. 21. The program
calls for a reception at 8, concert at
8.45, grand -march and hall extraordi
nary at 9.15 and continuous dancing!
after the grand march until midnight.
The Grand Ceremonial of the Temple
occurs Tuesday following, with the
business meeting at 4 o’clock, banquet
5, parade 7, ceremonial at 8 and the I
caravan crosses the Hot sands of the
desert to mecca at 9.

The

Prodigal
Village

Page Three

The meeting of the Baptist Men’s
League which was scheduled for to
morrow night, has been postponed one
week so as not to conflict with the
Republican and Democratic caucuses,
which are being held that night.

Calk of the cown
Feb. 14-16—Anuual Convention of Maine
Fruit Growers und Beekeepers in Auburn.
Feb. 13—Country Club, luncheon at 7 p. m.
Feb. 14—Address, "The Primary Law,” by
Frank E Southard of Augusta, for Woman’s
Educational Club. Methodist parlors.
Feb. 14—(7 p. in )—Regular meeting of the
Woman’s Educational Club, Methodist parlors
Feb. 15—(7 30 p. m.l—Republican ward
caucuses in the seven poling places.
Feb. 16—(7 30 p. in.)—Republican caucus
to nominate a candidate for Mayor,v in City
Government rooms.
Feb. 17—Valentine dance, given by tele
phone girls in Temple hall.
Feb. 17—Child Welfare Day.
Feb 17—Mid-winter meeting of Maine Fed
eration of Women’s Clubs, Augusta.
Feb. 18—Special meeting of Scottish Rite
bodies in Masonic Temple
Feb. 18—Thomaston—"Aaron Slick of Punkln
Crick.” iu Watts hall.
Feb 18—(1 30 p ra.)—Lodge of Perfection
and Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem.
*nect.
Feb. 18—Methebeflec Club meets with Mrs.
C. D North, 15 Beech street.
Feb. 18—Country Club, men and women,
luncheon and auction, 6.30 p. m
Feb 21—'Special meeting of the City Gov
ernment.
Feb. 21-28—Masonic Food Fair in the Arcade.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday
Feb. 22—Maine Society. Sons of American
Revolution, at Portland, Judge A. M. Spear,
speaker.
Feb. 22—Country Club, auction afternoon,
supper 6.30, dancing 8 o’clock.
Feb. 23—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
Feb. 25—’/Basket bill I)—Rockland High vs.
Rockport High, Bovs and Girls, Kimball hall.
Feb. 26—(8.30 a m )—State Teachers’ ex
amination. McLain Building.
Feb. 26—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets In Camden.
Feb. 27—Country Club, concert at 4 30,
luncheon 6 30
Feb. 28-March 5—Maine Automobile Dealers’
automobile show. Exposition Building, Portland.
March 2—Country Club, ladies’ auction at
2 30 p. m
March 3—Chapman Concert, Universalist
church, under auspices Wight Philharmonic
Society
*
March 4-6—State Boys’ Conference meets in
City hall, Portland.
March 12-r-Bostou Automobile Show opens
in Mechanics Building
March 16—Easter sale aud supper at the
Congregational church.
'March 16—Thomaston—Entertainment at the
Baptist vestry.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 20—Palm Sunday.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
April 11-16—Be Kind to Animals week.
April 19—Patriots Day.
April 22—Total eclipse of the moon
May 27—Knox-Waldo Music Festival Jn
Camden Opera House

. .

2*

Following is a list of the exhibitors
at the Masonic Food Fair next week:
Bay View Garage. Rockland Motor
Mart, Milliken, Tpmlinson Co.; J. F.
Carver, Nestles Food Co., Every Day
Milk, Goodhue & Co., American Radi
ator Co., Armour Co., W. O. Hewett
Co., Leupold Apron Co., Mrs. Charles
McKenney agent, Harry Carr, LooseWiles Co., Davis Bottling Works, V.
F. Studley Co., Columbia and Bruns
wick Phonograph, Staples Candy Co.,
Twitehell-Chaplln Co., Garrett & Co.,
Virginia Dare Extracts, I. L. Snow &
Co., Harold Robbins, Willys Light,
Cream of Chocolate Co., Thomas Oil
Co., Knox County Electric Co., Cobb
Inc., W. M. Little Co., Providence
Churning Co., Rockland Wholesale
Grocery Co., The Holland System,
California Bead Co.. Grace C. Corning
Novelty Co., Eastern Star, Mystery
Booth,' Maine Public Health Associa
tion.

YOUR PHOTOGRAPH

Tyler’s Photo
Studio
IN ROCKLAND

“DURO”
Deep Well Systems
UST the thing to bring suburban
or country home right up to date.

J

Pumps water from wells, where
depth to water Itvel ranges from 22
to 150 feet, and supply it under
pressure for all purposes about the
house or grounds.
“Built like a battleship,” econom
ical and entirely automatic in oper
ation.
Ask us about the “DURO.’?

GOODHUE & CO.
DISTRIBUTORS

256 Main Street -

Rockland, Me.

BORN
King—Tenant’s Harbor, Jan. 10, to Mr. and
Mrs Charles King, a son.
Ireland—/Mattawa mkeag, Feb. 7, to Mr. and
Mrs Stanley Ireland, a daughter.

DIED
Young—Thomaston, Feb 9. Orville R. Young,
aged 35 years, 4 months, 18 days.
Harriman—Cushing, Feb 13, Amelia Harri
man, aged 74 years, 2 months, 3 days.
Payson—’Cushing, Feb 12, William A. Payson, aged 48 years, 6 months, 18 days Funeral
private.
Ulmer—Rockland, Feb 13, Nellie G. Ulmer,
aged 60 years, 7 months, 13 days.
Gross—Rockland, Feb. 13, Mamie E. (Ryan),
wife of Eugene W. Gross, aged 48 years, 5
months, 23 days Burial at Ash Point.
Waterman—Rockland, Feb. 13, Fred L
Waterman of Camden, aged 36 years, 6 months.
1 day. Funeral in Camden Wednesday at 1
p. m
Sloane—Rockland, Feb. 10, infant son of
Mr. and Mrs Daniel Sloane.
Waterman—Rockland. Feb. 13, Fred L.
Waterman, aged 36 years, 6 months, 1 day.
Funeral in Camden Wednesday at 1 p. m.

to all who have shown us so much love and
sympathy through the loss of our husband, and
father, and also the triends from Monhegan
for the beautiful floral offering^.
Mrs. James Creamer and family.
Pleasant Point, Me

LACK OF VITAL FORCE

Diseases of Children a Speoialty

"In the heart of the city"
Upstairs, Opp. Security Trust Co.

F. H. STAHL, D. C.. Graduate Adjuster

\

»
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If you have never used PEERLESS, try it for
your next baking. You will be delighted with the
results.

Obtainable at your grocer’s.

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
,™-„

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

You have no hills on your mind in the
Standard Eight It is a car of such power
that it actually levels hills.
The one indisputable proof of Standard
Eight superiority rests with you.

ESTABLISHED 1868

Deposits $2,265,152 49

SATURDAY, FEB. 19

You can always depend upon the quality of
PEERLESS. The standard is invariably main
tained.

A Powerful Car

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Will open for business

“Standard of the World”

STANDARD EIGHT

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

IN RANKIN BLOCK

In the pure white bag milled by the
Hardesty Milling Co.

talking and since that time has slept
only two hours. She continues to talk
while asleep. Physical's say that ap
parently she is normal in every re
spect except for the continued talking.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

The Meservey Ice Cream Parlor

Peerless
Flour
*3nBMBSKRSBnB8SiBHBBBBSSB9MEBHHBBG9HBHHBSS9RSCG35B9BEES

SPEECH VALVE SLIPPED

DISTRIBUTOR

20-21

PROPRIETOR

See the Big Trades in our bhoe Window

R. W. BICKFORD

TICKETS 50 CENTS

20-22

BOOTS, SHOES,
CLOTHING

Special Bargain in 1920 Touring Car Demonstrator

MUSIC BY MARSTON’S ORCHESTRA

M. HAVENER

L. E, BLAGKINGTON

400 Main St., Rockland. Telephone

UNDER THE DIREOTION OF THE YOUNG LADIES OF
THE TELEPHONE OFFICE

CHARLES

Let u» show you these boots
—short, hip and sporting lengths.

CHIROPRACTORS

Temple Hall

February

Examine them for yourself.
Note the patented ribbed legs,
tough and strong as whalebone.
See the thickness of the double
layer gum sole. Note also the
spading shank and the heavy
outside vamp reinforcement

DAVIS & STURM

PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN

evening,

TOP NOTCH BOOTS

If there is anything wrong with your
head, lungs, heart, stomach, kidneys or
any other part of the body, you can be
sure that it is due to a lack of Vital
Force going to these organs due to a
pressure upou the nerves where they
■ leave the spinal oord. The Chiroprac
tor, by means of (^liropractic Verte
bral Adjustments, given with the bare
hands alone, relieves this pressure and
the Vital Force is thus permitted to
flow uninterruptedly to these organs.
The result is Health. Consultation and
Spinal Analysis Free.

T

Thursday

BKMMIS

Miriam Rubins, eight years old of
Waukegon, III., has been talking con
stantly since Saturday, Feb. 5, nnd
all efforts by specialists to stop her
have failed. A week ago the girl
Miss Ada H. Perry of the W. O.
complained of pains in her arms and Hewett Co. mililnary department left
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our most sincere thanks shoulders. The next day she started today for New York.

WATCH THIS PAPER FOR AN
NOUNCEMENT
OF
SPECIAL
PRICES DURING “FOOD FAIR
WEEK.’’

VALENTINE DANCE

Their construction is patent
ed; they will last longer
than any ether boot you
pver wor?.

When Folks want Anything Done, they
go to J. Fuller I’ep, for he’s a Ninety
Horse-Power Booster and Liberal with
his Time and Money for anything to
Better the Town. Ole Hezekiah Use
less allows as how J. Fuller Is trying to
Run Things, but if Folks were all like
Hez. this would be a Hot Sketch of a
Town I

Strangers In Language.
All men are strangers. There ere
no two men on earth who speak the
siime language. Each places his own
Individual meaning in his words. Willi
the self-same words men talk of quite
dilTereut things. And I cannot he cer
tain how my words will be interpreted
hy him to whom they are addressed.
That la ihe reason all aged people
talk to themselves; It ts the habit of a
lifelong experience—Mabel Johnson
Leland's Translation of Arno Garborg’s “The Lost Father.”
Numbering Spool Cotten.
Tho number of cotton thread Is
based on the size of the yarn from
which the thread Is twisted. The fin
ished thread was originally all threeply and carried the yarn size— lhat k>
to say. three Strands of rise W yarn
were twitted together and cslM Wo.
50 thread
When 6tx-(S!y or six-cOrd
came Into use It was decided not to
change the numbering of the thread,
but to use six strands of yarn size 100
to make the No. 50 thread.

Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
Dividends for past two years have been at the rate
of 4% per annum.

ZMBmHHMIHmsmm

Building Materials Lower
SS™“ 20

per

PRICES
cent T™ YEAR

We have all grades from best mills

W. H. GLOVER CO.
mm

I. L. SNOW CO.
We are equipped to make STEAM and GASO
LINE ENGINE REPAIRS, both marine and stationary.
Build and repair Boilers, Tanks and Smokestacks. Oxyacetelene Welding and Electric Welding.
We have a large stock of Steam Fittings, Pipe and
Boiler Plates.
SHIPWRIGHTS AND MARINE RAILWAYS

I, L. SNOW CO.
Rockland, Maine
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VALLEY
OF THE
GIANTS

A" couple of hundrecTynrds down the
trail Bryce met his father. "Hello.
John Cardigan!” he called. "What do
you mean by skallyhootlng through
these woods without a pilot? Eh?
Explain your reckless conduct.”
"You great overgrown duffer,” his
father retorted
affectionately, "1
thought you’d never come.” He reach
ed into his pocket for a handkerchief,
but failed to find It and searched
through another pocket and still
another. "By gravy, son,” he remark
ed presently, "I do believe I left my
silk handkerchief—the one Moira
gave me. for my last birthday—up
•

PETER D.KYNB
'/ow

or

*ppappy &icrr

COPYRIGHT, BY PETER JB.KYNE

CHAPTER I.—Pioneer in the California
redwood region, John Cardigan, at forty•even, la the leading citizen of Sequoia,
owner of mills, ships, and many acres of
timber, & widower after three years of
married life, and father of two-day-old
Bryce Cardigan.
CHAPTER II.—At fourteen Bryce maF.es
the acquaintance of Shirley Sumner, a vis
itor to Sequoia, and his junior by a few
years. Together they visit the Valley of
the Giants, sacred to John Cardigan nnd
his son as the burial place of Bryce’s
mother, and part with mutual regret.

CHAPTER III.—While Bryce is at col
lege John Cardigan meets with he**vy
business losses and for the first time views
the future with uncertainty.
CHAPTER IV.—After graduation from
college, and a trip abroad, Bryce Cardi
gan comes home. On the train he meets
Shirley Sumner, on her way to Sequoia to
make her home there with her unde,
Col. Pennington. Bryce learns that his
father's eyesight has failed and that Col.
Pennington is seeking to take advantage of
the old man's business misfortunes.
CHAPTER V.-In the Valley of the
Olanta young Cardigan finds a tree felled
directly across his mother’s grave, indi
cations are that it was cut down to secure
the burl, and evidence seems to show that
Pennington and his woods-boss, Jules
Rondeau, are Implicated in the outrage*
CHAPTER VI.—Dining with Col. Fennlngton and his niece, Bryce finds the
room paneled with redwood burl, confirm
ing his suspicions of Pennington’s
Ia-a diplomatic way, unperceived by Shir
ley, the two men declare war.
CHAPTER VII.—Pennington refuse? to
renew his logging contract with the Cardi
gans, believing nis action means b*»riicruptcy for the latter. Bryce forces Kondeau to confess he felled the tree in the
Valley of the Giants, at Pennington’s or
der. After punishing the man. Bryce
hurls him at Col. Pennington, who. ■with
Shirley, had witnessed the fight Penning
ton Is humiliated, and the girl, Indignant,
orders Bryce to leave her and forget their
friendship. He leaves, but refuses to ac
cept dismissal.

•

,
•
.

CHAPTER VIII.-Returning to Sequoia
the train on which Shirley, her uncle, Ana
Bryce are traveling, breaks away from
the locomotive, and Bryce, who could have
caped, at the risk of his life cuts out
e caboose and saves them from certain
death, being painfully Injured In doing so.

S

CHAPTER IX.-Moira McTavish. child
hood friend of Bryce and employed in hl?
office, makes Shirley’s acquaintance ana
the two become friends. Needing mopey
badly, John Cardigan offers to sell Pen
nington the Valley of the Giants, but the
Colonel, confident the property must soon
be his through the bankruptcy of pis
enemies, contemptuously refuses.
l’nknown to her uncle. Shirley buys th»
Valley and the Cardigans have a new
Idase of business life. They interest capi
tal and decide on a scheme to parallel
Pennington's logging railroad.

CHAPTER X.—Buchanan Ogilvy, rail
road contractor and Bryce s college friend.
Is decided on by the Cardigans as the
man to figure as the builder of the^proposed railroad. Bryce goes to San Fran
cisco to meet him.

CHAPTER XI.—Ogilvy ostentatiously
begins work of surveying for the line,
which Is announced as a proposed through
route. Pennington, vaguely alarmed, de
cides to block operations by making it im
possible to secure a franchise for the line
through Sequoia. In this he plans to en
list the aid of the mayor, Poundstone•CHAPTER XII.-“Buck” Ogilvy.
as
builder of the projected Northern Cali
fornia & Oregon railroad, meets MoiTa
McTavish and is much impressed. Bryce
and his father make plans for securing a
franchise for the line from the city
council,

CHAPTER XIII.—Ogilvy. in a business
Interview, favorably Impresses the Nlayor.
and later engages that official’s son as at
torney for the new road. Through him
they obtain the temporary franchise.
Pennington, finally convinced that the
Cardigan interests are behind the scheme,
get* to work to balk them.
CHAPTER XIV.—Pennington refuses
Bryce the use of a locomotive and trucks
to move equipment for laying a switch,
and Bryce and Ogilvy plan to steal both
and during the night put in a crossing
cutting Pennington's tracks in the city.
Pennington bribes Mayor Poundstone to
Ignore the temporary franchise granted
and to refuse a permanent on,e.
That
night Pennington hears the Cardigan
tracklaying crew at work and hurries to
^heipet
CHAPTER XV. —Bryce'and Ogilvy disre
gard Pennington's frenzl- i remonstrances
and continue work, but tile Colonel gets
word to the Mayor and also employs a
desperado to shoot Bryce. Bryce Is wound
ed. Work on the track is stopped by the
chief of police. Shirley accuses her uncle
of conniving at the murder of Bryce, and
the Colonel leaves for San Francisco to
eafeguard his Interests through further
legal proceedings.
CHAPTER XVI.—Anticipating Penning
ton's action, Ogilvy has made arrange
ments to secure a restraining order from
the federal courts enjoining the Colonel
from”nterfering with the construction of
their line. Victory for the Cardigans is
plainly In sight.

CHAPTER XVII —Under the protection
of a United States deputy marshal the
Cardigan tracks are laid across Penning
ton's In Sequoia, the Colonel's henchmen
being powerless.
CHAPTER XVIII.-When Pennington re
turns from San Francisco, Shirley informs
tilm she has decided to take the man
agement of her financial affairs out of his
hands, and ends his protests by informing
him of her knowledge of certain shady
transactions of his in the past. He agrees
to retire, and leave California. Distressed
by the interview, Shirley seeks rest In the
Valley of the Giants. There she meets
John Cardigan and he draws from her the
fact that she is the purchaser of the land
and timber he loves so much. They are
Interrupted by the arrival of Bryce, and
John Cardigan arranges that, the young
people be left alone. A merger of the
hearts and business Interests of the Car
digans and Penningtons Is quickly ar
ranged.

CHAPTER XVIII—Continued

He smiled down at her.
“Why,
certainly. Who but a woman—a cd a
dear, kind, thoughtful woman—would
hire thought to have this chair made
and brought up here for me?"
Fell a long silence betweeu them:
then John Cardigan's trembling hand
■>eBt groping out toward the girl's.
•'Why, how stupid of me not to hnve
guessed It Immediately I” he said.
“You are the new owner. My dear
ch|ld. If the silent prayers of a very
unhappy old man will bring God‘s
i,leasing on you—there, there, girl I I
didn’t Intend to make you weep. What
s tender heart It Is. to be sure 1"
She took his great toil-worn hand,
and her hot tears fell on It, for his
gentleness. Ills beulgnancy, had touchTelephone that item of news to The
Courier-Gazette. where thousands of

readers will see U.

“Oh, you must not tell
anybody! Tou ninsn’t,” she cried.
He put his hand on her shoulder as
she knelt before him. “Goixl land of
tove, girl, what made you do It? Why
should a girl like you give a hundred
thousand for my Valley of the Giants?
Were you"—hesitatingly—"your un
cle's agent?”
“No. I bought It myself—with my
own money. My uncle doesn’t know 1
nm the new owner. You see, he want
ed it—for nothing."
“Ah, yes. I suspected as much a
long time ago. Your uncle is the
modern type of business man. Not
very much of an idealist. I'm afraid.
But tell me why you decided to thwart
the plans of your relative."
“I knew it hurt you terribly to sell
your Giants; they were dear to you
for sentimental reasons. I understood,
tdso. why you were forced to sell; so
I—well, I decided the Giants would be
safer In my possession than in my
uncle's. In all probability he would
have logged this valley for the sake
of the clear seventy-two-inch boards
he could get from these trees.”
"That does not explain satisfactor
ily, to me, why you took sides with a
stranger against your own kin," John
Cardigan persisted. "There must be ,
a deeper and more potent reason.
Miss Shirley Sumner."
“Well,” Shirley made answer, glad |
he could not see the flush of confusion
and embarrassment that crimsoned
her cheek, "when I came to Sequoia
last May, your son and I met, quite
accidentally. The stage to Sequoia
had already gone, and he was gracious
enough to invite me to make the Jour
ney in his car. Then we recalled hav
ing met as children, and presently I
gathered from his conversation that he
and his John-partner, as be called you.
were very dear to each other. I was
witness to your meeting that night—
I saw him take you in his big arms
and hold you tight because you'd—
gone blind while he was away having
a good time. And you hadn’t told
him! I thought that was brave of
you: and later, when Bryce and Molm
McTavish told me about you—how
kind you were, how you felt your
responsibility toward your employees
and the community—well, I Just
couldn't help a leaning toward Johnpartner and Joint-partner's bor. be
cause the boy was so fine and true to
his father's ideals.”
"Ah. he’s a man. He is indeed,” old
John Cardigan murmured proudly. "I
dare say you'll never get to know him
Intimately, but if you should------ ”
"I know hint intimately,” she cor
rected him. "He saved my life the
day the tog-train ran away. And that
was another reason. I owed him a
debt, and so did my uncle; hut Uncle
wouldn't pay his share, and 1 had to
pay for him.”
"Wonderful,” murmured John Cardi
gan, “wonderful! But still you haven't
told me wliv you paid a hundred
thousand dollars for the Giants when
you could have bought them for fifty
thousand. You had a woman's reason,
I dare say, and women always reason
from the heart, never the head. How
ever, if you do not care to tell me, I
shall not insist. Perhaps I have ap
peared unduly Inquisitive.”
“1 would rather not tell you,” she
answered.
A gentle, prescient smile fringed his
old mouth ; lie wagged his leonine head
as If to say: “Why should I ask.
when I know?” Fell again a restful
silence. Then:
■Ain I allowed one guess. Miss
Shirley Sumner?”
"Yes. but you would never guess the
reason."
"I nm a very wise old man. When
one sits in the dark, one sees much
that was hidden from him in the full
glare of the light. My son is proud,
manly, independent, and the soul of
honor. He needed a hundred thousand
dollars; you knew it. Probably your
uncle Informed you. You wanted to
loan him , some money, but—you
couldn't. Y'nu feared to offend him by
proffering it; had you proffered it, he
would have declined it.
So you
bought my Valley of the Giants at
a preposterous price and kept your
action a secref.”
And he patted her
hand gently, as If to silence any denial,
while far down the skid-road a voice—
a half-trained baritone—floated faint
ly to them through the forest Some
body was singing—or rather chanting
—a singularly tuneless refrain, wild
and barbaric.
ed her deeply.

SYNOPSIS.

“I Wouldn’t Lose That Handkerchief
for a Farm.”

yonder. 1 wouldn't lose that handker
chief for a form. Skip along and find
it for me. son. . I'll wait for you here.
Don't hurry.”
“I'll he back in a pig's whisper,” his
son replied, and started briskly up
the trail, while his father leaned
against n madrone tree and smiled his
prescient little smile.
Bryce’s brisk step on the carpet of
withered brown twigs aroused Shirley
from her reverie. When she looked up
he was standing in the center of the
little amphitheater gazing at her.
“You—you Iff she stammered, and
rose as if to flee from him.
“The governor sent me back to look
for his handkerchief. Shirley," he ex
plained. “He, didn’t tell me you ware
here. Guess he didn't hear you.” He
advanced smilingly toward her. “Pm
tremendously glad to see you today,
Shirley,” he said, and paused beside
her. “Fate has been singularly kind
to me. Indeed I've been pondering all
day as to just how I was to arrange n
private and confidential little chat
with you, without calling upon you at
your uncle's house.”
“I don’t fee! like chatting today."
she answered a little drearily—anti
then he noted her wet lashes. • In
stantly he was on one knee beside her:
with the amazing confidence that had
always distinguished him In her eyes
his big left arm went around her. and
when her hands went to her face he
drew them gently away.'
"Fve waited too tong, sweetheart,”
he murmured. “Thank God, I can tell
you at last all the things that have
been accumulating in my heart. I love
you. Shirley. I've loved you from that
first day w'e met at the station, and
all these months of strife and repres
sion have merely served to make me
love you the more. Perhaps you have
been all the dearer to me because you
seemed so hopelessly unattainable."
He drew her head down on his
breast; his great hand patted her hot
cheek: his honest brown eyes gazed
earnestly, wistfully into hers. “I love
yon," he whispered. “All that I haveall that I am—all that 1 hope for—I
offer to you, Shirley Sumner; and In
the shrine of my heart I shall hold yon
sacred while life shall last. You are
not Indifferent to me, dear. I know
you’re not; but tell me—answer me—"
Her violet eyes were uplifted to his./
and In them he read the answer to his
cry. “Ah. may 1?” he murmured, and
kissed her.
“Oh. my dear, impulsive, gentle big
sweetheart." she whispered—and then
her arms went around his neck, and
the fullness of her happiness found
vent In tears he did not seek to have
her repress. In the safe haven of
hl' arms she rested: nn<l there, quite
without effort or distress, she managed
to convey to him something more than
an inkling of the thoughts that were
wont to come to her whenever they
met.
“Oh, my love!’’ he cried happily. “I
hadn’t dared dream of such happiness
until todny. Y’ou were so unattain
able—the obstacles between us were
so many and so great—”
“Why today, Bryce?" she interrupt
ed him.
He took her adorable little nose In
his great thumb and forefinger and
tweaked It gently. “The light began
to dawn yesterday, my dear little en
emy, following an Interesting halfhour which I put in with his honor the
mayor. Acting upon suspicion only,
I told Poundstone I was prepared to
send him to the rock pile if he didn’t
behave himself in the matter of my
permanent franchise for the N.C. O.—
and the oily old invertebrate wept and
promised me anything If I wouldn't
disgrace him. So I promised I wouldn’t
do anything until the franchise mat
ter should be definitely settled—after
which I returned to my office, to find
awaiting me there no less a person
than the right-of-way man for the
Northwestern Pacific. He was a per
fectly delightful young fellow, and he
had a proposition to unfold. It seems
the Northwestern Pacific has decided
to build up from Willits, and all that
powwow and publicity of Buck Ogil
vy's about the N. C. 0. was In all
probability the very thing that spurred
them to action. They figured the
C. M. A St. P. was back of the N. C. O.
—that It was to be the first link In a

chain of court roads to be connected
ultimately with the terminus of the
C. M. A St. P.on Gray's Harbor. Wash
ington. And If (lie N. C. O. should he
built It meant that a rival road would
get the edge on them in the matter
of every stick of Humboldt and Del
Norte redwood—and they'd be left
holding the sack."
“Why did they think that, dear?"
“That amazing rascal, Buck Ogilvy,
used to be a C. >1. A St. P. man; they
thought they traced an analogy, I dare
say. Perhaps Buck fibbed to them. At
any rate this rlght-of-wa.v man was
mighty anxious to know whether or
not the N. C. O. had purchased from
the Cardigan Redwood Lumber com
pany a site for a terminus on tide
water (we control all the deep-water
frontage on the hay), and when I told
him the deni had not yet been closed
he started to close one with me.”
“Did you close?"
“My dear girl, will a duck swim?
Of course I closed. I sold three quar
ters of all we had. for three-quarters
of a million dollars, and an hour ago
I roceR-e,] n W)re from my attorney in
San Francisco Informing me that the
money had been deposited in escrow
there awaiting formal deed.
That
money puts the Cardigan Redwood
Lumber company In the dear—no re
ceivership for us now, nty dear one
And I'm going right ahead with the
huilding. of the N. C. O.—while our
holdings down on the San lledrln
dorthle In value, for thp rpason that
within three years they will be acces
sible and can be logged over the rails
of the Northwestern Pacific!"
“Bryce," Shirley declared, “haven't
I alwayy told you I’d never permit you
to build the N. C. O.?”
“Of course," he replied, “hut sfirelj
you're going to withdraw your objec
tions now."
'“I am not. Tou must choose be
tween the N. C. 0. and me." And she
met his surprised gaze unflinching}}*.
"Shirley! You don't mean It?"
"I do mean It. I have always mean)
it. I love you, dear, but for all that
you must not build that road."
He stood up and towered above her
sternly. “I must build It, Shirley. I've
contracted to do it, and I must keep
faitli with Gregory of the Trinidad
Timber company. He's putting up the
money, and I'm to do the work and
operate the line. I can't go back on
him now.”
“Not for my sake?" she pleaded. He
shook his head. “I must go on," lie
reiterated.
“Do you realize what that resolution
means to us?” The girl's tones were
grave, her glance graver.
“I realize what it means to me!”
She came closer to him. Suddenly
the blaze in her violet eyes gave way
to one of mirth. “Oh, you dear big
booby!” she cried. “1 was Just test
ing you.” And she cJung to,him. laugh
ing. “You always beat me down—you
always win. Bryce, dear, I'm the La
guna Grande Lumber company—nt
lenst I will he tomorrow, and I repeat
for the last time that you shall not
build the N! C. O.—because I'm going
to—oh. dear. I shall die laughing at
you—became I'm going Io merge with
the Cardigan Redwood Lumber com
pany. and the.ii, my railroad shall be
your railroud, and we'll extend It and
haul Gregory's logs, to tidewater for
liiin also. h And-—silly, didn't I tell you
you’d never build the N. C. O.?"
“God bless my mildewed soul!” he
murmured, and. drew her to him.
In the gathering dusk they walked
down the trail , Beside the madrone
tree John Cartfignn waited patiently.
“Well,” he * queried when they
joined him. "did you find 'my handker
chief fdr.me, son?”
“I didn't find your handkerchief.
John Cardigan." Bryce answered, "hut
I did find what I suspect you sent me

“I'm the Laguna Grande Lumber Com

pany."
hack for—and that is a perfectly won
derful daughter-in-law for you!"
John Cardigan smiled and held out
his arms for her. "Tills," he<-siiid. "Is
the happiest duy that I have known
since my hoy was horn.”CHAPTER XIX.

Col. Seth Pennington was thoroughly
crushed. Look which way he would
"That Is iny son, coming to fetch
the bedeviled old rascal could find no
his old daddy home,” .replied John
loophole for escape.
Cardigan. "That thing he's howling Is
“Yon win. Cardigan." he muttered
an Indian war-song or paean of
desperately as he sat In his office after
triumph—something his nurse taught
Shirley had left him. “You’ve had
him when he wore pinafores. If you’ll
more than a shade in every round thus
excuse me. Miss Shirley Sumner, I’ll
far. and at the finish yon’ve landed a
leave you now. I generally contrive
clean knockout. If I had to fight any
to meet him on the trail.”
man but you—•"
w
He bade her good-bye and started
He
sighed
resignedly
and
pressed
down the trail, his stick tapping
the push-button on his desk. Sexton
against the old logging-cable stretched
entered. “Sexton,” he said bluntly
from tree to tree beside the trail and
and with a slight quiver in his voice,
marking it.
“my niece and I have had a disagree
Shirley was tremendously relieved.
ment. We have quarreled over young
She did not w ish to meet Bryce Cardi
Cardigan. She's going to marry hitn.
gan to-day, and she was distinctly
Now, our affairs are somewhat In
grateful to John Cardigan for his nice
volved, and in order to straighten them
consideration in sparing her an inter
out we spun a coin to sec whether she
view. She seated herself In the lum
should sell her stock in Laguna
ber-jack’s easv-chair so lately vacated,
Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette Grande to me or whether I should sell
md chin in hand gave herself up to
carries the home news of Knox county mine to her—and I lost The book
meditation on this extraordinary old to every State in the Union and to
jaluation of the stock at the close of
man and hla extraordinary son. ,
many foreign lands,
“What is that?” Shirley cried.

Every-Other-Da^

lust'year's business, plus ten per-cent
will determine the selling price, and I
shall resign as president. You will,
in all probability, be retained to man
age the coigpany until It is merged
with the Cardigan Redwood Lumber
company—when, I imagine, yon will be
given ample notice to seek a new job
elsewhere. Call Miss Sumner’s attor
ney. Judge Moore, on the telephone
and ask him to come to the office at
nine o'clock tomorrow, when the pa
pers can be drawn up and signed.
That Is all.”
The Colonel did not return to h!s
home in Redwood boulevard that night.
He hnd no appetite for dinner and «at
brooding In his office until very late:
then he went to the Hotel Sequoia and
engaged a room. He did not possess
sufficient courage to face his uiece
again.
At four o’clock the npxt day the
Colonel, his baggage, his automobile.
Ills chauffeur and the solemn luttler.
James, hoarded the passenger steamer
for San Francisco, and at four-thirty
sailed out of Humboldt hoy ov»r the
thundering hnr and on Into the south.
The Colonel ^vas still n rleh man. hut
his dreant of a redwood empire had
faded, and once more he was taking
up the search for cheap timber.
Whether lie ever found it or not Is a
matter that does not concern us.
At a moment when young Henry
Poundstone's dream of legal opulence
was fading, when Mayor Poundstone's
hopes for domestic pence hail lieen
shattered beyond repair, the while his
cheap political aspirations had been
equally devastated because of a cer
tain damnable document in the posses
sion of Bryce Cardigan, many events
of Importance were transpiring. On
thp veranda of his old-fashioned home
John Cardigan sat tapping thp floor
with his stick and dreaming dreams
which for the first time In many years
were rose-tinted. Beside him Shirley
sat. her glance bent musingly out
across the roofs of Sequoia and on to
thp hay shore, where the smoke and
exhaust steam floated up from two
sawmills—her own and Bryce Cardi
gan’s. To her came nt regularly spaced
intervals the faint whining of the saws
and the rumble of log trains crawling
out of the log dumps; high over the
piles of bright, freshly sawn lumber
she caught! from time to time the flash
of white spray as the great logs tossed
from the trucks hurtled down the
skids and crashed into the bay. At
the docks of both mills vessels were
loading, their tall spars cutting the
sky line above ami beyond the smoke
stacks; far down the bay a steam
schooner, loaded until her main deck
was almost flush with the water, was
putting out to sea. and Shirley heard
the faint echo of her siren as she
whistled her intention to pass to star ,
hoard of a wind Jammer inward hound
In tow of n Cardigan tug.
"It's wonderful." she said pWsently
apropos of nothing.
“Aye." lie replied In his deep, tnelo
diotts voice. "I’ve been sitting Imre. my
dear, listening to your thoughts. You
know something, now. of the tie that
hinds my hoy to Sequoia. This"—he
waved his ann abroad In the dark
news—“this is the true essence of life—
to create, to develop the gifts that
God has given us—to work and.know
•he blessing of weariness—to hnve
dreams and see them come true. That
Is life, and I have lived. And now I
nm ready to rest." He smiled wist
fully. " ’The king Is dead. Long live
the king.' I wonder if you. raised as
you have been, can face llfp In Sequoia
resolutely with ray son. It Is a dull,
drah sawmill town, where life unfolds
gradually without thrill—where the
years stretch ahead of one with only
trees, among simple folk. The life
may be hard on you. Shirley; one has
to acquire a taste for It, you know.”
“I hnve known the lilt of battle.
John-partner," she answered; “hence
I think I can enjoy the sweets of vic
tory. I nm content.”
“And what a run you did give that
hoy Bryce!”
•
Site laughed softly. "I wanted him
to fight: I hnd a great curiosity to see
the stuff that was In him." she ex
plained.
Next day Bryce Cardigan, riding the
top log on the end truck of a long
train just in from Cardigan's woods
in Township Nine, dropped from the
end of the log ns the train crawled
through the mill yard on its way to
the log dump. He hailed Buck Ogilvy,
where the latter stood in the door of
the office.
“Big doings up on Little Laurel
creek this morning. Buck."
“Do tell!” Mr. Ogilvy murmured
morosely.
“It was great.” Bryce continued
“Old Duncan McTavish returned. 1
knew he would.
His year on the
mourner's bench expired yesterday,
nnd he came hack to claim his old job
of woods boss."
"He's one year too late," Ogilvy de
clared. “I wouldn't let that big Cana
dian Jules Rondeau quit for a farm
Some woods boss. that—and Ills first
job with this company was the dirtiest
you could hand him—smearing grease
on the skid road at a dollar and a half
a day ami found, lie's made too good
to lose out now. I don't carp what his
private morals may he. He can get
out the logs, hang his rascally hide,
and I'm for him.”

unawares. It was a case of fight for
his Job—nnd Rondeau fought."
“The devil you say!”
"I do—and there was the devil to
pay. It was a rough and tumble and
no grips barred—Just the kind of a
fight Rondeau likes. Nevertheless Old
Duncan floored him. While he's been
away somebody taught him the hatn
mer lock and the crotch hold/and a
few more fancy ones, nnd he got to
work on Rondeau In
n hurry. In
fnct he hnd to, for If the tussle had
gone over five minutes Rondeau's
youth would have decided the Issue.''
“And Rondeau was whipped?"
“To a whisper. Mac floored him
and choked hint until he heat the
ground with his free hand in token of
surrender; whereupon old Duncan let
him up, and Rondeau went to Ills
shanty and packed his turkey. The
last I saw of him he was headed over
the hill to Catnp Two on Laguna
Grande. He'll probably chase that as
sistant woods boss I hired after the
consolidation out of Shirley's woods
and help himself to the fellow’s Job.
I don't care if he does. What interests
me Is the fact that the old Cardigan
woods boss Is hack on the joh in Car
digan's woods, and I'm mighty glad of
it. The old horsethief has hail his
lesson and will remain sober hireafter. I think he's cured."
"The Infamous old outlaw!”
“Mac knows the San Hedrln ns 1
know my own pocket. He'll he a tower
of strength when we open up that
tract after the rallrond builds in. By
the way. has ray dad been down till",
morning?"
"Y’es.
Moira read the mall to him
and then took him up to the Valley of
Ihe Giants. He said he wanted to do
a little quiet figuring on that new
steam schooner you're thinking of
huilding. lie thinks she ought to he
bigger—big enough to carry two mil
lion feet.”
Bryce glanced nt his watch. "It's
half after eleven." he said. "Guess f’ll
run up to the Giants and bring him
home to luncheon."
He stepped into the Napier sland'nz
outside the ■ office and drove away.
Buck Ogilvy waited until Bryce was
out of sight: then with sudden deter
mination he entered the office.
“Moira.” he said abruptly, approach
Ing the desk where she worked, "your
dad Is hack, and what's more, Bryce
Cardigan has let him hnve his old joh
as woods boss. And I'm here to an
nounce that you're not going back to
the woods to keep house for him. l’n
derstand? Now. look here, Moira. I’ve
shilly-shallied around'you for months
protesting my love, nnd I haven't got
ten anywhere. Today I'm going to ask
you for the last time. Will you ntnrry
me? I need you worse than that rns
eal of a father of yours does, nnd I IpII
you I’ll not hnve you go hack to the
woods to take care of him. Come
now. Moira. Do give me a definite an
swer."
'i
“I’m afraid I don't love you well
enough to marry yon. Mr. Ogilvy,''
Moira pleaded. “I'm truly fond of you
hut—"
"The last boat's gone," cried Mr
Ogilvy desperately.
“I'm nnswered
Well. I'll not stick nround here much
longer. Moira. I realize I must he a
nuisance, but I can't help being a nui
sauce when you're near me. So I'll
quit ni.v job here nnd go back to my
old game rif railroading."
“Oh. you wouldn't quit a ten-thonsand-dollar Job." Moira cried, aglin't.
"I'd quit a mllllon-dollar lob. Tin
despprate enough to go over to the
mill nnd pick a r fight with the big
handsaw. I'm going away where 1
can't see you. Yffur eyes are driving
tne crazy.”
“But I don't want you to go, Mr
Ogllv.v."
“Call me Buck," he commanded
sharply.
“I don't want you to go. Buck,” she
rppented meekly. “I shall feel guilty,
driving you out of a fine position.”
“Then marry me and I'll stay."
“But suppose I don't love you the
way you deserve—"
“Suppose! Suppose!" Buck Ogilvy
cried. “You're no longer certain of
yourself. How dare you deny your
love for me? Eh? Moira, I'll risk It.”
Her eyes turned to him timidly, and
for the -first lime lie saw in their
smoky depths a lambent flame. "I
don't know." she quavered, “and It's a
big responsibility in ease—"
“Oh. the devil take the ease!" he
cried rapturously, nnd took her hands
In Ills. “Do I Improve with age. dear
Moira?" he asked with boyish eager
ness; then, before she could answer,
i he swept on. a tornado of love and
pleading. And presently Moira was In
his arms, and be was kissing her. nnd
she was crying softly because—well,
she admired Mr. Buck Ogilvymore,
she respected him and was genuinely
fond of him. She wondered and she
wondered, a quiet joy thrilled her In
the knowledge that it did not seem
nt all Impossible fof her to grow, in
time, absurdly fond of this wholesome
red rascal.
“Oh. Buck, dear.” she whispered. “I
don't know, I'm sure, but perhaps I’ve
loved you a little bit for a long time.**
“I'm perfectly wild over you. You're
the most wonderful woman I ever
heard of. Old rjisj -cheeks!" And he
pinched them just to see the color
come and go.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"I'm afraid you haven't anything to
say about it. Buck,” Bryce replied
dryly.
"I haven't ph? Well, any time you
deny me the privilege of hiring and
firing you're going to he out the serv
ice of a rattling good general mana
ger. my son. Yes. sir! If you hold
me responsible for results I must se
leet the tools I want to work with."
“Oh, very well,” Bryce laughed
“Have H yottr own way. Only If you
can drive Dunean McTavish out of
Cardigan's woods I'd like to see you
do IL
Possession Is. nine points ot
the law. Buck—and Old Duncan is it
possession.”
“What do you ntenn—In possession?'
“1 mean that at ten o'clock thh
morning Dunean McTavish appearee
nt our log landing. The whisky fit
was all gone from him ami he ap
peared forty years old instead of the
sixty that he is. With a whoop he
came jumping over the logs, straight
for Jules Rondeau. The big Canuck
saw him coming nnd knew what his
jis|i .portended—so he wasn’J taken

John Cardigan was seated In his
lumberjack’s easy chair as his son ap
proached. pis hat lay on the litter
of brown twigs beside hint; his chin
was stink on Ids hredst, nnd his head
was held a little to one side in a lis
tening attitude; a vagrant little breeze
rustled gently a lock of his fine, long
white hair. Bryce stooped over the
old man and shook him gently by the
shoulder.
“Wake up, partner.” he railed cheer
fully. But John Cardigan did not
wake, and again his son shook him.
Still receiving no response. I’.ryce lift
ed the leonine old head and gazed
Into his father's face. “John Cardi
gan !” he cried sharply. “Wake up.
old pal.”
The old eyes opened and John Carllgan smiled up at h's boy. "Good
son,” he whispered, "good son!" He
closed his sightless eyes again as If
the mere effort of holding them open
wearied him. “I’ve been sitting here—
waiting,” he went on In the same
gentle whisper. “No, not waiting for
you, boy—waiting—"_______ ________

Hi* lieoil fell over nn.Ids.sHMibi’boul
der; h's hand went gropin'? for
Bryce's. "List-n." It“ eonHuu jt "t'tyi't
you he ir It—Ihe Silence? I IF "A'a'i for
von here, my son. Mother a tel I will
wait together now—'it this sj/rt' she
frrc'ed. I’m tired—I want relt. Look
after old Mac and Mei a—am). Bill
Dundy, vim lost Ids leg nt Cttnip Seyen
last full—and Tom Elliiigtotr#' chil
dren—nvl—all the others, son.“1 Yon
know. Bryce. They're your responslhllliies. Sorry I can't wait to see the
San Hetlrln opened up. Ijjit—I'»o„J|ve:l
my life and loved my love. .Alt} yes.
I've been happy—»> Jmpp.v Jii-q doing
'h'ngs—and—dreaming here aiming my
(Hunts— nnd—”,
lie sighed gently. "Good, son.'' he
whispered again: Ids big body relaxed,
r.iul the great heart of the Argonaut
wns still. Bryce Iteld him' until the
realization came to him that hfcs father
wns no more-that like a watch the
whul'ng of nli'elt has Is en neglected,
he had gradually slowed bp and
stopped.
“Goodby. old .lo|iu pairtper!” he
innniiure I. “You've escaped,iutp the
light nt last. Well go home together
now. lotf we'll come buck agii-lti.”
AimI with Ids father's body do his
strong arms he dt*ir,irted from the little
anipliitliea er. walking lightly wdtlt his
henvy Itun’en down the Md skid road
to the djnltlng automobile. And two
days later John t'ardigaq returned to
rest loiever with Ills lest mate among
the Can's h'niseif at last ttn infinites
imal portion of that tremendous .?ilence
that ;< the dinpnsou of the ages..
When the funeral was over-Shirley
ami Bryce lingered until they found
themselves alone beside the freshly
turned earth. Through a rift In the
great branches two hundred fe n above
a patch of cerulean sky showed fnlntly ; the sunlight fell like a broad gold
en shaft over the hlossoiu-ltnlep grave
and from the brown trunk of, nu #dJm-crit trim a gray squirrel a d/'scetidant, prrltaps. of the gray .sqatryef that

“He Wes a Giant Among.Men.”
hnd been wont to‘rob Bry ce's p^gktts
)f pine nuts twenty years before,
"lt'rpod at them mquir;»gl.v.
“He was a glan

ameiig men.'* said

Bryce presently. "What a fitting place
'or him to lie!" lie passed his ann
tround las wife's shoulders anil drew
her to him. “You made It possible,
sweetheart." ,
•
She gazed tip a him In adora'ion.
And presently t:- v left the Valley
of the Giants to taee Ute- wbrld to
gether. strong In their fnith to live
their lives nnd love tlielr Irtves. to
dreant their dreems and peifehance
wltefi life should he dtyne' vylth and the
hour of rest at hanj. Id. slirrphder. sus
tained anil comforted, by t,he .knowl
edge that those dt. ams had couie true.
(THE END.)
t‘ i
•
__ _
c- ' >
Began Dec. 23.
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There is no "etire," but
wheezy breathing may
oftentimes be relieved
by inhaling the?oothing
medicated- vape rs

Ore/

VapoUsed
Rub
Yearly
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Every-Other-Day

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

Citizens Enjoy the Parents’
Day Exercises — Juniors
Pass Typewriting Test.
Over 80 citizens braved the storm
Friday afternoon to be present "Par
ents' Day.” Different classes were
visited and at 2 o'clock, the High
School Orchestra played a march
which assembled the pupils In the hall.
The’ free hand drawings illustrating
the Greek Myths were much admired.
They were the work of Edgar Crock
ett, 1021. The program caiuc in foi
its share of praisr. The three class
es represented were Freshman Eng
lish A. Freshman Latin A and Soph
omore English B. Bach recitation was
prefaced by a word of explanation
from the teacher in charge. Thu pro
gram:
March, orchestra, led by A. 3.
Marsh: America. School and Orches
tra: Recitation, English 4A, Leader.
K. Havener Cassens; Hymn to Night,
Longfellow, Beatrice
Stockbridge;
Night, Shelley, Richard Snow, Cyn
thia Revels, Jonson, Madeline Stover:
Song of Apollo, Sidney Snow; Ence
ladus. Clark Staples; Youth, R. H
Stoddard, Wendell Thornton; Out of
the Night, Henley, Kenneth Nosworthy; Waiting, Burroughs, Char
lotte Staples; Each in ills Own
Tongue, Madeline Rogers: L’Envoi,
Kipling, Fred Stewart; Free verse,
Humoresque, Earl Perry; Original in
troduction to “Persephone," Robert
Tweedie; “Persephone” by Ingelow,
Gertrude Smith, Winfred Coughlin,
Lucy
Marsh,
Elizabeth
Hagar;
Mandolin Club, led by Miss Sara
Tackaberry; Latin Playlet, Introoueed
by Miss Ethel
Howard. Gertrude
Smith and Winifred Coughlin; or
chestra, Love’s Garden; Boys Glee
Club; Girls' Glee Clulj; Sophomire
depate, ''Military Training Should Ire
introduced In our High School," affir
mative, R. C. Burns. E. Sartell”, S.
Melvin, R. Lufkin and L. Milter; neg
ative, A. Benner W. Flanagan, K. Le
(Inge, E. Blake, W. Sewall; nSirma■ tlve won; chorus. “Flow Gently, Sweet
Afton," High School; remarks, Supt.
H. C. Hull: “America,” and "Star
Spangled Banner,” orchestra and
chorus: Miss Gertrude Saville at the
piano; Vshers, Stewart and Record:
Guides, Misses Berliawsky, Dorgan
and Harrington
The Juniors who have passed the
40 word test in typewriting are Alice
Dugan and Franks Kirkpatrick both
.•of whom are < fffib-e fir cettiflcates
from the Underwood Typewriter Co.
Those who have passed tiie 30 word
test are Mildred Oxton, Evelyn Cohen
Esther Shapiro, Audrey Blackington,
Madeline Ames and Sophia Poliock.
Those whe have passed the 20 word
test, Marte Wooster, 7.ov:ni Watson
and Della Crosby.

treasurer; Adah Greene, chaplain.
Appointed officers: Lettie Arey, R. S.
N. G.; Addle Bucklin, L. S. N. G.;
Hattie Hopkins, It. 8. V. G.; Margie
Chillis, L. S. V. G.: Hllma Webster.
ihBide guardian: Arthur Pears, outside
guatdian. W. H. Winslow sang two
solos. The Arion Orchestra played
concert numbers during the ceremon
ies and for a dance in Memorial hail.
Mr. anil Mrs. Carl Brown who have
ben visiting relatives in town, left
been visiting relatives in town, left
to make their future home.
Miss
Annie Gregory returned with them.
Mrs. Edna Swears left Tuesday for
Portland. ’
James Gregory and son Carroll have
nearly completed a new boat.
The Rebekah visiting officers, Mrs.
Fassett of Dexter and Mrs. Cramm of
Newport were guests of Mrs. L. H.
Bucklin while in town.
The regular
meeting of Canton
Vinalhaven was held Friday evening.
Patriarchs Militant degree was con
ferred on H. T. Arey and V. H. Delano.
Tiie evening was also celebrated as
ladies night and regardless of the se
vere storm, nearly every chevalier in
town was present with his lady. The
ladies enjoyed the hour together in the
Armory while the Canton was in ses
sion and after the work the chevaliers
changed to fatigue uniform and a
most delicious chicken supper was
served in the banquet hall. The room
was artistically decorated In colors
suggestive of the Valentine season,
contrasting beautifully with the at
tractively laid table. Mrs Fassett of
Dexter and Mrs. Cramm of Newport
were guests of honor. Details of the
supper were planned and executed by
the Ladies Sewing Club with Mrs. C.
C. Webster chairman.
Much credit
for the complete success of the first
ladies night is due them.
A short
dance followed the supper and the
ladies all voted the occasion u wonder
ful success. Many more such even
ings are looked forward to.

VINALHAVEN
Miss Beulah Gilchrist is a guest of
Mr. and Mrs. II. E. Boman in Lisbon
: Falls.
Seventeen little folks were dellgbt-. fully‘entertained Saturday afternoon
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alllo
' Qcjbb, Lane's Island, on the birthday
;of their daughter Dorothy.
. Mr,-and . Mrs. Josiah Ingerson who
- have -spent the winter with Mr. and
, Mrs Ernest Williams at Calderwood**
, Neck, are visiting relatives before retyrnlg home to Port Clyde.
The following clipping from a De
troit paper will be interesting to the
many friends of R. Mont Arey. a
former Vlnalliaven
boy who
lias
climbed to the top round of the ladder
In the musical world: “Rufus Mont
Arey, first clarinet of the Detroit Sym
phony Orchestra, will be soloist with
the Detrplt String Quartet Monday
night at Temple Beth-El, in the third
of a series of five concerts given this
season by the Chamber Music Society.
This is the first in which a soloist has
appeared.
The program follows:
Quintet for clarinet and strings, Op.
115, Brahms: Serenade, Op. 8 for vio
lin, viola and cello, Beethoven, Quar
tet Op. 10. Debussy.’'
At the High School Friday morning
the following program was given
In honor of
Lincoln’s
birthday:
Patriotic songs by tiie school; sketch
of Lincoln's life, Louise Smith '23;
poem, Death of Lincoln, Mr. Lynch
’22; singing by the school; stories
about Lincoln. Miss Young '22, Mr.
Cassie '24. Miss Ames '21; singing,
Star Spangled Banner.
In the sophomore English class one
period each week is being devoted to
the discussion uf current events.
These meetings are presided over by
members of the class.
The annual installation of Oceanbourifl Rebekah Lodge
was held
Thursday evening and the following
officers installed by Mrs. Fassett of
Dextt-r, President Rebekah Assembly
of Maine, and Mrs. Cramra of New
port, marshall; Estelle Brown N. G„
Lizzie Greenlaw, V. G.: Nellie Wilson,
recording secretary; Mertie Mahoney,
financial secretary;
Lettie
Moore
I . .... V ------,

Educational Test*.

Sfx tests of knowing whether you
nre educated were put forward by
Nicholas Murray Butler, president of
Columbia university, when he ad
dressed the students from all the
schools of the Morningside Institution
at the first college assembly of the
term. By these six tests, said Doc
tor Butler, one may determine wlieth•r he is being educated, or whether he
is accomplishing in the university
what he set out to do. or whether the
university is doing what is expected
of it.
“Ask yourselves, ain 1 gaining In
correctness nnd precision In the use of
the mother tongue? Am 1 gaining in
‘those refined nnd gentle manners which
are the expression of fixed habits of
thought and conduct? Am I gaining
In the power nnd hnhlt of refleetfon?
Am 1 gaining In sound standards of
feeling and appreciation? Am 1 gain
ing in the power of growth? Am I
gaining In die power to do merely effi
ciently?
“If so. we can say: "Thank God, al
last 1 am being educated.”

Telephone that Item of news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see It.

The, Real-Fruit Dessert—No extra price
Get Jiffy-Jell in these days
—■the quality dessert. It is
due to you and yours.
Here alone you get the real
fruit juice condensed and
sealed in glass. There’s a bot
tle in each package.

Today it costs no more than
old-style quick desserts, with
flavors in dry form.
We supply dessert molds to
users. Also other useful
things. Write for catalog of
gifts. Tell us which you want.

Jiffy Dessert Co., Waukesha, Wis.

»

k - .*

2 Pkgs. for 25c

10 Flavors—
»- rCfc v- -

Profassional&BusinessCanv

Quaker Minister Is

Dra. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians
81 UNION STREET, ROCKLAND. MAINE

Grateful to Tanlac

HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:0# P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE I3S

ltf

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
Offioe Hours; I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
Resides oe until 9 A. M. and by A tool ■twee*
TELEPHONES: Reeldeeee. 4M| Office. 140.
98-tf

DR. J. C. HILL

01

Cat'ynfhL 1 K bv McClure Newapaper Syndic
-------------------------- *---------------------------------------------

GAS CHECK

NORTH HAVEN
Jeff Coombs of Rockland is visiting
relatives in town.
Rev. Mr. Perry was ill Rockland
Monday and Tuesday on busipess.
The orchestra is playing for all
church services on Sunday and is a
great addition.
Rev. Mr. Perry will preach a serie.'of sermons on “The Life of Paul," beginnng next Sunday morning.
The picture “American Aristocracy"
featuring Douglas
Fairbanks was
greatly enjoyed Saturday evening by
a large crowd, the proceeds of tin
evening going to the Near East' Re
lief. The Pythian Sisters sold candy
during the evening and the proceeds
from the sale went to the same worthy
cause,
Charles Waterman recently killed
his Holstein bull and the dressed
meat weighed 850.
A. B. Cooper was in Vinalhaven last
Wednesday.
The choir entertained their friends
after rehearsal at the home of Rev.
Mr. Perry Last Thursday evening and
a very enjoyable evening was spent.
Refreshments of cake and punch were
served. Everyone left hoping the
choir would entertain again some day
and thanking Rev and Mrs. Perry for
the fine time they had at their home.
At the Sisterhood last Wednesday
evening two quilts Were tacked and
everyone enjoyed the meeting very
much.
Refrt shme-’t^ were served
Aliy one having quilts to tack please
notify Mrs. Howard Deane, chairman
of the Sewing Circle committee and
they will gladly have them done for
you. The Sewing Circle meets this
week, so watch bulletin board for fur
ther announcement.

Page fiv*

Rev. Parker Moon
Nearly everybody in Southwest Mis
souri either knows or has heard of the
Rev. Parker Mon, who for a full half
century has devoted his life dud tal
ents to Sunday school and organization
work for the Society of Friends or
Quakers.
“Uncle Parker," as he is more fa
miliarly known, came from fine olfi
rugged Quaker stock, and there is not
a better known or more highly re
spected citizen in that part of the
state. In referring to his remarkable
restoration to health by Tanlac, he
said:
“About five years ago I suffered a
general breakdown.
My
principal
trouble was nervous indigestion. My
appjtlte was very poor and my food
seldom agreed with me, and I had to
live on a very restricted diet • I Suf
fered a great deal from headaches and
dizzy spells; I had severe pains across
the small of my hack and was badly
constipated most of tiie time. In fact,
I was so weak and rundown I was not
able to attend to my duties.
“This condition made me very nerv
ous and I could not sleep at jpight.
Frequently I would lie awake most all
night and was in that condition more
or fess for five years My physician
said he could not do anything for me
and suggested a change of climate. I
then moved to Texas and went back

MANK’S CORNER
The farmers have all harvested their
ice and they reported it the best for a
number of years.
Mr. and Mrs. George Burns spent
Sunday with Mr. Burn's brother, John
Burns in Union.
Willie Wotton was at Walter Light’s
recently.
W. E. Mank was in Rockland re
cently.
George Lunt and Llewellyn Mank
called at Gilford Storers one day last
week.
Estelle Jameson who has been
spending the past four weeks witli rel
atives and friends in Massachusetts
has returned home.
Homer Jones who has been spending
the last three months with his grand
parents, has returned to his employ
ment in Everett. Mass.
Miss Calderwood spent Sunday at
Walter Lights.
Mr. Harris lias sold his nice teaming
outfit to Leland Orff and lias returned
to his home in Bristol.
Mrs. lrvan Bryant, Ida and Marion
Miller called on Mrs. Light Wednes
day.
Jabos Wallace ia spending the win
ter at Flora Mank's and is in very
poor health.
Evander Newbert and Herbert Orff
have been cutting stave wood for Orren Feyler.
Florence Starrett entertained the
following guets at dinner last Thurs
day: Emily Hodgkins of Warren, Ida
Mallett and Mktelle Jameson.
George Feyier lias been working in
Union the past week.
Lulu Miller culled on Florence Star
rett Thursday.
Lucy Boissonneault was in Round
Pond recently on business.
Orren Feyler was a caller at George
Burns' Thursday.
Margaret Newbert called on friends
in North Waldoboro recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Jameson and
son Dyson spent Sunday with Mrs.
Jameson's mother, Mrs. Newbert.
Matilda Feyler Mabel Mank, Lucy
Boissonneault and three children were
entertained at Addie Sidelinger's in
Feyler Copier Thursday.
Everett Hunt was ill North Waldoliqro Tuesday.
Avery Sldelinger was in this place
recently.
Elmer Jameson of Warren was in
this place last week on business.
Eva Cummings is still quite ill.

*

and forth three times but did not get
the relief I had hoped for. Finally, I
got so bad off I was not able to get
around with any. degree of comfort. I
was also tokl I had heart trouble.
- “I had .read about Tanlac and, as it
had been very highly recommended to
me, I decided to try it. 1 got a bottle
and had taken only a few doses until
I could notice a marked improvement
in my condition. I noticed especially
that I was not troubled any more with
sour stomach after eating, which was
a great relief.
"I kept on taking Tanlac until I fully
regSined my health. ‘ My appetite is
splendid; I enjoy my meals and I do
not find it necessary now to take any
laxative medicines of any kind. I can
sleep much better urid am not nearly
so nervous. ,
“I take great' pleasure in recom
mending Tanlac to Hnvone who neds
a good system builder, or who suffers
with stomach trouble. 1 have recom
mended Tanlac to a great many of my
friends and am pleased to reach others
by giving this statement for publica
tion.”
,
,
Tanlac is sqid ip Rockland by Cor
ner Drug Store; in Washington by F.
L. Ludwig; in North Haveh by W. 8.
Hopkins, in South Thomaston by L.
O. Hanley, and by the leading drug
gists In every town.—adv.

Mild
Physic
and Liver Tohic
How vigorous sail good
natured we feel and how|
bright the world seenr
when the digestive or
gans are faithfully per
forming their vital du
ties.
Yet how easily
(hey becomo deranged,
throwing too much ot
their burden on the liver
or bowels. Then trouble
begins. All sorts of dis
tressing symptoms ap
pear, some of them
alarming in effect. There
ij danger in delay. If
there is any distress
whatever in the stomach,
headache, backache, pal
pitation, dizziness, scant
urine, constipation, liasten to the store and get
n 50 cent bottle of that
good-health remedy, “L.
F.” Atwood's Medicine,
tlndorsed by Maine peo
ple everywhere, a n d
guaranteed l-y the “L. F. ” Medicine
Co., Portland, Maine.
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Thousands Have Discovered
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets
are a Harmless Substitute
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets—the sub
stitute for calomel—are a mild but sure
laxative, and their effect on the liver is
almost instantaneous. These little olivecolored tablets are th result of Dr.
Edwards’ determination not to treat
liverand bowel complaints with calomel.
The pleasant little tablets do the
good that calomel does, but have no
bad after effects. They don’t injure the
teeth like strong liquids or calomel.
They take hold of the trouble and
quickly correct it. Why cure the liver
at the expense of the teeth? Calomel
sometimes plays havoc with the gums.
So do strong liquids. It is best not to
take calomel. Let Dr. Edwards’ Olive
Tablets take its place.
Headaches, “dullness” and that lazy
feeling come from constipation and a
disordered liver. Take Dr Edwards’
Olive Tablets when you feel “logy”and
“heavy.” They “clear” clouded brain
and “perk up” the spirits. 15c and 30c.

Stomach Wrong?

OW simple each Is!
That incandescent globe ovpr
your head—yet man hod mastered
plectrlclty for years before he knew n
charged wire in vacuum would give
such brilliancy. That differential on
your rear auto axle—yet rear axles
were abominations before genius
equalizednJurning speeds by a triplet
geur of utter simplicity.
Life is full of mechanical mirucles.
We take them for granted.
Gas-checks belong to the class. After
four years of war every one knows
what a gas-check Is. Fits in the gun,
you know, to prevent flare-bock or
leakage of powder gas on firing.
Breech-plug is Just a round chunk
of steel threaded to screw into the
gun's tiack end after loading. It is
pierced by a small hole in its center.
Mushroom 'stem fits into this hole.
It really looks like a mushroom just
big enough to enter the gun. When
explosion rocks the earth and sours
Mrs. Jofles milk ten miles away the
projectile gets an awful boot in its
rear. The mushroom's face filling the
breech gets an equal and opposite boot.
Gases do the booting. Fiery, furious
masses of gases, rending heaven and
earth asunder to escape. It’s the heat
of their passionate desire that gives
the shell Its kick. Were there any
other avenue of escape never would
they bother with a half-ton shell.
So breech must be sealed tight. Be
tween mushroom and plug Is put a pad
of 05 per cent asbestos and 35 per
cent tallow worked up into a solid cir
cular form. Volcanic pressure upon
mushroom face squeezes the pad
against the plug. In helpless agony
its edges protrude. They squash
against the gun tube and check effectu
ally escape of gas. Hence, gas-check
pad.
But that is common knowledge. The
interesting point Is historical. Naval
guns stuck over the side. To load
them muz;»'-ways running-in was once
necessary. But runnlng-ln took time.
So our worthy forbears built breech
loaders. Whiskers were then in vogue.
Alas, the cruelty of war! Breech load
ers worked to beat the band. But the
very first broadside scorched sidehurtis, goatees, moustachios, and 'Thin
ners,” from their proud owners' chins
and cheeks.
Gases did IL Gases that leaked
through the unsealed breeches.
In consequence breech-loaders were
pronounced failures. So powerful Is
fashion. And for years and years our
whiskered
mifti-o’-warsman
feared
I hem.
Until the simple expedient of gascheck came. But isn't it the Irony of
fate that one sees smooth-faced sail
ors now? The -great discovery came
too late.
Too late for whiskers, yes.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Trains Leave Rockland for
Eastern Standard Time

Augusta, A§7 00a. tn. 17 10a. m..11.10 p. tn.
Bangor A§7.00a. tn . 17.30a. in , tl.lt> p. tn.
Bath. A17.00 a.in.. t7.30tt.m.. 11.10p.m. Afc4-3(
p tn., 14.35 p
Boston . A§7.00a m.. ^7.30a.tn., jl.10p.tn.
Brunswick, §7.00 a. tn.. 17.30 a. tu . 11.10 p. tn.,
j4.35 p. tn
Lewiston. A 17.00a in.. f7.30a tn., 11.10 p tn.
New York, t4.35 p. m.
Portland.AJ7.00a. m.. f7.30a. tn.. jl 10 p. m..
14.35 p tn.
Waterville. A|7 00 a. m.. 17.30 a. m.. tl .lOn tn.
Woolwich, J7.00 a m. t?.3O a. tu. tl.lOp. in
,4.30 p m., |4.35 p in.
t Daily .except Sunday.
#
s Sunday only.
A Passengers provide owe ferriage betw^n Wool
vicb and Bath
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M L. HARRIS,
t-20-20 V.P & Geu'l Mgr. Gcu I Passenger Agt

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

Residence and Office, 266 Main Street

Office Hours:

120-if

DR. A. W. FOSS
ti
ROCKLAND, MAINE
OFFICE HOURS: 1:00 to 8:09: 7:80 In
TELEPHONE 841

DR. F. B. ADAMS
Office 480 Main StroaL ROCKLAND. NAIRN
Offioe Hours, until Oo.ni.; lte4A7te9g. •
OFFICE TELEPHONE IH-W
Residence—Thorndike Haute. TEL. SIS.

DR. G. D. NORTH
Physician andX-Ray Operator

The direct route between

lOCKLANI). VINALHAVEN. NORTIt HAVEN,
STONINGTON. ISLE AU II ACT AND
SWANS ISLAND

OFFICE, 15 Beeeh Street. ROCKLANB
OFFICE HOURS: UnUI • L e
1:00 to 3:00 ond 7:00 to 8:18 R. a.
TELEPHONE 712

*»-»

Steamer leavee Rockland at 1.30 *. m.
Tor Vinalbaven, North Hoven. Stonington
ond Swan’, Island.
Returning, lenves Swan's Island at 5.30 a.
m. (or Stonington. North Hoven, Vinnlhaven and Rockland.

WzS. WHITE. Gin. Mgr.

STEAMBOAT SERVICE
-BETWEENCAMDEN, WEST ISLESBORO AND
BELFAST

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
Office Houn—Until 9 ». m.: I to 3: 7 to 9 g. ffl.
Telephone 141-3

S-tf

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

407 MAIN 8TREET
Until further notice the swift and comtnodiHeart: t to 12 A. M-; I to 8 F. «.
>us ste.-itner Castine will make dally trips beRuldance. 21 Fulton Street. Tel. Sti-J.
ween Cainden, West Islesboro and Belfast.
Office IfJeohone 493«W.
3eave Whittemore’s wiiarf, Camden,
on arrival of Rockland car ......... 805 A M.
Leave West Islesboro ........................... 9no A M.
DAVIS & STURM
trrlve in Belfast ............................ 1000 A. M.
leturnlng, leave E. K. S. Corp.........................
wharf, Belfast, for above
Chiropractors
landings ........................................... 1 30.M.
Palmer School Graduates
CONNECTIONS—At Belfast with M. C. R R
rain to Bangor, and Steamer Golden Rod for
vorth Islesboro, Castine and West Brooksville 400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Uage to Searsjxvrt, Stockton Springs and Sandy Houre 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Evenings 8:30 te 7.38
’olnt At Camden witli electric care fpr RockTELEPHONE CONNECTION
120-tf
and and Thomaston
For information apply to George Dunton, E
> S. Co. Agent, Belfast, Me Phone 24. R. L. C E. BUCHANAN, M. D.
'ook, Camdpn, Me.
Phone 243-3.
W. W.
lowden Cafe, Camden, Me, or Camden Lum
General Medicine
>er Company, Camden, Me Phone 130-3.
35 Limerock Street
14 tf
COOMBS BROS. Belfast, Ma.
OFFICE HOURS 1 to 3; 7 to 8 P. M.
STATE OF MAINE

W

TELEPHONE 473

14O*Mch2t

THE SIL5BY HOSPITAL
E. B. 6ILSBY, Surgeen
- end ■

X-RAY Operator

il

SUMMER STREET, R0CUAJTB
TELEPHONE 12S

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (straightening test*)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEBS
299 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Spear Black.............. Foot ef Perk Street
Offioe Hour.: 9 to 12; I to 5.
TEL. 74S-M.

DR. LAWRY
HOURS:

n oak Street
BOOKLAMB, MB.

Uetll 8:00 a. a.
2 to 4 g. m.; 7 to I g. m.

TELEPHONE 171

DR. W. HARRISON SANBORN
Dentist
400 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAIOS
Oggoaite Thorndike Hotel
X-RAY Md DENTAL ELECTRIC TREATMENT

88-tf

DR. EMERY B. HOWARD
Dentist •
«S7 MAIM 8TREEt, BOOKLAMB, MB.
Afceve Hutton-Tuttle Seek Store
Phene 493-M. Office Hours: 8 to 12 and I to i
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHO.

STATE GF MAINE
JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
L. S
” COMPLETE 0RUG AND SUNDRY
<nox, as.
—----- - —-------------- —------ ->
Clerk s Office, Supreme Judicial Court.
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DE
January Term. A D 1921
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That the
VELOPING, PRINTING ANO ENAbellant give notice to said Fred Francis LarLARGING.
abee, to appear before our Supreme Judicial
Rockland. Me.
Nnirt, to be holden at Rockland, within and 370 Main St,
or tiie County ot Knox, on tiie first Tuesday
>f April, A. D 1921, by publishing an attested
ARTHUR L. ORNE
topy of said Libel, and this order thereon,
hree weeks successively in The Courier-Gazette,
i newspaper printed in Rockland, in our County
Insurance
>f Knox, the last publication to be thirty days
it least prior to said first Tuesday of April,
Oaeetseer
to A. J. Erskine A Ce.
next, that he may there and then in our said
?ourt appear and show cause, if any he have,
417
MAIN
STREET
: : : ROCKLAND. MAINE
why the prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted
•
SCOTT WILSON.
’ GEORGE W. FOSTER
Justice Supreme Judicial Court
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Court thereon.
Dealer in Pianos
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN,
Clerk of Courts.
Fine Tuning
(Seal)
14T20

75*Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRAC.TI0E

IEGULATION FIZE WITH NAME
ANU ADDRESS OK MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

4SI MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAND. ME.
releehenea—Offioe. 4ng.
13-W. 81-1«

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets

Attorney at Law

For Pound size
Postage <5 cents addition!

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the price
of tlrst 1000, $4.00 and 16 cents post
age for each 1000.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheet*
For. Half Pound site
Postage 10 cents additional

L. R. CAMPBELL
Special Attention to Probate Matter*
47S MAIN STREET : i : ROCKLANO. MB.

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at Law
CORNER TILL ROM AVE. ood MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND
LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

$2.50 per -500 Sheets

—HAS PAID—

are

Postage 10 oents additional

5</2% DIVIDENDS

not.
for
and

For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same time, add io the prict
of first, 1000, $3.50 and 10 cents post
age fo,- each 1000.

Smashing the Adage.

Sentimental Smith—Old friends
the best friends, are they uot?
Harriet Hardfax—They are
They have an unerring memory
your age and your family secrets,
they tell ’em.—Detroit News.

tffil

13 13

’ounty of Knox, ss.
To tiie Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court, uext to be held at Rockland,
Vitliin aud for said County of Knox, on the
Irat Tuesday of April, A. D 1921.
Rose A. Larrabee, of Rockland.
in
the
ounty of Knox and Slate of Maine, respectully represents that she Is the lawful wife of
'red Francis Larrabee, formerly of Rockland,
foresald, but whose whereabouts are now un
now n; that she was lawfully married th said
/red Francis Larraoee on the twenty-second
'ay of December, A D. 1913, in said Rockland,
y Rev. Edward S I’fTprd; that they co-habited
nd lived together as husband and wife, alter
heir marriage, at said Rockland, until the
atter iwrt of January, or tlrst of February,
915, when she left her said husband for good
ause and has since lived separately and apart
rom him; that one child, Elizabeth B Larrs»ee, was bom to them on November 7. 1914:
hat your said libellant has always conducted
terself towards her said husband as a faithful,
rue and affectionate wife, but that the said
'red Francis Larrabee, unmindful of his nwrlage covenants and vows, has been guilty of
•rutl and abusive treatment towards your said
Ibellaut. has treated her with extreme cruelty
md. being of sufficient ability or being able to
abor and provide for her, grossly or wantonly
nd cruelly refuses or neglects to provide suitible maintenance for her. that tiie present’
eeldence of said Fred Francis Larrabee is not
mown to your said libellant and caunot be
OLD INVENTIONS
scertained by'reasonable diligence: that there
E LIVE too much in the present. s no oollu'Hon between your said libellant and
he said Fred Francis Larrabee to procure a
We call ours a spectacular age. livorce
Wherefore, she prays that the bonds of matWe call It our age. We are wrong,
imony now existing between her and her said
egolstlcally In error. And our egoism lusband may be dissolved by divorce, that she
nay be granted the custody of said minor child,
blinds us to what has gone before.
Hlzahelh B Larrabee, and that such further
Mpn marvel at the precision of >rders and decrees may lie made, as to costs
modern artillery fire. The miracle—so nd otherwise, as may scam just and right to
his Honorable Court.
they say—which makes this possible is
ROSE A LARRABEE,
January 11, 1921.
the aircraft spotting. Men rise high
above the target trenches and observe
STATE OF MAINE
of Knox, as.
rWrectly the flight and fall of projec iount.v
Subscribed and sworn to this eleventh day of
tiles. By wireless to the guns ranges lanuary, 1921.
Before me.
FRANK II INGRAHAM.
are corrected to put the next salvo
Justice of the Peace.

crashing over the enemy.
"My!" we ejaculate with fatuous
ennfoundment, “how ma.velous it Is!”
And .vet if we took the trouble to pry
a musty volume from our shelf wc
could read the Identical story already
half a century old. When Commodore
Foote bombarded Island No. 10 in the
Mississippi river he sen! np a naval
officer in his kite balloon, the Eagle.
From an altitude of siyne 2,000 feet
the birdman (old papers used the
tprm) discovered that his guns were
shooting'high. He signalled changes
of range until they "hulled.''
We shivered and shook, or soiup of
us did. over the sudden submarine on
slnught which struck the World war
frightfulness. Yet our own strategists
planned and in part executed Just such
a blockade along the coast of our
southern states. The U-boats used by
the Germans embodied the substance
of American inventions.
With goose-flesh and gloom we
studied lurid portrayals of the niglu
attacks abroad. Yet our very own War
department equipped Its signal forces
in 18C3 with powerful oxy-hydrogen nr
calcium lights "by means of which a
force of 2,000 men could work at night
ns well as by daylight.” A good Imi
tation of the modern star-shell could
be dropped from the aerostats. And
both white and colored signal torches
were sent up by small balloons. Final
ly the observer could telegraph direct
from his basket to the commanding
colonel five miles away.
•
All this taught the Confederates to
use camouflage. They used dummy
guns and pot up green branches In
conceal the real ones. In one part of
the lines 300 men were engaged In this
work.

Rockland, Me,

10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.j 6 to 8 P. M.

Every sufferer from stomach trouble,
Not Knocking the Shew.
gas,'belching, sour stomach, nervous
-lud Tunkins says the lust show- at
ness, dizziness and bilfousness, should
get a box of Mi-O-na stomach tablets the op'ry house gave the tired busi
today and start a treatment. Guaran ness uian a chance to get a little
teed by Kittredge PhCTinacy.
T-3t
slee£. _________________ „___________

THE
COURIERGAZETTE.
Rockland, Maine

SINCE 1907

Shares in the 67th Series now on sale
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

Office 407 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

x-»«

Telephone that Item ot news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see it.

THOMASTON
Carlton
Hammond
returned . to
Brooklyn Saturday after spending a
week in town, the guest of Dr. and
Mrs. B. F. Keller.
Charles
Simmons
returned
to
Springvale Sunday, having been called
here by the death of Mrs. Simmons'
brother. Mrs. Simmons will remain
for awhile.
entertained
Mrs. Cora Cushing
friends Friday evening at 500, the
prize being won by Mrs. Walter Cur
rier. Light refreshments were served,
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Davis are mov
ing into the upstairs rooms of Mrs.
Iola Vlnal.
Friday evening the "top floor girls”
enjoyed one of their good times at J.
It. Pearson & Co.'s with picnic supper,
music, dancing and games.
Mr. i ad Mrs. Bernard Robinson
spent Sunday in South Warren.
Mrs. David Wallace has moved from
the Fish house into the Moody house
on High street.
Mr. and Mrs. George Demuth have
returned from Boston and vicinity
where they have been spending a few
weeks.
Mrs. Harriet Jameson returned Sat
urday to Vinalhaven after spending a
week in tow’n.
All the parts ha\^ been given out
for the Mother Goose opera which will
be presented Feb. 25 in Watts hall.
Rehearsals are being held daily in
the Baptist vestry.
The Prison Committee from Au
gusta made inspection at the State
Prison Monday. Representative Pea
slee returned to Augusta with them.
Mrs. William Tobey delightfully en
tertained at auction Saturday evening.
At the supper served in the dining
room the place cards and favors were
valentines. Prizes were won by Mrs.
R. O. Elliot, Miss Lizzie Levensaler
and Mrs. R. E. Dunn.
Capt. and Mrs. Beals and little sons
left Monday for Machias where they
will remain until the schooner Edna
Hoyt is chartered.
William Atwood entertained the fol
lowing little guests at a vatentine sup
per Saturday:
Henry Fales, John
Singer and Frank Jacobs, Jr A grand
good time.
Fred Burnham has returned to
Whitinsville after spending the week
end in town.
Miss Letltia and Robert Creighton
entertained at a dinner party Saturday
evening: Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis of
Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Creighton. Dr. Fogg
and Miss Hilda George. The dining
room was most attractively decorated
with red carnations and candles and
valentine decorations.
Cards were
enjoyed in the evening, the favor, a
beautiful bunch of violets, falling to
Mrs. Ensign Otis.
An alarm from 34 was rung in this
morning about 7 o’clock for a slight
fire in the home of Mrs. Iola Vlnal.
High School Notes

Senior editorial hoard and orchestra
pictures on sale at 50 cents each.
Literature is rapidly flowing to the
editor's desk and allhougli some of it
is condemned we are getting a fine
supply for the paper.
•
Naomi Averill is tlie artist for the
paper this year and the new cuts are
exceptionally fine.
Class parts were given out Monday
morning- after much figuring.
They
are: Valedictory, Miss Wyllie; Sa
lutatory, Miss Kelleran; first oration.
Miss Woodcock; second oration. Miss
Lineken.
Dr. Luce will have charge of the
orchestra this y<atr at the Festival
and is planning for the rehearsals.
The orchestra has made a good show
ing under his guidance and appreciates
liis work.
i
We are told that had Watts hall
been big enougli (he Festival would
have been held in Thomaston this
year.' Plan to go to Camden for a
good time.
Senior English class is planning a
series of debates. Two days each
week will be given to this work and
the topics will he highly interesting.
Topic for Tuesday, “What most influ
ences one—heredity or environment?”
Kelleran and Jones vs Luce and Han
ley.
Another new chorus was started
Thursday for the Festival.
The boys are glad to know that
Watts hall Is to be used as the
“Armory."
This snow will spoil the skating for
awhile. No more' moonlight nights
either.
How good the Freshmen are lately.
Their notebooks must be a novelty to
them.
The following guests gathered a*
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Blunt.
West Main stret, to celebrate Mrs.
Blunt’s birthday Feb. 12f Mrs. Lutie
Weston, Mrs. Hattie Hastings. Mrs.
Jennie Harrington. Mrs.
Gertrude
Studley, Mrs. Lizzie French,
Mrs.

Pillsbury Dry Gaods Go.
Thomaston

Just Received a Hew Line
SRHIHG NECKWEAR
Most everything in our store back
to pre-war prices. Just imaging it.

Advanced SPRING PRICES onall

Gordon Hosiery
Two suits of Forest Mills Under
wear for the former price of one.
The weather looks now as though
you’ll need some Blankets and Out
ings.

PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
AT EASTERTIDE—A gift that
happily carries tho friendliest greetinngs, that means more than the
conventional card, and yet, because
it does not cost too much, does not
mean too much—your pnotograph.
We make them night or day.
Telephone 33-11.
BERKSHIRE MUTUAL FIRE
Pittsfield. Mats.

Established 1835
Assets Dec 31, 1920.
Mortgage Loans ........................... $
Stocks and Bonds ........................
Cash In Office and Bank ............
Agents’ Balance .............................
Interest and Rents ....................
(,.*cu Axsett
Utlast
zot lize.:?;

ING. CO.

11.000 no
403.820 42
Z6.370 97
47
1.659 13
7.S5C 37

S>:
1323
’6.12! 31
3’»: Vapi’-l Lc~t........................ J
303.319 67
t'zearacd Pfestuxti. .....................

11,902 41
114,871 23

Total Liabilities and Surplus .. .$ 476.214 62
Rockport Me
J J 4'AKTfcK Av "?

>9T^»

DID NORSE MYTH

Blanche Vose, Mrs. Lilia Ames, Mrs.
Mary Bunker and Miss Lizzie Tobie.
After a delicious supper and a very
enjoyable evening the guests left,
wishing Mrs. Blunt many more happy
birthdays. Mrs. Blunt was the recip
ient of a very line gift.
The comedy drama "Aaron Slick
From I'unkin Crick," which created a
furore at Glencove, is to be repeated
in Watts hall Friday evening by the
same cast which made such a hit in
the Grange hall. A dance will follow.
Amrican History class will write
essays in place of the regular exams
of midyear. The subjects will be
chesen from happenings since the war
of 812;—1.000 words Is the limit.
The highest averages of the 3%
years for the Seniors are 94.59%,
93.82%, 93.63%, 91.33% and 90.95%.
Plans are made for class history,
prophecy, presentation of gifts and
class will.

Describes the End of All Visible
Creation..
Ample Warning to Be Given Before the
' Great Day of Destruction—New
Heaven and New Earth

to Arise.

CAMDEN
Mrs. F. E. Morrow was taken to the
Knox Hospital Sunday afternoon.
The 3rd Company, C. A. C., attend
ed the Episcopal Church Sunday
morning.

Alton French returned home from
Knox Hospital Saturday.
The K. of P. Lodge worked the rar»k
of page Monday evening.
Evangelistic
services commenced
Sunday afternoon at the Congrega
tional Church, conducted by Harry
Taylor, assisted by his daughter, Ruth
Taylor, contralto. Services will eon*
tinue each evening at 7.30.
The Guards opened the balconies
Monday night so the public could see
them drill.
Mrs. G. F. Gilchrest is assisting in
F. E. Morrow’s jewelry store during
Mrs. Morrow’s illness.
Keystone Chapter will work the Al.
M. degree Wednesday night.
The Camden Comandery works the
Red Cross tonight.
Louis B. Lovejoy of Waldoboro was
in town Monday on busness.
The Friends in Council were enter
tained Saturday afternoon at Mrs. J.
G. Hutchins, Mrs. Hutchins and Mrs.
C. W. Brown being hostesses.
On Saturday afternoon at a recital
at the New England Conservatory of
Music, Boston, Miss Ruth E. Thomas
of this place played Debuss?‘s “ClairDe Lune” the response to which was
very flattering to a third year student
Walter Elliot. Zelma Dwinal and J.
H. Hobbs were in Rockland last night
to close up the arrangements for a
pool and bowling tournament between
two teams of five men each from the
Business Men’s Association and the
same number from Rockland Lodge of
Elks, for a supper to be furnished by
the losers. The pool match will be
played at the Association rooms March
2 and the bowling at the Elks Home
alleys a week later—March 9th.

ROCKPORT
Mrs. II. B. Stone has been spending
a week with relatives in Boston and
vicinity.
Mrs. Caro Coates who recently sold
her house on Commercial street to
Walter Carroll, has moved her house
hold goods to Glencove.
The Twentieth Century Club will
be entertained Friday Afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Josephine Wooster.
Z. F. Brown has returned from
Bath where he has been employed for
several weeks.
Edgar Smith of Rockland was the
guest cf his mother. Mrs. S. F. Smith
Sunday.
Charles Roberts and son Myron
who are employed in Lincolnville,
were home to spend Sunday.
Wiley Philbrook who has been ill
with pnumonia, is convalescing.
Mrs. Clarence Magune and Mrs.
Sarah Thomas of Thomaston were
guests of Frank Morton Thursday.
R. E. B. Shibles fell and fractured
several ribs a few days ago. He is
doing as well as can be expected and
his many friends hope for his speedy
recovery.
Mrs. E. W. Spear was the guest of
her sister, Mrs. Josephine Wooster,
last week.
Mrs. Emma Orin die of Camden was
the guest of Mrs. F. M. Robinson
Thursday.
Miss Helen Thomas and Miss Doris
Ham of Thomaston were guests of
Mrs. Frank Morton Saturday.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Dunbar of 53 Granite street was the
scene of a very pretty valentine party
last night. The table was very at
tractively arranged with hearts and
red and white streamers attached to
a centerpiece of red roses in which
stood a large kewpie doll. The meni
consisted of Philbrook grape fruit
Dunbar chicken a la King in Staple
cases, Curtis croquettes, Scho-Pat
pudding, ice cream, with Nutt cake
With Bunny frosting, Clark’s famous
candies. The guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Lor
ing Philbrook, Mr. and Mrs.’ Car
Freeman, , Mifls Pauline Patterson
Charles Schofield, Miss Irene Curtis
Miss Margaret Nutt, Miss Zulietta
Staples, and Richard Cosgrove. Jr
Robert Keating and Gerald Hyland of
Utica, N. Y.
THE CALL—FROM WHERE?

I For The Courier-Gazette]
The voice of crying is heard on the air,
Children are dying for food Over There.
We who bare plent,'- shall we not share?
We who have pennies-can we not spare?
Jesus is calling through His precious word,
“Give to the poor and lend to the Lord,”
All His promises we know are true,
"Give and it shah come back to you’’
Shall we not then His commands obey?
Shall we not heed His Ball today?
Shall we not happier be if we try
To do His will as the days go by?
Delora E Morrill.
Rockport, Feb. II.

UNION
Primary School Note.?.
The pupils have been enjoy ing h
noon lunches for the past month
cocoa served every noon and baked
beans or hot soup on Fridays. The
pupils have also had a candy sab
once a week du.-ing the past month.—
Mrs. Burns recently called on us.Florence Grade of the first grade ha:
not been absent for 19 weeks.------All
schools except the High are now
closed. The spring term will begin
April 4 and close June 1.7.

ST. GEORGE

Mrs W. C. Leavitt and Miss Beat
rice Clarke of Wiscasset were week
end guests of Mrs. II. W. Kenney.
$434,964 99
sc»,:i4 6-

All other Liabilities ................
Surplus over al! Liabilities ..........

Every-Other-Da/

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 15, 1921

Page Six

Mr. Bacheller
wrote this story
He knows your confusion,
your doubts and your
worry at the trend of
present-day affairs. Ar.d
in this tale he shows the
clash of the new, corro
ding, materialistic aims
with the old, sturdy,
strengthening American
ideals that bend and
quiver but still hold us
steadfast to the good. It is
not a story of adventure or mystery and its tlirills are not ot the
breath-taking son; but they grip you nevertheless and leave
you with that pleasureahleglow which comes from faith renewed
ar.d optimis.n, reestablished. It is a page from the red tablets of
human,daily life, transcribed and embellished by a master artist.

Will appear as a serial in these columns

Get the Opening Installment!

TENANT’S HARBOR
Among the sick one5 >n the village
arc Mis. W. L. Ulmer. Mrs. Addie
’Watts, Weston Wiley anti Mrs. Charles
Taylor.
A. J. Rawley, who has been confined
to the house for a few w-eks. Is able
to be out.
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred
Humphrey
went to Rockland Thursday by auto
and returned the next day in OUr first
snow storm for the winter, but Fred
says it was fine autoinKCharles Rawley is hauling logs tWiley’s ^Corner to be towed into him»ber.
Tbe third degree w'a5 worked upon
the following candidate
H*.. George
ivodge Tuesday evening:
'\illiam
Cook, Clarence Dwyef* Mr. Bryant and
Willis Wilson. Supp<’»* was s.-rved in
the banquet hall and danding followed
Joseph Sirhmons in confined to the
house with a bad cold*
Warrington Gilchre&t of Rockland is
a guest of Mrs. Merritte (’lark.
A. J. Rawley and Frank Brown made
a business trip to Rockland by auto.
Frank says Al. is a crackerjack at the
wheel and a man. qiifc’k for a thought.
Puritan Rebekah IXkIKC "'ill hold a
dance in Odd Fellows hall Feb. 21.
Fish chowder will be served at inter
mission and tbe music will be furdished by the orchestra.

west rockport
Mrs Charles Barrows and daughter
of Rockville spent Bunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Leman Ox ton.
S>’.fi;il nf our
non who be
long to the National Otio-rd in Camden,
attended services at the St. Thomas
Episcopal church Sunday.
Miss Mildred Heald spent the week
end with her sister, Mrs. Walter Tolman, in Glencove.
Our stage driver between Camden
and Rockland made the trip Monday
on runners for the third time so far
this winter. Quite a record!
Mr. and Mrs. McL*ain
and Mrs.
Louise Dunbar visited
in Camden
Thursday.
William Simmons was in Rockland
Friday on business.
Pearl Merrifield is able to be about
his work after an attack of grippe.
William Brown returned to his work
with New England .Telephone Co. after
spending two weeks with his family.

HIS PAPER Reaches the

T

PEOPLE
OF PUR.
CHASING POWER la

Sunken Vessels ’ Speared.”

device recently patented for rais
ing suaken vessels promises to be fair
ly efftitive. The principle underlying
the invention is the firing into the ves
sels a novel form of grip. This, after
lienetratlng the hull, automatically
•opens out two extending arms like
our hay unlonders. which firmly grasp
the plates. The grips are discharged
front a special gun by means of com
pressed ale After being loaded on
the surface, the gun is submerged to
the level of the vessel, and Is then
fired by electricity, magnetic power be
ing employed to keep the muzzle of
ihe gun pointing ,toward the vessel.
Tlie gun can lie -raised nnd reloaded
as often as is necessary. When a stiff’
cient number of grips have been
placed In position, the vessel. If It 1.
not at too great a depth, can he re
floated by means of the cables nttnrhed to them. If. however, the water
is too deep cylinders are slid down the
cables, and compressed air Is pumped
Into them nntll they are buoyant
enough to raise tbe vessel.
A

Smash.Up Didn’t Occur.
James B. Regan, former proprietor
of the Hotel Knickerbocker, has Just
returned from England after a success
ful test of his electrical device to pre
vent accidents on railroads. The test
was made on ihe Great Eastern rail
way. Mr. Regan said the device was
attached to a 14-enr train nnd with
no one on hoard the locomotive, at s
speed of till miles an hour, approached
a stalled train It automatically stop
ped w hen several hundred yards away
Mr. Itegan added lhat the lest took
place before .1. II. Thomas, head of
the Railroad Workers of England, and
several moving picture operators, who
figured there might he a wreck.
“11 the device bad failed to work,
it would have been some picture.” Mr.
Rdgan said.—New York Times.

Why, ns a rule, the

mailer is thoroughly considered loop
before the man proposes.”

Thing

If

Some

Other

Idlers

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents. 4 times
for 50 cents
Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, Iff cents 4 times
Six words
make .x, line.

Would Fellow the Example of
This Briefless Lawyer.
Still, one must conclude, humanity
Is progressing. A lawyer who Is oc
cupied most of his days iti smoking
a briar pipe with his feet higher than
his head got ashamed of himself and
is raising a patch of potatoes. Now,
that will he all clear gain to the use
ful production of the world. Suppose
all the men who are principally en
gaged In polishing the seat of their
pants come to a similar state of inlnd!
Suppose all the fellows who are camp
ing around the streets and ottices wait
ing to snare n vjigrant dollar should
get the idea that they ought to pro
duce something useful ami help pay
their board to the world. Suppose
this Impossible
situation—suppose
that th;v all become ashamed of them
selves aud produce n few potatoes or
beans, or even spinach or carrots.
Why. the bins ami granaries of the
world would he simply bursting with
food. We might he s-hort many things,
hut noi food.
A lot of people who are paying their
hoard with talk could make a wonder
ful increase in food production if they
decided to go to work.
We wdkild not only have more food,
which isi highly desirable, but we
would have less talk; the service
would cut two ways.
The other morning a man In a ear
came down the street at about 50 an
hour and blew me off the crossing.
It looked like a case of emergency.
I thought, nt the least, that he was
taking somebody to the hospital, or It
might have been a body to the morgue,
or a case of murder and he was going
after the police. So I checked bin
down into the next block and watched
him go Into his office, take off his
coat, light n cigar, and sit down at
Ids desk nnd read a magazine.
What do you suppose was his hur
ry? .
This man eotild handle ten acres of
potatoes handily on Ills lost time, and
nt the same time cense blowing peo
ple off the street crossings.
That
would cut two ways. too.

Lost and Found
LOST—-Saturday afternoon on Main Street
between Granite and Summer Streets, a Teddy
Bear
Please return to Rev 4. 8. CROSSLAND, 41 Beech St., or to this office
20-tf

LOST—Child’s fur neckpiece between 7 Pa
cific street and Galilee Temple, vis Haskell’s
store. Sunday evening. Feb 13. Finder will
oblige by leaving it at 7 PACIFIC STREET.
20-23

Rnsnarok, the twilight of the gods,
is ao old myth of the Noire gods. It
LOST- A white cotton fancy knit glove, Sun
was a firm belief of the northern na
day. between Brewster street and North Malu
tions that a time would come when nil
or Main and Maverick Square. Reward 18-21
(lie visible creation, (he gods of Val
FOUND- Brown leather fur trimmed nfew
mitten, ladies size. Call at THIS OFFICE.
halla and N'ltlheim, the inhabitants of
18-21
Jotunheim, Elflieirn and Midgard. to
LOST—Cold wrist watch
Reward if re
gether witli their habitations, would he
turned to MINERVA STOVER, 111 Limerock
street.
17-20
destroyed.
The fearful day of de
struction will not, however, be with
out warning. First will come a triple
Wanted
winter, according to the myth, during
WANTED—Woman to do housework. Apply
which snow will fall from the four cor
fit Main St., Thomaston
MRS J. F. SKOLners of die heavens, the frost severe,
FIEI.II
20-23
the wind piercing, the weather tempes
WANTED—To hire farm with privilege of
tuous and the sun will impart no gladbuying. Write THIS OFF1CF.
20*21
ness. Three such winters will pass
WANTED—LADY
DEMONSTRATOR.-Onn
who pan sell a high grade line of advertised
without being tempered h.v a single
food products at the Food Fair. State experi
summer, the story goes. Three other
ence and pay expected for the week Address
"C." this office.
20*21
similar winters will follow, during
WANTED—Office girl with some knowledge
which war and discord will spread
of typewriting. Apply between 1 to 4 and
over the universe.
The earth itself
7 io 8 p nt. at 400 Main St. F. B. ADAMS,
m. p
2»-tr
will he afraid nnd begin to tremble,
WANTED An experienced nurse wants posi
the sea will leave its basin, the heav
tion to care for invalid. Would go out of
ens will tear asunder; men will per-'
town if case desirable. MRS A. T SMITH.
10 Cottage St . Rockland Tel 044-2
19-22
ish In great numbers, aud the eagles
of the air will feast upon their still
WANTED—Two 6 to 8 room houses. .Must
be centrally located and have modern imquivering bodies. Then the wolf Fen
proverAents. I have customers waiting to pur
chase above houses
L W BENNER. Real
ds will break his bonds, the Midgard
Estate Dealer, No. 2 North Main St, Rockland.
serpent will rise out of his bed In the
19-22
sea and Loki, released from his bonds,
WANTED—'Washing and ironing.
MRS.
will join the enemies of the gods.
BARTER. 38 Pine Street
19*21
Amidst the general devastation the
WANTED- Gel busy, keep busy. Is your job
unsafe? Is it permanent? You want a life
sons of Muspelhelm will rush forth un
long business You can get into such a busi
der their leader Surter, before and be
ness. selling more than 137 Watkins products
direct to farmers if you own auto or team or
hind whom tire flames and burning fire.
can get one, if you can give bond with per
And, according to the myth, they will
sonal sureties. We back you with big selling
helps
: 52 years in business; 20,000,000 users
ride onward over Bifrost, the rainbow
of our products. Write for information where
bridge, which breaks under the horses’
you can get territory. J It. WATKINS CO.
Dept. 111. Winona, Minn
18*21
hoofs. But they, disregarding its fall,
WANTED—360 Egg Incubator, Buffalo or
direct their course to the battlefield
Cyphers preferred; also canopy top brooder.
called Vlgrld. Thither also repair the
H. M ROBERTSON
Tel Thomaston 27 22.
17-20
wolf Fenris, the Midgard serpent, Loki,
WANTED—Tenement or flat or 5 or 6 rooms
with all the followers of Hela, and the
in Rockln^d or- Rockport
No children in
Frost giants.
family. E A CHAMPNEY, Western Union,
Rowland, Me.
17-20
Heitudall now stands up and sounds
Winsted Breaks In Again.
the Glallar horn to assemble the gods
WANTED—Capable woman or girl for house
Folks of Winsted, Conn., still are
No washing or ironing. Must, be good
and heroes for the contest. The gods carrying Jugs nnd milk palls to Fred work.
cook. Good wages
Apply to MRS. H Ii.
advance, led by Odin, who, engaging Helmer’s place on Plntt Hill, and STOVER. Ill Limerock street.
17-20
the wolf Fenris, falls victim to the standing In line tn huy a pint or sn of
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
monster. Fenris is, in turn, slain by milk, though most of the kick is gone and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN S.
RANLETT. Rockville, Me Tel. 352-14.
15tf
Vithar, Odin’s son. Thor wins great from the milk now.
,
WANTED—Second hand sails. Highest prices
renown by killing the Midgard serpent,
The "Insiders” who got around the paid for heavy or light sails. W. F. TIB
but, recoiling, falls dead, suffocated first day or two after Fred's cows BETTS. Sallmaker, 61 Front St. Tel. 225-R.
Tel. residnece 775-W.
89-tf
with the venom which the dying mon got soused on cider apples, say that
WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, cham
ster vomits over him. Loki and Heim- the beverage was a most exhilarating ber maids, laundresses, general and kitchen
tlall meet and fight till they both are milk punch with a remarkably dell* workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
12 and 2 snd 6 and 7 MRS HAWLEY, 780
slain. The gods nnd their enemies cate flavor.
High St , Bath, Me. Tel. 725
100-tf
having fallen In buttle, Surter, whp has
In spite of the Impetus the cows’
WANTED—Best shag cat and kittens High
killed Freyr, darts fire and flames over spree gave to his milk business, Fred est prices paid. BAY VIEW FARM, North
155*38
the tforld, and the universe Is con has strung some hnrbed wire to keep Haven. Me.
WANTED—Experienced
Printer—man
or
sumed. Tbe sun grows dim, the earth the cows away from the cider upples.
woman. THIS OFFICE
148-tf
sinks Into the ocean, the stars fall It’s no Joke, he says, to have a lot
from the heavens aud time Is no more, of bibulous cows come reeling home
long after sundown, milk ’em by lan
so the story runs.
For Sale
After this Alfadur, the Almighty will tern light and Improvise a Turkish
FOR SALE -Female rabbit hound, 6 years
cause a new heaven and a new earth hath In the cow stable by draping each old; also double barrel 20 ga. hammerless shot
to guise out of the sea.
The new roysterlng creature with burlap hags gun. BERT ANGELL. 34 Afiwtic Street. 20*23
FOR RALF - Ilay. W A. RIPLEY, Rockland
earth, filled with abundant supplies, soaked In boiling water. Even though
Highlands Tel 549-W
20-tf
will produce its fruits without labor Fred took evqry possible precaution,
FOR SAL’S—Dump car?, hayrack, jigger*
or rare. Wickedness and misery will one of the costs died nnd lie says he mowing
machine, raking m.•chine, sleigh, har
no more be known aud the gods and is going to stick to running a dairy nesses and collars CORTLAND CROWLEY,
Ash
Point
13*16
men will live happily together, so says farm and not try to combine It with
a distillery nnd a sanatorium.—New
FOR SALE—Two full blooded White Leghorn
this myth of the Norsemen.
cockerels. TEL 714 M
20*23
York Tribune.
FOR SALE -Sleigh and a light pung. L F.

and No One Who Desires to Gain
Their Attention Can Afford to
Neglect Its

Sometimes, when to the landsmah,
there seems no sign of an approach
ing storm, a glassy sea is moved by
a gentle swell. But the sailor knows
that those quiet undulations are a
warning of the deadliest danger. Up
on a perfectly calm day ships have
been caught by a gentle roll of the
water and later dashed’to pieces ou
the rocks by the "ground sea.” Od
the Atlantic, waves rise forty feet
high. Driven before tlie gale they
travel 30 miles an hour, and soon pass
out of the storm area. These waves
roll on settling Into long, rolling ridges
that travel lu three parallel lines.
And the further they go the lower they
sink. As the ground sea advances
it creates a ffflse tide. And the waves
break In full force within un hour of
the warning swell. A wave caused by
a ground sea tnit.v be 20 feet high:
when you reiuemiier lhat It strikes
a boat with a force of a ton to the
square inch, you will understand the
necessity for pulling ashore while there
is time.
China's Deposed Editor.

CHASE. 45 Talbot Ave

When, in 1912, lhat old monarchy
China was transformed iuto a repub
lic, the title as well as the life of
the little emperor was retained by the
royal prisoner. With the end 'of em
pire, what was known ns “republican
ism" took possession of the str.te nnd
trickled down into tlie little kingdom
of Siam, directly beneath.
Now. In
Siam's capital. Bangkok, there is one
Chinese to four Siamese, and to them
it seemed that what was good for big
China would adequately suffice for the
needs of little Siam. But the agita
tors hud counted upon neither the king
nor his 9.000.UW lovers, and the re
publican hteeze died out over night.
Siam, possibly, is the Isolated ex
ample In history where. In time of
disturbance nnd strife, the people have
followed and not led. It has been a
land of leaders und not a realm of
PHILBROOK’S TRANSFER—Local and long
revolutionists. The giants of the king distance
trucking ; also baggage transfer. Tel.
374
4 AUSTIN T. PHILBROOK.
12*30
dom were not of the street, but set
DENTAL NOTICE—I wish to announce that
on throne3.
t sm now in my offic» every flay.
DAMON, Dentiat Telephone 593 R

20-23

DR .1 H.
10-tf

FOR SALE.—Double teuement house, 28 and 30
Masonic Bt, with extra lot of land on Grace
Street
Will sell together. Apply to R. U.
COLLINS. 375 Main St„ Rockland, or MRS. R.
KELLEY. Fairfield. Maine.
79-tf
FOR SALE—Delicious sweet cider, fresh every

day from choice apples Delivered anywhere.
LADIES—Reliable nock of hair goods at the Drop me <i card
JAMES H. SIMONTON,
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St
Mall or Rockland, R. F. D.
120-tf
ders sollched HELEN C. RHODES
IS-tf

Sal*ra and illicit liquor trafficking Is
Difference in Belief.
being developed into a fine art, ac
Women believe that all women are
cording to an illustrated article In Pop
ular Mechanics Magazine.
All man alike, and all men different Men be
ner of clever dodges are rpsorted to lieve that all men are alike, and all
by the whisky runners, possibly one of women different—Cincinnati Enqnirer.
the most original being the shipment
What Will Become of Him?
of a large consignment of liquor
*Tbe ungrateful son is a wart on the
packed in the carcasf?s of pigs. The
liquor ■’ si, discovered by officers a»
tsfag esiasdsd brosr

Tel. 665-2

FOR SALE—At a bargain, used Autopiano,
To Let
perfect playing condition; bench and rolls,
?475. Convenient terns
Call or phone for
TO LET Six room house, newly fitted, with particulars
MAINE MUSIC CO.
19-22
garage connected. Apply to L W BENNER,
real estate dealer, No 2 North Main Street.
FOR SALE—The Cobb farm, situated on tho
20*23
car line between R<n-kland and Thomaston An
room house with cemented cellar; large
TO LET—Tenement 5 rooms and hath on eight
shed, wagon house and barn connected. Seven
electric car line; electric lights, hot and cold acres
land The sited referred to is about
water, bay windows and fire place
Garden 65 feetof long
and Could easily be converted into
spot and apple trees Garage room if desired.
a fine hen house. Call and see me for further
Inquire P L. HAVENER
20-tf
particulars
L. W. BHNNER. Real Estate
TO LET—Rooms for light housekeeping Elec Dealer. No. 2 North Main St., Rockland 19-22
tric lights, bath and steam heat
Desirable
FOR SALE—New and second hand furniture
location. Apply 52 SUMMER STREET 19-22
at B L. RYDER’S, Pleasant St., Rockport. 19-tf
TO LET—Large front room furnished, elec
FOR SALE—An extra good road mare seven
tric lights, hot water, heat; one, two or three
people as desired. Reference required. MRS. years old. Would make a good one for rural
delivery
(’ A. HAMILTON. Tel. 206-11.
COPPING. 39 Limerock Street
18*21
FOR SALE—One horse sled and 4 or 5
TO LET—An upstair apartment for house
keeping, of four rooms, unfurnished MRS C. tons of good hay. Apply to EARLE McINTOSH,
19-22
0. EMERY, 28 Pacific street
Tel. 518-M Security Trust Co
4-tf
FOR SALE—Two-famlly dwelling in AppleTO LET—Smail tenement. Apply to L F. ton : stable and orchard; formerly G. H. Page
homestead For particulars write to MRS CCHASE, 45 Middle street Tel 665-2.
16-tf
E RIPLEY, 391 Washington St, Bath, Maine.
18*21
TO LET—4 furnished rooms for housekeeping,
at the Southend
Inquire L. BREWER. 39
FOR SALE—Dort Sedan equipped with four
Park street
12-tf
new tires apd tubes, 3 spares Bargain. ROB
TO LET—Tenement 194 North Main street, ERT U. COLLINS. 375 Main street Tel 77.
bath room, hot and cold water, electric lights,
18-tf
fireplace, bay window ; on car line; arc light
FOR SALE—HORSES—Twenty good accli
in front of house. Near Country Club. TELE
mated horses. ERNEST HOWARD, South Hope,
PHONE 695-5 or 226-M
9-tf
Maine
.
17*20
TO LET—Furnished rooms, well heated; bath.
FOR SALE—Collie puppies, male $5. female
MRS OTIS. 39 Grove St Tel. 182-2.
6-tf
$3. C. E OVERLOCK, Warren, Me. R F D.
14*21
TO LET—Somebody is needing a house or No. 2. Tel 173-4. Thomaston.
rooms
Advertise yours in this column and
FOR SALE—Smoke damaged furniture, In
you’ll get an application immediately.
3-tf
cluding stoves, beds, couch, rugs, chairs, etc.
10-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves, Apply at premises, 22 BREWSTER ST
and musical instruments or anything t-hat re
FOR SALE—The Isaac Jameson homestead,
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
opposite Oakland Tark car station. The farm
J R. FLYE. 221 Main St. Rockland
45tf
contains about 38 acres. Splendid pasture and
quantities of berries. Wood for home use.
Orchard of 40 trees, mostly all winter fruit
Miscellaneous
See GEORGE K. JAMESON for terms, Just
• REAL ESTATE—Bought and.sold. For quick across the road, or write Rockland, R. F. D.
10-tf
returns list your property with us
KNOX 122 G.
REAL ESTATE CO, 299 Main St, Spear
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport,
Block
Tel. 376-M. Office hours, 8 to 12. 25 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
1 to 5, 6 to 9.
20-tf
of wood.
Splendid situation fof a summer
Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO , Bel
STOVES CLEANED, set up and Impaired home
7*tf
Carpets and Linoleums laid; Shades and Dra fast. Me
peries put up; Household goods of every de
FOR SALE—Two 25 h. p. gasoline engines.
scription carefully packed and crated
Satis These engines, one of them In good shape, but
faction guaranteed at reasonable prices Tele both in good running order. Will sell either
phone your orders to STEPHEN SMITH. No. one of them at a trade Can be seen at my
111 North Main St., City Tel. 27-1.
20-27 mill. The reason of sale is that I am going
NOTICE Whereas my wife, Mrs Adelaide to use electric ^motors for grinding. L. N.
4-tf
Murray, having left my home and baby with LITTLEHALE.
out just cause, I will pay no bills of her con
FOR SALE—In Camaen, 17-room lodging
tracting
WILLL4M A MURRAY. Rockland. house on Chestnut street, near P. O. and Y. M.
20*23
Feb. 14, 1921.
C. A. Beautiful view of water and mountains;
t
ACCORDION PLEATING. MACHINE HEM- fitted for 3 flat apartment; furnished or un
STITCHING. PICOT EDGE. COVERED BUT- furnished. Bargain If taken at cnce. Call at
TONS. Orders promptly filled. PHYLLIS E 42 CHESTNUT STREET, Camden. Tel. 41-12.
____________ _____________________
134-tf
TOLMAN. 18 Leland St Tel. 270-J
5*24

Busy With tha Flivver.
What has become of the old-fash
ioned family that used to reach the
INCOME TAX RETURNS-1 sm prepared to
conclusion that it would have to econ give assistance in making ntit tax returns
Whisky in Pig Carcassex.
ROBERT Ur COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel 77
Canada is no oasis In the American omize?—Detroit News.
#-tf

This Neighborhood More Effec tha “pork’
“Don tzyou think most g’rls answer
tively
Than Any Other Medium, tha frcljht
a proposal wltbont giving it sufficient
“Not at alt

Good

When Calm Seas Are Oangeroua.

Anticipated.

consideration?”

PART PAY ON THEIR BOARD

father s faee, to leave It is a blemish;
to cut it off is palaBsl.—Eastern I'rdverb.

Changing Color.

Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
“An Irishman may he green hut—"
carries the home news of Knox county
“Well, what?” “When lie’s In a Usltl
Advertising Collimm to £very fl tie In the Union and to
mai.y i re1.u UtuU.

Eggs and Chicks

ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and
examine styles
If you already have a plate
bring It in and let u» print you cards in latest
size. THE rontfER CAZETTE
3-tf
NOTICE—R B Fillmore it authorized to repreeent The Courler-Gazene lo Knox county snd
to receipt’ for money paid od new Snd old sub
scription*.
109-tf

fl A wan? ad finds the
party who wants pour

property in a few days

FCR SALE—V.'y’nictte
fftr tet£»<. T Stive tees' StMdiaff un frets two of
the winning pese of the N.H SesXexU and
have a pen that averxged 66% fot? the moaths
of Dec ‘and Jaa. lost year As. two year olds
they are doing fine
PriC6 $2 per setting.
Can furnish a few settings from pullets, from
hens with records of 202 to 272. headed by
sons of "College Queen," record 308. Price |3
ver sotting J. I*. UPALMNG. Sooth Thonrnton. Mt
W-35

Every-Other-Day

in Social Circles

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 15, 1921
ing In France, they have been dupli
cated here and in Japan with ex
cellent sales results. Still the newest
and most daring designs come from
France.

In tddU.lon to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department especial
Mrs. Walter J. Rich returned Satur
ly desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or day lrom a visit of .several weeks in
telephone will be gladly received.
New York.
TELEPHONE .................................................... 770

Mrs. H. A. Buffum entertained today
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover leave to the ladies of the apron eluh of the
morrow for Charlotte, N. C., where Congregational society.
they will visit Mr. Glover’s brother,
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church
Fred W. G lover.
will meet for work Wednesday after
Miss Ctnnie Kaler of Portland is noon. Following will he the regular
spending a week's vacation with her supper at 6 o’clock.
mother, on Willow street.
•
A full attendance is requested at the
Miss Mildred Williamson of Port Philharmonic Society Thursday night,
land Is having a weeks vacation in this It being the last rehearsal before the
city, the guest of her mother on Lisle Food Fair.
rtreet.
The Congregational supper, which
Mrs, George Wood of Portland was was to have been held tomorrow night,
a weekend guest of her husband, Ser has been postponed one week.
geant Wood of the C. A. C. in this
Chief among the social events in
city.
this city on St. Valentine’s Day was
Mrs. Georgp Mank of Sprjngfield, the luncheon and auctibn given at the
Mass., hns returned home after spend home of Mrs. Clifford O. Perry, Ma
ing a few days with her aunt, Mrs. sonic street. The hostesses were Mrs.
Perry, Mrs. Ralph Trim and Mrs.
Cora Sherman, Fulton street.
Charles A. Mitchell, and they were as
The Ladles Aid of the Littlefield sisted in serving the luncheon by Miss
Memorial church will meet with Mrs. Carrie Fields, Mrs. E. M. O’Neil and
A. J. Bahhldge, Maverick street. Wed Mrs. E. R. Veazie. The dining tables
were, decorated with pink carnations
nesday evening.
and yellow jonquils. Pink as a dis
Mr. and Mrs. Pasquale Danelllo tinctive feature was also embodied in
gave a birthday party at their home the place cards and confections. The
on Pleasant street in honor of their card, tables, 10 in number, were de
son Nicholas T. Danelllo, aged 14. corated with Colonial bouquets. Dur
The usual games were played and the- ing the playing, Mrs. B. C. Perry pre
children enjoyed them very much. sided at the piano, and the selections
Nicholas received many useful gift^. by this accomplished musician added
Among
the guests were Chester pleasingly, to the function. The prizes
Felaney of New York and Mrs. Law- were awarded in this manner: Mrs.
ence Crlma of Boston, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin, bag; Mrs. A. S.
Gatti, Mr. and Mrs. Patsy Romito and Black, towel; Mrs. E. L. Brown, stock
son Cosmo, Mr. and Mrs. G. Rodney ings; Mrs. John O. Stevens, compote;
Skinner and son James Rodney, Anita Mrs. Alan L. Bird, bridge cover; Mrs.
Gatti, Tony Gatti, Dandy Gatti, Jose James F. Carver, handkerchief; Mrs.
Jlenry Bird, candy.
Gatti, Louise Danelllo and Nicholas
Danelllo.
The Republican ward caucuses will
Miss Edna MacAHister has returned be held in the various ward rooms to
from her trip to Boston and New York. night. The caucus which is to nomi
nate the Republican candidate for
Miss Beatrix Flint is the guest of mayor will be held in the City Govern
Re
her uncle, J. C. Flint, in Yonkers, N. ment rooms Wednesday night.
Y., and before returning home will member the hour, 7.30, and remember
visit Mrs. R. H. Britt In Springfield, to be there.
Mass.

MAY MAKE YOUR OWN SCARF

FOR THE
“FAR EAST”

LOOK

Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
20-22

ROCKLAND

FREE
SATURDAY AND MONDAY

5 Cakes

Export Borax
Laundry Soap

-GIVEN WITHOne pound 50c or 60c

TEA
—OR—

Two pounds 50c, 45c, 38c, 35, 30c

COFFEES
(Not more than two orders to a customer)

COFFEES’ FRESH
DAY
TEAS FINEST IMP0RTED
ROASTED EVERY

EXPORT

BORAX

SOAP

One of the best made

MISS SPEAR HONORED |

The Chapin Class of the Universalist
dhurch will meet at the home of Miss
Ellen Cochrane, 97 Union street, Wed
nesday evening at 7.30.

Mrs. Frederick Cole entertained tha
Smart Set last Wednesday evening' at
her home on the Old County road; 14
members were present. An excellent
supper was served. The special guests
were Mrs. George Gott of Brooklin,
Timothy E. McNamara. Frederick Cole
and Charles Sacker.

Mrs. E. W. Diehl and granddaughter
Dorothy Cariett. have gone to Castine
to visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer S. Bird left Sat
urday for Boston where .Mrs. Bird is
to visit for awhile with her Bister.
Mrs. Delia Sullivan.
Mrs. Pasquale Daneillo and daugh
ter Lucie have returned from Barre,
Vt., where they spent seven weeks vis
iting Mrs. Danelllo’s daughter, Pasqua
Debitetto. A new arrival came while
they were there and was named Marla
In honor of the grandmother.

SCOTT & CO.

[For The Courler-Oazettel
A noble man la like a star,
Thai shines by night In heaven’s bine;
His name is heralded afar.
To journey every nation through.
A rahln home was Lincoln's best,
And garments coarse attired his frame,
But at the hearthflre, mid his quest,
lie read the lives of men of tame.
<
The Bible was his choice of lore,
For books were scarce in his career;
And as he kept the country store.
His honesty shone ever clear.

*

He saw the fields where cotton waved,
And loved the sunny atmosphere,
Yet grieved to see a race enslaved,
Apd sought lo change their hard career.
Within the halls of law and state,
A champion he stood erect,
And plead for men to legislate.
A Nation’s error to correct.
With wounded hands and Samson.like
Ho purged the temple of the slave,
Till now, her pillars, stainless, white,
Upbear the memory he gave.
Edward S. Ufford.
Union, Feb. 12, 1921.

Cause of Vertigo in the Ears.

Vertigo, which Is quite common. Is
caused by a derangement of a num
ber of different organs Including the
heart, stomach, kidneys, eyes or brnln,
and It has been recently determined
that many cases are owing to ear
troubles.
What Dreams Mean.

Tha lecture that was to be given be
fore fhe Methebesec Clyb next Friday
has been unavoidably postponed. The
regular meeting wlill be held with
Mrs. C. D. North, Beech street, and as
there is much important business to
come up at this meeting a full attend
ance of members is desired. There
will he music and refreshments.

King Had Faith In Women.
The famous Emperor Charles V,
who was accounted one of the ablest
rulers of his time, had such confi
dence tn the ability of women to gov
ern thnt he appointed three succes
sively us regents of the Netherlands.

The Shakespeare Society will meet
with Mrs. Arthur L. Orne. 204 Broad
way, next Monday evening.

Spirit ef Service Needed.

To no one man Is it given to do It all.
Each hns his part, and, if he do it
well, does all that can be expected of
him. But he will never do It well if he
be not possessed of and dominated by
the spirit of service.

An important meeting of the Rubin
stein Club will be held Wednesday af
ternoon at 4 o’clock at the home of
Mrs. E. F. Berry, for chorus practice,
Please take ’’The Holy City.”

Mrs. William Sharpe of New York
arrived Saturday, called by the Illness
of her daughter Gail, and because of
the recent accident to her mother, Mrs,
E. D. Spear. The latter left the hos
pital Saturday.

Otherwise All Right.
A prominent cluhwotnun says tliat

woman’s besetting sins are envy, lazi
ness. gluttony, jealousy and revenge.
Outside of thnt. she is, we presume,
This accomplished literary artist the angel we hnve always liked to pic
Fred White of New York Is In the grows more secure as the yean roll ture her—Boston Evening Transcript
by in his place among America’s fore
city for a few days.
Mrs. W. A. Johnston Is seriously 111
at her home on Masonic street.

most men of letters. Success came to
him about twenty years ago with his

He has profited

good work, conscientiously done and

Colors and eccentric design are still
{ the vogue in handkerchiefs.
While
linen*, plain or embroidered, and
white in color, will always be the
, height of good style In this merchan
diSe, npvettier must have their vogue,
’ and these novej kerchiefs of lurid
j color seen) to have touched a respon1 site-fhprd in Americnn hearts, for
I they” have gained a very important
1 place, in handkerchief sales. Originat

Winning charm and

delicately quaint humor are the most
prominent attributes of his work.
We are pleased to announce the se

curing

of

his

latest

story,

If thon

For the first meal of the day, a
little fruit of some kind Is a good be
ginning. If fresh
fruits, such as or
anges, grapefruit,
apples or pears
are not at hand,
a
tablespoonfttl
or two of raisins,
steamed and add
ed-to tho oatmeal
or cooked cereal, or a few dates, figs
or stewed prunes are all good and de
sirable breakfast fruits.
With an almost endless variety of
breakfast foods, one may have a dif
ferent kind every'morning. If the fam
ily Is large enough to practice this
method without waste.
For the hot dish, eggs are always
good, and may be cooked in as many
ways as there are days In the year.
Bacon Is a breakfast meat, and tf liked
can he served dally without losing Its
charm. Sausage, chops and fish of
various kinds are other breakfast
meats. Mackerel is a great favorite.
When the fresh fish cannot be obtained
the salted fish makes a fairly good
substitute. Soak the fish over night,
or until much of the salt Is removed,
then bake In the oven for 20 minutes,
covered with thin cream. Serve hot
with bits of butter.
For luncheon, one hot dish, which
may be escalloped fish, vegetables, rice
or macatonl, codfish with baked pota
toes, or a cream soup, of which there
are a large number from which to
choose; a salad, some kind of bread,
a cupful of chocolate, cocoa or tea, and
a small cake, with or without fruit,
such os marmalade or jelly, canned or
preserved fruit.
For dinner, a clear soup, if followed
by a heavy dinner, a cream soup If
a light dinner follows; one vegetable
besides potatoes, a roast or meat loaf,
a simple dessert, with coffee.
For a course dinner, the cocktail Is
served as a stimulant; od this account
the clam and oyster, the various fruit
cocktails and those with appetizing
herbs, are used. ti\olr object being to
stimulate, not cloy the appetite.
Pineapple Cocktail.—For each glass
take a tablespoonful each of pineapple
and lemon or orange, one-half table
spoonful of grated orange peel. Sweet
en to taste, pour over a little chipped
Ice and fill the glass with Iced water.

PANELS-ON-THE-SIDE

FROCK

Those *small ads in The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
effective.
hl* afternoon outfit it developed
in brocaded eilk in that new faehlonable shade called “folly.” The panelr
un the side are an unusual featur-

Jud Tunkine.

Jud Tunklns says he doesn’t believe
there Is any lion or tiger or other wild
animal as dangerous lo human life as
a young woman itlio is showing off to
a rich ttncle how lust site can run her
new automobile.
Holiday*.

tf
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There is only one way to get ready
for Immortality, and tliat Is to love
this life, and live it as bravely and
faithfully and cheerfully as we can.—
•Henry Van Dyke.

Special Prices

192®. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.I

“All there is in the papers these
days is woman suffrage clubs and
voting,” remarked Tom Brown to his
wife.
“I’d hate to hnve a woman running
’round to such places aud neglecting
her home.”
“My house isn’t neglected; is it,
Totn?” she inquired.
“I should say not, and I’m glad you
don’t get such ideas iu your head.”
“Mrs. Carlisle has invited me to go
to ihe city witli tl®e members of her
club next Monday,” tiis wife went iSi.
“Umpli,” grunted Tom, remembering
lhat that was the day the women of
Woodville registered, and he strolled
out to the barn.
“Poor Tom,” smiled Mrs. Brown to
herself. “He's the best husband in tlie
world, but oil, so awfully selfish!”
All the next day Tom rucked Ills
hrtiln to find some excuse to keep his
wife at home, hut none could he find
until Saturday when Bill Hanson, a
neighbor, expressed a desire to go to
the city. Tom eagerly offered the use
of his buggy and driving mare, which
surprising offer wus eagerly accepted.
Early Monday morning the mare wus
slyly driven out nnd delivered into
tlie hands of Bill Hanson.
Serenely unconscious of tier hu»
hand’s maneuvers, Mrs. Browu hustled
about the house preparing dinner.
Flaky pies were set on the long shelf
on tlie screened porch to cool, and the
odor of ronst chicken Issued from tlie
kitchen door.
After dinner Tom lingered about the
house in an unaccountable inauner,
while his v/ife hurried around clear
ing tlie table and piling die dishes iuto
tiie pun.
"Hadn’t you better be hitching up.
Tom? I’m almost ready,” she said,
Toni rather overacted his stall of
surprise.
“Why, did you meqn to go?” he ask
ed innocently. “I wisli I'd known. I
thought you'd given up. I've gone and
let Bill Hanson take Kitty aud the
buggy.”
Mrs. Brown regarded her husband
with an odd little smile.
“Oh, well,” she returned suddenly,
“that’s all right. I thought you might
be busy, so I partly arranged to go
with Mrs. Carlisle.”
Tom gnzed helplessly at her a mo
ment then went out and hanged the
door.
t
“If that woman don’t beat all,” lie
muttered. ‘Til bet she knew all. the
time what I was about. 1 believe I’ll
go right in and forbid her to go.”
Assuming a resolute and courageous
air he inarched back to the honse. On
the step he halted In uncertainty. He
looked into the kitchen. His wife was
not In night.
The pantry door stood partly open,
the Udy in the lock.
She might he in there. He listened.
Yes—he could hear her moving about.
His eyes glowed with sudden resolu
tion.
He tiptoed lightly across the floor,
softly closed the door, turned the key
and dropped it in his pocket.
“I've fixed It this time,” he chuckled.
“She won’t like it, I guess, but I won't
have It said that my wife is gadding
’round to the polls.” Then Tom went
down to the garden.
A few hours later a buggy came rum
bling down the road.
It stopped at tbe Brown gate and a
woman alighted. .
Tom saw her and stared.
If he
wasn’t mistaken that woman was his
wife. Yes—It was Abbie.
She met
him with no sign of embarrassment.
“Am I late, Tom?” she Inquired.
“Abbie,” he said, solemnly, “how did
you get out of that pantry?”
The woman looked startled. “The
pantry," she echoed.
“Why, Tom,
what do you mean?" He stared at her
a moment In silence.
“Somebody,” he began, then stopped.
“Well, I locked the pantry,” he fin
ished, rather lamely.
Without stop
ping to say any more they entered the
house together. Tom sat down in the
chair his wife pushed towurd him.
“Happy birthday,” she exclaimed
gayly, throwing a pair of new slippers
upon his lap.
“M.v birthday!” he ejaculated, “and
I’d forgotten all about it. Is thnt why
you went to town?”
"Of course it was.” laughed Abbie.
“Just see what else I’ve got.” Site
started toward the pantry and with a
sudden recollection Torn rose and fol
lowed her. He drew tlie key from his
pocket aud the two stared at each
other.
Strange sounds were issuing from
within.
Toni Jerked the door open and stood
gazing nt the scene before him. Seat
ed with his head hack to the wall snorIng, was the much tattered form of
a man. There were crumbs in his
grizzled beard and his features wore
a blissful, well-fed look.
“Open the door, Abbie,” Tom or
dered, and the tramp was assisted
from the house. Wheu Tom returned
his wife was standing In the door hold
ing in her hands a plate, on. which
were the remains of a beautifully
frosted cake.
“I’m sorry, dear,” she remarked, de
murely. “It was your birthday cake.”
Tom's face reddened perceptibly as
his sheepish eyes met those of his
wife.
“1 want you to go to the town hall
with me tomorrow, Abbie, and vote.
I guess voti ve earned the right."

Preparing for Immortality.

??y6ur'

“The

If all tbe year were playlug holi
Prodigal Village,” for serial repro days, to sport would lie as tedious as
duction in these columns. Starting to work; hut wlieu they seldom come,
they wished for come, nnd nothing
soon. You must not miss it
pleaseth but rare accidents.—Shakes
Begins
in
The
Courier-Gazette peare.
_________ ,__

Thursday. Feb. 17.

DAY.

by

Charles S. Sacker. who has been probably In greater, certainly more
spending a few weeks with his mother, enduring degree, than those who
Mrs. M. E. Sacker, at the Meadows, re- chased the vulgar dollars of the un
| turned to Brockton Saturday.
thinking mob.

MEALS FOlk A

Fur sales are still waxing hot in
New Y'ork, and instead of furs being
pluced in storage tliey are taken home
for immediate wear. Although the full
lengtli wraps and dolmans of Hudson
seal, squirrel or kolinsky are not much
In evidence, some touch of fur is seen
upon almost every garment.
Short little coatees or capes in seal,
squirrel or fitch are worn extensively
over suits and street wool dresses and
the populur little choker of last fall’s
running is back in full force. Fitch,
mole, squirrel or stone niarteh seems
the favored fur for these tiny neck
chokers. Heads and tails are used, und
sometimes a bow of airy mile or inullnes. The chokers are worn fastened
In the back or sidefront.
The higher priced fabric coats are so
lavishly trimmed with furs that they
often resemble a fur coat trimmed with
cloth. Deep bands of beaver, nutriu,
mole, skunk or squirrel finish the skirt
of the coat, f.orni deep cuffs, and the
nose-high choker collar, whiclt, when
unfastened drapes about the shoulders
as a shawl collar.
Suits use the narrow bandings a l,dt
more, although collars of solid fur are
also very good. Fur seeibs to harmo
nize with the goods rather than con
trast.

Advice.

wouldst he Justified, ac
He thnt
'inimitable “Eben Holden.” In all he knowledge thine Injustice.
confesses ills sin begins tils journey
has turned out some eighteen novels,
townrd salvation. He that is sorry for
not one of which was cheap, meretri
it mends Ills pace. He tliat forsakes
cious or written to catch a fleeting It, Is at his journey's end.—Quurles.

Miss Nellie G. Uimer died at her
home on upper Park stred, Sunday
The funeral will be held Wednesday
afternoon at 2 o’clock from her late
public fancy.
home.

Success Is th. Inevitable result of
good management, Jljat aa failure is
the natural outcome of Ignorance,
carelessness and tdlsfcees.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN

To dream of cards denotes great
wealth; hearts, riches and honor;
diamonds signifies you will quarrel
with your lover; clubs, happiness and
money; spades, yon will meet with
many hardships.—Chicago American.

Capt. and Mrs. Theodore Kimball
are visiting their son Master Herbert.
They return to New York Friday.

New York Women Do Not Store Neckwarmers—Take Them Home for
Immediate Wear.

A NEW CANDY FIRM

Hyman Alperin and Isidor Gordon,
under Ihe firm name of Alperin &
Gordon, have established a wholesale
candy factory at 19 Tillson avenue,
and began the manufacture of tooth
some sweetmeats this morning. They
have the building formerly occupied
by the Singer Sewing Machine Co.
Mr. Alperin has been in the candy
business 12 years, and is an expert in
its manufacture.

IVe have gone back to the day of tho
scarf. At least, we are living In a
day of scarfs, call it going backward
or forward, ns you like. Tlie scarf Is
worn now as it hns not been for many
season?.
It is quite possible to make many
of tlie lovely scarfs yourself. To be
gin with, there are serviceable scurfs
of tricotine. Tills fabric comes woven
in tubular fashion, und one buys a
yard and a half or two yards of It,
according to the desired length of
tbe scurf, turns under the ends, tuck
ing fringe of a matching color in
them and fastening them together, or
else fastening the raw edges under
and then tying the ends of tbe scarf
with home-made fringe, made witli
heavy silk floss matching tlie color
of the scarf.
Then there are scarfs of georgette
crepe, embroidered with beads or
spangles. You can stamp these scarfs
yourself with a suitable design, and
then sew the heads or spangles in
place without too much trouble, nnd,
If you work carefully, with surely
good results.
The tied and dyed scarf Is another
home-made possibility. To make lids,
perhaps the best material is a tancolored fabric, either crepe de chine or
pongee. The Idea is to dye tlie ends
of the scarf another color. The de
sign remains the color of the founda
tion scarf—tan. we'll say.
To get the design, one ties the
scarf about with cotton cloths, and
the part under tlie cotton cloths .does
not dye. Then one dips Hie whole
end into tlie dye, not leaving it very
long, and not, of course, boiling it.
You see, If you crumple the scarf
together and tie two rags around tlie
end, two incites apart, and ihen dip
It, you will have two parallel stripes,
with Irregular edges. You can get a
most interesting circle effect by pull
ing up a bit of the scarf and tying a
rag around it a couple of inches
down. Of course, yon must tie all the
places at once.

NEW FURS ARE IN LIMELIGHT

CORNER MAIN STREET ANO TILLSON AVENUE
The following item from yester
day's Portland Herald, concerning a
lormer Rockland woman, will be read
with much interest and appreciation
by her many friends here at home:
"Members of the Business and Pro
fessional Women’s Club are rejaicing
in the fact that inasmuch as Miss
Helen M. King, the first president ot
the organization, has refused to serve
for another year, she is to be suc
ceeded by as able a woman as Miss
Maliel M. Spear, choice of the nomin
ating committee for 1921. Miss Spear
Is one of the most prominent and in
fluential of local business worfien. She
came to this city from Rockland last
May to take the position of chief op
erator at the local telephone exchange,
in which capacity she has a fores of
150 operators and clerks working undtr her direction. Her entire busi
ness experience has been with the tel
ephone company. She is a native of
Rockland, was educated in the Rock
land schools and was first connected
With the telephone in the capacity of
an operator. She then became both
operator nnd manager of the small
office in Rockland and was so profi
cient there that she was elevated to
the post of local chief operator In
Portland.
In Miss Spear’s business there is no
such thing as an eight-hour working
day. She is practically never out of
telephone communication with her
office, and is always on call day and
night if there is a demand for her
services. Miss Spear’s membership in
the Business and Professional Wo
man’s club is by no means her first
experience in club activities. She was
prominent in social and professional
life in Rockland and a leader in two
well known Rockland clubs, both ot
the literary variety, the Shakespeare
Society and the Methebesec Club.
Both organizations are affiliated with
the Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs.”

Accessory Is Worn Now as It Has Not
Been for Many Seasons

Past.

Booth at the Mammoth Masonic Food Fair next week. Do not
fall tp try a cup of this delicious COFFEE and TEA. The
splendid aroma, the rich flavor make them favorites with all
who use them.
ir

Capt. and Mrs. R. K. Snow left Sat
urday on a trip, which is expected to Former Rockland Woman Is To Head
take them to Washington, D. C. at in
An Influential Portland Organiza
auguration time.
z
tion
A delightful birthday party was
given Milton H. Cole at his home at
33 Traverse street, Saturday evening.
The occasion, his 18th birthday, was a
very happy one for the host. Popular
songs were sung and games were
played. A cheery fire in the large fire
place helped the good time along.
Many nice presents were received by
the host. When the evening was near
ly spent the guests went to the dining
room, which was decorated with red
crepe paper and large red paper hearts.
In the center of the table a large and
ipost delicious birthday cake, made by
the host’s mother, caught and held
the gaze of all. Refreshments, which
Included delicious ice cream, were
served. Gladys Pettengill got the ring.
Hiram Crie the penny, and Ile|ep
Gregory the thimble from the birthday
cake. Mrs. K. B. Crie had charge of
the punch table. The guests were
Ernest Crie, Hiram Crie, Otho Record,
Leonard Cole, Miss Gladys Pettengill
Mildred Oxton, Helen Gregory, Florertce Cole and Grace Armstrong.
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Keep Extra Supply.
A reserve supply of little things nec

essary around the house will save
many an annoying moment. With this
fact lu mind, don’t huy Just one paper
of pins, a package of hairpins a liatr
uet, five stamps, a small supply of let
Living Sea Microphone.
The orifice on tlie whale's ear Is ter paper. Lay In a regular stock of
scarcely perceptible, yet It Is said that these things und of all such little ar
the wlisle’s hearing Is so acute that a ticles. the lack of which cuuscs so
ship crossing Its track half a mile much lost time.
distant will cause it to dive instantly.

-ON-

RUBBER BOOTS
Child’s, G to in>4,
Misses, 11 to 2

$1.85

Women’ ». 214 tn 8.

$2 50

Youths’, long leg, 11 to 2.

$2.75

Boys’, long leg, 3 to 6.

$3.75

Men's, long leg, fi to 10,

$4.50

$2.25

Youths’ heather top Rubbers $1.50

Boys' heather top Rubbers, $1.98
Did you get a pair of those
Felt Slippers?

98c samples.

Pleoty of them left

WOMEN’S RUBBERS
All sizes and kinds, 75c and 90c
Some sizes (to close),

49c

Some Oxfords and Pumps, $1.98

Reduced prices on all

Leather Goods

EVERYTHING IN
FOOTWEAR
(And Never Undersold)

Boston Shoe Store
237 Main St., Rockland, Main*

MAGIC WATER
1* good for washIng olothes. and
will remove mlldew, Iron rtist.
Ink, grease and
fruit stains from
Uie finest fabric*
without Injury if
used according tn

direction.

It Will Also
Remove
*11 *talna
from
hath tub*, lavatori e i, oloset*
sinks, floors, etc.
Manufactured by
»•

MAGIC WATER CO., Augusta, Maine
Local Dealer*
COBB’S, INC.; JAMESON A BEV
ERAGE, HALL 4 MELVIN; LARRABEE&DODGE; O. S. DUNCAN;
F. O. HASKELL; E. C. PATTERSON, WEBBER’S MARKET and E.
B. SPEAR, Rockland. A. J. LINE
KEN and W. J. SPEAR, Thomaaton.
A. W.
HOOPER, ft S.
SEAVEY and L. B. ANTHONY,
Port Clyde.

CUSHING
Mrs. Elijah Harriman passed away
at her home Saturday, Feb. 12 after
suffering from paralytic shock for
several weeks.
Herman Demuth of AValdoboro is
the guest of his cousin, Mrs. C. O.
Flint.
Leland Hawkins of Long Cove, who
taught the first week of school in dis
trict 6 this winter went' home for the
weekend and while there had the mis
fortune to cut off his left forefinger,
which caused him no end of trouble,
as blood poison set in and necessitated
his removal to a hospital in Rockland,
where he is now slowly recovering.
He is weak from complications which
arose from the amputation. Although
he taught imt one week here the chil
dren had become his friends nnd ware
sorry to have him give up the school.
All hope for his speedy recovery.
Miss Mildred Geyer is receiving
organ lessons from her aunt, Mrs.
Fred Kelleran.
The belated snow arrived Friday.
F. L. Maloney Jr., Is conveying the
pupils from district 4 to district 6
with his span of horses.
Marshall Taylor of Lynn, Mass.,
was the guest of his uncle V. R. Tay
lor, one night last week, while his ship
an ocean towboat, was at Rockland.
J. R. Tayior passed the weekend In
Thomaston with his family.
Mrs. Florence Geyer entertained
the Baptist Sewing Circle at her home
last Thursday.
Charles Robishaw of Rockland was
in town Saturday.
Messrs. Wesley Ifeney and Ralph
Richards of Thomqston were In town
Saturday.
ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM

25
27
29
33
34

35
36
37
38
42
43
45
46
48
49

51
52
53

Main Street, Corner Limerock
Head of Railroad Wharf
Cor. South Main and Mechanic
Tillson Avenue
Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Streets
Main Street, Corner North
Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
Main Street, Corner Park
Broad Street. Corner Grace
Rankin Street. Corner Broadway
Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
Middle Street, Corner Traverse
Main Street at Rankin Block
North Main Street, Cor. Warren
Camden and Front Streets
Head of Cedar Street
West Meadow Road
Camden Street near F. B. Church

Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State In the Union and to
many foreign lands.

Every-OtKer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 15, 1921.
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“McGLATHRY HOUSE”

Ancient Camden Dwelling,
Which Recalls An Interest
ing Citizen.

bridge across the Mcgunticook river
back of where the Camden Grist Mill
now stands, the former method of
crossing being on a Jam of logs near
where the Knox Mill now stands. He
built it for about $60, and had a hard
time getting his pay from the town
whose people thought it too much.
Capt. McGlathry after moving to
Frankfort became a very prominent
citizen of that town. He built there
another large house which was de
molished some years ago. His two sis
ters married Camden men and some of
their descendants still live in town.
The old house was later known as
the “Clay House,” and was owned by
Charles K. Miller at the time the
church bought it.—Camden Herald.

The old “McGlathry House” was one
of the earliest of the more or less pre
tentious houses built in Camden and
is still in existence although not on its
original site. For a century it stood
where the Methodist Episcopal church
now stands, but when the great fire
destroyed the old cnurch. in 1892, and
the parish was looking around for a
suitable site for a new one they finally
EMPIRE THEATRE
decided to purchase this place and
sold the old house to F. H. Wilbur who
•
Comedy in r>orothy*C.ish's best and
moved it to Sea street, repaired and
liveliest manner is the chief ingre
fitted it up for a home and still owns dient of “Little-* Miss
Rebellion,"
it.
i which comes for Wednesday and
A lonely little
grand
The house was built by Capt. Will Thursday:
iam McGlathry who came to Camden duchess of a mythical Eurppean duchy
shortly after the Revolutionary^ War is the central figure in the picture.
and was for a number of years a suc The royal miss finally breaks through
cessful ship-builder and prominent the retainers who gitard her and
citizen of Camden. He removed to mingles with some ballplaying Ameri
Frankfort (now Winterport) in 1798 can soldiers. Thus she beromes ac
where he passed the remainder of his quainted with Sergeant Dick Ellis and
life, dying in 1834. It is not known attends a jnzz ball with him. Then
Just what year the house was erected, comes the revolution that sweeps the
but it probably was prior to 1790, and duchess from her throne and sends
it is doubtless the oldest building now her flying, with a faithful old grena
dier, to America. In New York she
standing in town.
Capt. McGlathry was an interesting becomes chief flapjack mixer in a
character. He was born in Belfast, quick lunch, and the reunion' with
Ireland, coming to America when a Ellis, now in "cits,” follows. "Little
boy with his parents who settled in Miss Rebellion” is chock full of
Bristol, Maine.
When he -grew to laughs and thoroughly enjoyable en
manhood he went to sea and soon rose tertainment. Miss Gish is supported
to the command of large vessels. The by an excellent company.
story is told of Capt. McGIathry’s ves
The midweek bill sees the beginning
sel being captured by a British pri of another new' serial—"Fantomas."
vateer during the Revolution. Three It will be a worthy successor to "Bride
men were placed on board to sail the 13." Robert Warwick has one of his
prize to Halifax. McGlathry was mana best roles today in “The 14th Man.”
cled and placed on the quarter-deck. —Adv.
In turning over in his mind various
plans for making his escape, he no
WARREN
ticed that the water casks were within
his reach, and managed to turn them
The ladies circle of the Baptist
bung-side down, so that the water all
ran out on deck. The prize master church will meet Thursday afternoon
later found that there was nothing on and supper will be served at the usual
board to drink, and McGlathry being hour with Mrs. Simpson and Mrs. E.
the only one on the vessel acquainted If. Montgomery as housekeepers.
with the coast, was given the helm ! Miss Helen Robinson will leave for
with orders to steer for the nearest i Washington, D. C„ Tuesday and will
place for water. It was foggy, and be joined by her sister at New’ Lon
before his captors were aware, he had don.
Peter Hilt and daughter and Mr.
steered the vessel into Machias har
bor, where the captors became the and Mrs. E. O. Burgess of Thomaston
captured and McGlathry took his ves were in town Sunday.
Mrs. Hayes will return to Somer
sel and sailed for home.
Capt. McGlathry was doubtless the ville, Mass., the first of the week after
her mother, Mrs. James
father of the Camden ship-building in visiting
dustry. The Rev. Paul Coffin visited Teague.
Miss Edna Boggs returned home
Camden in 1796, and wrote in his
Monday from Portland.
journal about his visit as follows:
Hollis Starrett will soon occupy the
“Squire McGlathry treated me with
true and simple politeness and hospi house of Edward McCallum. Edward
tality. This place is beautiful for sit McCallum has been in town packing
uation and promising for trade. The his household goods the past week. '
Mrs. Alexander Batchelder has been
harbor, a mill for boards and corn, on
a fresh stream, and the adjacent suffering from an attack of lumbago.
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie is visiting her
gently rising lands make a good ap
pearance, and are quite convenient. brother in Portland this week.
Mrs. L. Whitehouse was in Rock
The back country east and west, has
no market hut this. One ship and a land the first of the week,
John Sldensparker has moved into
schooner have been launched this year
and six or seven heavy vessels are on 1 the house he recently bought at
the stocks. The steets are beaten and I Mathews corner.
worn. The place looks more like home ! Clarence Waltz has had the cast re
and a seat of trade than Ducktrap, moved from his leg.
Northport or Belfast. The Squire has | C. F. Berry and sister MYs. Fred
sold one-fouth of an acre of land for ! Davidson, went to Searsmont Sunday
6100. About 15 neat houses, some I to visit relatives.
Don't forget the three important
large, with other buildings, make the
appearance of a compact town. The 'dates of this month: Lincoln's birth
day, Feb. 12 (already past); the anniharbor is full of pleasant islands."
McGIathry’s shipyard was on the vesary of the destruction of the U. S.
west side of the harbor, about where S. Maine in Havana Harbor, Feb. 15;
the Bay View Garage now stands, Washington’s birthday, Feb. 22.
which was a shipyard for many years
afterwards. It ran back to Chestnut
Those small ads in The Courierstreet. Bay View steet being a com Gazette are read hy every body. That
paratively modern thoroughfare.
is why they are so popular and
Mr. McGlathry built the first real effective.

Jazzing the Quotes

Ey DORA MOLLAN

*©. 1920. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

“Oh, Mury E.! On such a gorgeous
evening, why bring up Uncle James’
confounded money again? We don't
want any of it.”
With rhythmic creaking the couch
hammock swung to and fro. Through
a latticed honeysuckle vine catne fra
grance and moonbeams blended by a
soft breeze; a brew which no 1.50 law
can forbid, though fifty Judges pass
on its intoxicating quality. And now
Into tills paradise of young lovers
came a discordant note. Mary Eliza
beth Introduced It. and though the
timbre of Don's voice was caressing,
she chose to disregard that aud to
take offense nt his words,
“You wouldn't call It confounded.
Donald Whetmore, If Uncle Jnmes
should take It into hts head to give us
enough to build you a fine new garage
without you having to work and slave
for It. It's up to you to make a good
Impression w hen we go over there to
morrow evening."
Now, Donald Wliettnore, like many
men who work with their hands, was
not given to analyze his motives. This
matter needed some thinking out, he
decided, and who can search for cold
reasons and hold the only girl in the
world In his arms at one and the
same time? So Don merely answered
In a conciliatory tone. "Even if I
don’t banker after his money. I'd want
your uncle to like me for your sake,
dear,"
“Oh, he doesn’t bother about likes
and dislikes where mere people are
concerned," laughed Mary E. "Books
are his hobby. If you Just allow your
self to be bored while be proses on
about them, throwing In a quotation,
carelessly, occasionally, yon get by
all right"
What else was said—and left un
said—that particular evening in the
hammock sheltered by the moon-bath
ed honeysuckle can be imagined hy

ekiT.-M
"Oh, Yea!

E> QUININE

FOR
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Colds, Coagks

La Grippe

Neglected Colds are Dangerous
Take no chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first sneeze.
Breaks up a cold in 2* hours — Relieves
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache
Quinine in this form does not affect the head—Cascara is best Tonic
Laxative—No Opiate in Hill’s.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT »

This is FertilizerYear
The world’s demands must increase,
and distribution be assured. The far
sighted farmer knows this, and will plan
for a greater crop production at less cost
with the wise use of ESSEX Fertilizers.

ESSEX Fertilizers mean economic pro
duction because they are made from Bone,
Blood and Meat Meal, mixed with agri
cultural chemicals, and only high-grade
Potash imported direct by us from Ger
many. They provide plant nourishment
constantly from seeding time until the
end of the growing season, and supply
plant food that is available — specially
adapted to your crops.
ESSEX Organic Fertilizers are thor
oughly dependable. Their quality insures
the best results. Order your supply to
day. Write for special crop information
and prices.

ESSEX

FERTILIZER

COMPANY

Branch of Consolidated Rendering Company

Boston, Massachusetts

UNION

Does the importance of club work
among the boys and girls reach home
to us as it ought? Last year in seven
Whzt We Call Precious Stone* Are states, in, poultry work alone, 1186
clubs with 12,786 members reporting,
Really Nothing but Earth Cooked
products to the value of $94,791.2 were
in Nature's Crucible.
sold and stock on hand worth $382,277.37.
The real value of the work
Most of us know that the diamond however was the Improvement in
Is really nothing but a piece of super quality of fowls hred by the members.
coal.
Its costliness is due to Its
WhAt is a club? “A boys’ and girls'
scarcity, and the fact that when man agricultural or home-making club is
has cut it and polished It. It glitters an organization for young people en
gaged in one or rpore enterprises to
attractively.
help improve agriculture and home life
But do you'know that the opal, the
and develop rural leadership.”
It is
diamond's riv’al, Is literally nothing thus defined by the State Agricultural
hut silica (fllrft) and water! True It Extension Service. Get in 4ouch with
is (lint these two elements have heen L. B. Wood, your local club project
"cooking" lor some thousands of years leader, if you would know more about
In nature’s crucible, and that the out how this wholesome organization can
put ts small. Hence the price. But hPlp your own hoy or girl.
Members of the agricultural classes
the heautiful Iridescent coloring Is
merely water nnd not “fire." Buv a of the High School carried on five in
dividual projects, four sweet corn and
£300 ($2,500) opal, and you buy flint
, one potatoes, the past season aggre
and water.
f
gating 3-91 acres. These showed a net
The exquisite turquoise, with Its profit above labor and all other, ex
soft blue color, is but phosphate of penses of $287.21, or $73.45 per acre.
alumina (clay), and the copper lo the In records kept on crops on various
earth is, the color maker. But clay farms it was found that wherever a
and copper crucibled In nature’s crop was produced at a loss it was
chemical laboratory produce the tur due to the excessively high labor cost.
We must economize on man labor and
quoise.
substitute that of the horse.
The sapphire, oriental ruby and to
paz, are not crystals of flinty earth.
The sapphire’s blue color Is merely
Iron—one grain of It actlDg on one
hundred of alumina. The red of,the
ruby comes from the clay being acted
on by chromic add.
The garnet and beryl are only com
pounds of flint and alumina, with—for
the making of the beryl—some earth
If you are troubled with pains uf
called glucina, a sweet salt secreted
aches; feel tired; have headachy
by nature.
•
The lapis lazuli Is nothing but com indigestion, insomnia; painful pass
age of urine, you will find relief in
mon enrth saturated with sulphurel
of sodium.
•
All the above, and other precious
stoues, could be made by the tou—If
we had nature's crucible. Water, clay,
flint, sodium, are as cheap as dirt!
It is' the crucible we lack.

He’s the Guy Who Said—’’

III »NT
DESPAIR

young lovers and those not yet too
old to forget. It Is sufficient for this
story to relate that when Don de
parted, some time later, he had agreed
to Mary’s plan and carried away with
him a fHl volume entitled “Familiar
Quotations." Also that far Into the
morning a light burned In hl9 rooming
house niche.
Because he was one of those sym
metrically built chaps whom the gar
ment designers take as models for
their standard sizes, Donald Whetuiore looked very well Indeed in his
reudy-inude suit. In his eyes at least,
Mary Elizabeth was a rosy dream in
her frilly pink organdie gown and
hat. The car in which they set forth
Tba world's standard remedy for kidney,
for the eventful call was the best Don
Milk by the Pound.
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles and
had on hand for demonstration pur
National Remedy of Holland ainca 1696.
That the time ts rapidly approach
poses. All this grandeur, however,
Three sizes all druggists.
Guaranteed,
was lost upon Uncle James, whom ing when household milk will be all
■ —“ far Ib. Bam* Cold Medal ea every am
they found on the porch of his spaci sold Id dried form is the contention
Dried
ous home, lost physically In the depths of an English dairy expert
of a large wicker chair, for he was milk contains, he says, Instead of mil
a little man; nnd mentally In a small lions of bacilli to the cubic centimeter,
fewer than thonsands.
With fresh
volume bound In limp leather.
"Just one of my old friends,” he milk the organism has a chance of
said In greeting the arrivals, holding multiplying from the time It reaches
out the book as though he expected the towns, but by the process of dry
his guest to shake hands with It. “Give ing there is no opportunity for the Fremont L. Robinson of 35 North Main
Street, Tells His Experience.
organism to grow, and to a very large
me the old oues, every time."
"Well, give me liberty or give me extent it is killed. Furthermore, there
There is nothing like* a talk with
a lodge in a garden of cucumbers,” Is quite as much nourishment In dried one of our own citizens for giving
responded Don cheerfully. From then milk, and certainly much less chance hope and encouragement to the anx
on tills Irreverent young man totally of sickness and disease. Usually in ious sufferer from the dread kidney
and purposelly disregarded Mary Eliz the warm weather we have a good disease. We, therefore, give here an
abeth's look of horror and Uncle deal of diarrhea, which can to a large interview with a Rockland man:
"I have always gotten good results
James’ puzzled frown which changed extent he attributed to fresh milk.
to angry resentment as the-conversa This is partly due to contamination at from Doan's Kidney Pills and gladly
the source, partly to Its contamina recommend them," says Mr. Robinson.
tion ran on something like this:
“I am a mason by trade and so much
Uncle James—This Is Hawthorne's tion during transit, and also to the con stooping and heavy lifting made it
ditions under whtetv fresh milk is kept
•Mosses from an Old Manse."’
hard on my kidneys. I seemed to have
Don—Oh. yes! He's the guy who In many houses.
no control over the passages of the
said, “The stone which the builders
kidney secretions and was forced to
Kingdom
Going
A-Begging.
refused gathers no moss."
get up aa many as five or six tlmps
King George of the South Pacific during the night. The secretions were
• Uncle James—Young man, you may
he diligent In your business, as Mary Island of Tonga, would like to be an discolored, which was caused from ca
nexed by some civilized country so tarrh of the bladdpr. I had bad at
tells me, but—
"Seest thou a man diligent In Ills that he might he relieved of his deht». tacks of backache and It laid me off
work two or three times. As one of
business? He shall flourish like Ihe King George awoke one recent morn the- family had used Doan’s Kidney
grpen bay tree." Interrupted Dou ing to find tliat his treasurer of state Pills with good results, 1 made up my
had departed with $8,000 which was mind to get some at the Norcross
rudely.
Mary (hysterically)—It’s been so In the treasury. Then all the mem Drug Store. I used four boxes and
hot today I think my face Is burned— bers of his official cabinet resigned they rid me entirely of the trouble.”
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
rubbing cheeks flushed with something because their wages were three weeks
besides sunburn and hopiug to attract overdue. To add Insult to IDjury. a Co.. Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y. •
German policeman stole the royal
Don's glance her way.
Don (severely)—As the Bible says, yacht, which was the only thing the
Mary, "One burnt child does not make Imperial highness had left, and wreck
ed it on a rock tn the harbor.
a summer.”
WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE
Mary (jumping up In desperation)—
Oh, Uncle James, there is a thunder
BE A BOOSTER I
storm coining. I'ui terribly afraid of
TRADE AT HOMBI
them. A man was killed by lightning
In the
TAKE THE HOME PAPER I
yesterday! ___ .
—
------ ------

IT SAVED MY LIFE

m

Tho Feeling Tribute of • Womaa te

PE-RU-NA
READ HER LCTTER—IT WILL DO YOU MOO
“Pe-ru-na has been a Godsend to me. I feel safe In saying
that it saved my life. 1 was all ran down and miserable when
1 commenced taking Pe-ru-na, but am on the road to recovery
now. 1 cannot thank yon too much."
ChablM AwwpaWos,
B. F. D. Ko. 7, Lagranga, Indiana,

Mao.

A letter like this brings hope and the promise of health
to every sick and suffering woman. Perhaps you know
what it means to have your daily duties a misery* every

TABLETS OR LIQUID
SOLO EVERYWHERE

movement an effort, stomach deranged* pains ia the head*
back and loins most of the time* nerves raw and quiver
ing—not a moment day or night free from suffering.
Do as Mra. Anapaugh did. Take Ps-ru-na. Don't wait
but startright away.
,

John will be hungry tonight / think I’ll add some

HATCHET
BRAND

SWEET CORN
It’s always so good

COLD MEDAL

A TALK WIIH A ROCKUND
MAH

The Merchant

YTCC17Y
ORGANIC
A. FERTILIZERS

cc

MADE OF COMMON MATERIAL

Kill That Cold With
CASCARA

“Ay, but to die and go where life Is
but an empty dream 1” declaimed Don
grandly, waving his arms around pro
miscuously as Mary Elizabeth dragged
him down the walk to the machine,
leaving Uncle James standing on his
porch, "best friend" in his hand and
his lips trembling with unspoken
words.
The ride home was an ominously
silent one. Don waited for the storm
to break, while Mary Elizabeth's re
sentment toward him grew as fast as
the little roadster ate up the miles.
After all It was the mnn who spoke
first, but not until they drew up at
Mary's door. "There is an explana
tion of my conduct tonight, Mary E..
and you must listen to IL Our engage
ment first saw the light ot the moon
in your couch hammock. If you de
cide It's to come to an end tonight,
why, let's bury the corpse there with
the moon as a mourner.”
“It's dead already,” burst forth
Mary, plumping herself down in one
corner of the hammock and with the
aid of fluffy skirts and wlde-brlmmed
hat compelling Don to a very proper
distance. “What Is an engagement
without love? You don’t love me or
you wouldn’t have spoiled my plan.
You can’t convince me, Donald Whet
more, that you mixed those quotations
up that way hy accident.”
"No," chuckled Don. “I can't; but
I'm thinking 1 made the old boy shift
his gears for awhile. Seriously, Mary,
I spent much more time doping out
why I don't want to get a start In
business with any one else's money
than I did in jazzing the quotes. It's
an instinct that comes to me straight
down from the primitive man, dear. I
want to hollow out a cave with inv
own hands for you to live in. I don’t
want to bring home for dinner a tiger
somebody else gave to the person who
condescendingly hands it over to me,
I want to go out where the tigers grow
and kill one for you with my own
hands—because I love youl And I
want yon to be proud to wear the skin
even If It be so small you must add
a ruffle to make It cover your knees—
because you love me! I want to earn
that garage myself, dearie, and then
by means of It, everything that you
need nnd want I Can’t you under
stand?"
With a rhythmic creak I Dg the couch
hammock swung to aud fro. Through
the latticed honeysuckle vine came
fragrance and moonbeams. Perhaps
the heady brew addled Mary Eliza
beth’s brain, for she answered: "Bet
ter a dinner of tigers where love is,
than single blessedness and a stalled
ox with all Uncle James’ money!”

Standstill Class

Always ask for HATCHET BRAND SPICES and EXTRACTS

Eat food that
rwill work for you

Grape=Nuts
is not only good to taste
hut contains those nourish
ing elements which make
for health and energy.
Children and grown-ups
thrive on this ready-cooked
blend of wheat ana malted
barley.

"There's a Season fcr Grape=Nuts
SOLD BY GROCERS
EVERYWHERE!
Made by

Postum. Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek, Mich.
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